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ABSTRACT 
This report presents results of tests conducted on a 0.0125-scale 
model of the VC70-000002 Space Shuttle Orbiter and a 0.0125-scale model 
of the 747 CAM configuration in the IJrIl 4 x 4-foot High Speed Wind Tunnel. 
Force and moment data were obtained for each vehicle separately at a Mach 
number of 0.6 and for each vehicle in prOximity to the other at Mach num-
bers of 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and 0·7. 
Tne enclosed data present the proximity effects of each vehicle on 
the othe~ at separation distances (from the mated configuration) ranging 
from 1.5 feet to 75 feet; 747 Carrier angles of attack from 0 degrees 
to 6 degrees and angles of sideslip of 00 and -50 were tested. The 
Orbiter was tested in proximity to the 747 at incidence angles of 4 deg-
rees, 6 degrees and 8 degrees and angles of sideslip of 0 degrees and !5 
degrees. The Orbiter alone was tested at angles of attack from 0 degrees 
to 17 degrees at angles of sideslip of 0 degrees and -5 degrees • 
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Model variables include orbiter elevon, aileron and body flap deflec-
tions, orbiter tailcone on and off, and 747 stabilizer and rudder deflec-
tions. The tests, designated CA26, were conducted from August l through 
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4 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE001 
5 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE002 
6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE003 
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lORE = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE036 C 1105-1112 
143 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE037 C 1113-1120 
144 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0 
-IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE038 C 1121-1128 
145 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALP HAC = 0, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE039 C 1129-1136 
146 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, .1..-
lORE = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE040 C 1137-1144 
147 CARRIER DATA, ORS. PROXIMITY, ALPllAC = 2, 
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NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES I 
148 CAlL'l.lER DATA, ORB. PROXIHITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, SETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE042 C 1153-1160 L. 
149 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE045 C 1161-1168 
150 CARRIER DATA, ORB. EROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0," BETAO = 0, RFE046 C 1169-1176 I r 
151 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE047 C 1177-1184 
152 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIHITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
~ 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE048 C 1185-1192 
tTl 
153 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, RETAO = 5, RFE049 C 1193-1200 
154 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE050 C 1201-1208 
155 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE051 C 1209-1216 
156 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, i--
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE052 C 1217-1224 
157 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
10RB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE053 E 1225-1232 
l.--. 
158 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES .ic:.0l~~.inued) 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE 
159 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIHITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAD = O. RFE055 
160 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ~JLPHAC = 2, E 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE056 
i,' 161 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE057 
162 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXDIITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
IORB = 6. BETAC = O. BETAO = 5, RFE058 
163 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALP HAC = 2, E 
~ IORB = 6. BETAC = O. BETAO = 0, RFE059 
'" 164 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
IORB = 6. BETAC ~ O. BETAO = 0, REF060. 
VOLUME 3 
165 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
IORB = 6. BETAC = O. BETAO = 0, REF061 
166 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 
IORB = 6. BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF062 
167 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 
IORB = 6. BETAC = O. BETAO = 0, REF063 
168 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 
IORB = 6. BETAC = O. BETAO = 0, REF064 
169 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 




















































INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
TITLE 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = f, BETAC = O. BETAO = 5, RFE066 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6) BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFB067 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE068 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE069 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE070 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE071 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
luRB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE072 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE073 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE074 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE075 
CARRIER DATA, ORB, PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE076 
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CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC ~ 2, 
IORB ~ 6, BETAC ~ 0, BETAO ~ 0, RFE077 
CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, IORB=6, 
BETAC~BETAO = 0, AILRON = -5, RFE078 
CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALP HAC ~ 2, IORB~6, 
BETAC=BETAO = 0, RUDDER = 10, RFE079 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC ~ 2, 
IORB ~ 4, BETAC ~ -5, BETAO ~ -5, RFE080 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC ~ 2, 
IORB ~ 6, BETAC ~ -5, BETAO ~ -5, RFE081 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB ~ 8, BETAC ~ -5, BETAO ~ -5, RFE082 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC ~ 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC ~ -5, BETAO = 0, RFE083 
CARRIER DATA, ORB, PROXIMITY, ALPHAC ~ 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC ~ -5, BETAO = 0, RFE084 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5) BETAO = 0, RFE085 
CARRIER DATA, ORB, PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, RFE086 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, B~TAC = -5, BETAo = 0, RFE087 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
192 CARRIER DATA, ORE. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 1505-1512 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, RFEOB8 
0 193 CARRIER DATA, ORE. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1513-1520 
lORE = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEOB9 
194 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1521-1528 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE090 
195 CARRIER DATA, ORE. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1529-1536 
lORE = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE091 
, 
196 CARRIER DATA, ORE. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4) C 1537-1544 -~ -
-' 
IORE = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE092 
<.0 
197 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1545-1552 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE093 i 
I 
198 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1553-1560 f---I lORE = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE094 I 
199 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1561-1568 
lORE = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE095 
h.,-, 
200 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1569-1576 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE096 
201 CARRIER DATA, ORE. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4 C 1577-1584 , 
lORE = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE097 I 
,-
202 CARRIER DATA, ORE. PROXIMITY, ALP HAC = 4, C 1585-1592 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE098 
, .. 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continu~d) 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUNBER TITLE SCHEDULE 
203 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXINITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE099 
204 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXINITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 
IROB = 8, BETkC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEI00 
205 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPhAC = 4, C 
IORB = 4, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5. RFEI01 
206 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY. ALPHAC = 4. C 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFEI02 
207 CARRIER DATA. ORB. PROXIMITY. ALPHAC = 4, C 
N IORB = 8, BETAe = -5, BETAO = -5, RFEI03 
C) 
208 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 5.5, C 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEI04 
209 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, C 
lORB = 4, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE105 
210 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, e 
: .. ,;- IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFEI06 
-, 
211 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXINITY, ALPHAC = 0, e 
IORB = 8, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFEI07 
212 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, e 
IORB = 6, BATAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE108 
213 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIIIITY, ALPHAC = 2 C 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE109 
~ 
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214 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 
1681-1688 
IORB = 6, B£TAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE110 '---
215 CARRIER DAT." ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 
1689-1696 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEll1 
216 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 
1697-1704 
r 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE112 
'--
, 217 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALP HAC = 2, D 
1705-1712 
I IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF113 
218 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 
1713-1720 i-
N 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE114 
-' 
219 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
1721-1728 
I 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE115 
220 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 
1729-1736 
l IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE116 
t 
I; 221 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
E 1737-1744 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE117 
~, 
I 222 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 
1745-1752 --
I 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE118 
I 223 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
C 1753-1760 
I 
! IORB = 6, 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE119 
----
224 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
C 1761-1768 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE120 
. ':-~'" 
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INDEX OF_D_AX!l."X.!G1JRI~~_~C_"ntin'Icsl)"" __________ 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUl'IBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
225 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXINITY. ALP HAC = 4, 
IORB ~ 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE 121 C 1769-1776 
226 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIHITY, ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE122 C 1777-1/0" 
227 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIHITY, ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE123 C 1785-1792 
228 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE124 C 1793-1800 
229 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE125 C 1801-1808 
N 
N 230 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE126 C 1809-1816 
231 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIM., ALP HAC = 2, IORB = 6, 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE127 C 1817-1824 
232 CAR. DATA. ORB. PROXIM., ALP HAC = 2, IORB = 6, 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE128 C 1825-1832 
233 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIM., ALPHAC = 2, IORB = 6, 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE129 C 1833-1840 
~ 
23l, CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIM., Al.PHAC = 2, IORB = 6, 
BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE130 C 1841-1848 
"--
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INDEX OF DATA FIGUI(ES (Concl uded) 
FIGl'RE 
NUMBER TITLE 
235 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA
747 = 0.0 
236 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747 
= 2.0 
237 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALP
HA747 4.0 
238 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALP
HA747 = 0.0, 
DELBETA = 5.0 
239 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ. ALPH
A747 = 2.0, 
DELBETA = 5.0 
240 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ. ALPHA
747 = 4.0, 
DELBETA = 5.0 
COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE: 
(A) CY, CYN, CBL, CPSl, CPS2, CYB, CYNB, 
CBLB, DCPSB versus DZ 
(B) CN, CLM, GA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, 
CD versus ALPHAC 
(C) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, 
CD versus DZ 
(D) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, 
CD versus DX 
COEFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
SCHEDJlLL ___ VARYING PACES 
A BETAO, BETAC 1849-1863 
A BETAO, BETAC 1864-1878 
A BETAO, BETAC 1879-1893 
A BETAO, BETAC 1894-1908 
A BETAO, BETAC 1909-1923 
A BETAO, BETAC 1924-1938 
(E) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, 
CD versus DY 
(F) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, 
CD versus ALPHAO 
(G) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, 
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norrn~l-l'ol'CC coefficient· norm~l force 
, qS 
axi~l-for~c coefficient: axial force 
qS 
side-fol'!:e coefficient; side force 
qS 
bose-force coefficient; base force 
qS 
forebod:.: nx1c:d force coefficient, CA - CAb 
pltchin r'-moment coefficient; pitching moment 
qS£REF 
yawing-moment coefficient· yawing moment 
, qSb 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
c!Sb 
St~bility-AxiG System 
lift coefficient; lift qs 
drag coefficient; drag qs 
base-drug coefficient- base drag 
, qS 
fore body drag coefficient; CD - C~ 
side-force coefficient; side forccl 
qS 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment 
qSlREF 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing InOIDPnt 
qGb 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling mO\llent 
q;~b 
lift-to-drag ratio; C~CD 































Longitudinal carrier station, in. 
Vertical carrier station, in. 
Lateral carrier station, in. 
Orbiter aileron 
o _ 0eL - 0eR 




Orbiter body flap surface deflection angle, 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees 
Orbiter elevon surface deflection angle, 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees 
747 rudder surface deflection angle, positive 
deflection trailing edge to the left, degrees 
747 stabilizer surface deflection angle, 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees 
Side force coefficient due to beta 
Yawing moment coefficient due to beta 
Rolling moment coefficient due to beta 
Differential right hand and left hand strut 
pressur'2 coefficient due to beta 
ORBITER 
Orbiter (tail cone off) base pressure 
coefficient, 1 
Orbiter (tail cone off) base pressure 
coefficient, 2 









































Orbiter balance cavity pressure coefficient 
Orbiter strut L. H. side pressure coefficient 
Orbiter strut R. H. sid~ pressure coefficient 
747 cavity pressure coefficient 
747 upper forward sting cavity pressure 
coefficient 
747 upper center sting cavity pressure 
coefficient 
747 upper aft sting cavity exit pressure 
coefficient 
SEPARATION PARAHETERS 
Orbiter longitudinal displa~emen~ from mated 
position, positive aft, feet 
Orbiter lateral displacement from mated position, 
positive right, feet 
Orbiter vertical displacement from mated position, 
positive up, feet 
Incremental roll angle, Orbiter FRP, degrees 
Orbiter incidence angle, orbiter FRL to 747 
FRL (io = cro - crc), degrees 
Orbiter incidence angle (accounts for tunnel 
flow angularity variation from tunnel ~ to 
tunnel wall) io = cro - cr c - /:'Z(-.0059), degrees 
Orbiter angle of attack (tunnel flmy angularity 
from tunnel ~ to tunnel wall not applied), degrees 
Carrier FRL angle of attack, degrees 






The model component surface deflection angles called out in the run 
summary are nominal values. The act ual angles tested are outli ned below. 
Orb1 ter Elevon : 
Orbiter Aile r on: (Oe = 5, oa - 5) 















0° / +9.8° 
-0 .75° 
3 · 2~ 
5. 320 
+l0.~ 
~~ring the early separation~z sweep runs, 1t was noted that for ~z 
1n the 0 to 15 f oot r ange, the coefficient polars had different character-
istics for~z decreasing than for ~z increasing . Subsequent pitch/pause 
data runs demonstrated tpat there was a proximity hysterisis effect. 
kll runs thereafter wer e made with pitch/pause .points in close proximity 






The orbiter model, 48-0, was an 0.0125-scale representation of the 
Space Shuttle Orbiter VC70-000002 lines, illustrated in figure 2a. The 
Orbiter monel was tested both with and without a tail cone fairing which 
covered the MPS nozzles and the OMS pod base as shown in figure 2b. Or-
biter alone runs were made with a base sting mount, the sting replacing 
the upper MPS nozzle, figure 2h. The following orbiter configurations 
were tested: 
O2 = B64 014 F14 El~4 M18 N94 N92 w1l6 
04 = B64 C14 F14 E44 M18 N105 N92 R18 v23 wl16 (upper MPS nozzle off) 
06 = B64 C14 F14 E44 M18 .1116 TC4 
where: 
Componen! 
Orbiter fuselage per Rockwell lines VC'I0~000002, Model 
drawing SS-A01377 
Orbiter canopy per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model drawing 
SS-A01377 
Orbiter full span, unswept hingeline, 6-inch gapped elevons 
per Rockwell linea VC70-000002, Model drawing SS-A01377 
Orbiter body flap per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model 
dral;ing SS-AD1377 
Orbiter OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model 
drawing SS-A01377 
Orbiter OMS engine nozzles per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, 
Model drawing SS-A01377 ' 
Orbiter main engine nozzles per Rockwell lines VC70-00002, 
Model drawing SS-A01377 
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CONFI GURATIONS INVESTIGATED - ( Continued ) 
Component Description 
Orbiter rudder per Rockwell lines VC70- 000002, Model ure>! -
i ng SS-A01377 
Orbiter vertical tail per Rockwell l ines VC70-000002 , Model 
drawing SS-A01377 
Orbiter double delta wing per Rockwell l i nes VC70-000002, 
Model drawi ng SS-A01377 
Orbiter tail cone fairing whi ch covers the MPS nozzles and 
the OMS nozzles and base 
Orbiter elevon, aileron and body flap def lect io3 angles were var ied. 
Configuration ~ was the sting mounted orbiter configuration, and 02 and 
06 were blade mounted conf igurations. 
Or biter-t o-carr ier attach structure was s i mulat ed . These included 
!air ed and unfaired strut members as identified below and i l l ustrated in 
figures 2f and 2g. 
ATy = ATl12 + AT1l3 





Fwd . at tach structure, short fairing, i o = 40 
Aft attach s t ructure, unfaired dreglin}:, other member s 
[aired 
F\ld a ttach s t r uct ur e, fa ired, io = 40 







CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED - (Concluded) 
The carrier model, AXl318I-l, was an 0.0125-scale representation of 
the Boeing 747-100 aircraft with surface contours built to represent the 
747 under loads it would experience ,lith a 600,000 pound gross weight 
flying at Mach 0.86 at an altitude of 5,000 feet. The CAM [Carrier Air-
craft Modification) kit tested on the model inclllded 200 square foot tip 
fins on the horizontal tail panels and simulated orbiter-to-carrier attach 
structure. In-flight speed brakes were deployed for most runs in the COn-
figuration shown in figure 2e. Stabilizer and rudder deflections were 
varied during the test. The carrier was tested both isolat.ed and in 
proximity to the orbiter. Configurations investigated were: 
747/1 = B27.8 W44.1 V9.l H15.6 M25 M26 N57 N58 Sl-12 T14 AT( ) 





V9.1 Vertical Tail 
H15 Horizontal tail, basic 
H15.6 Horizontal tail, with 200
 ft.2 tip fins 
M25 Inboard n~celle struts 
M26 Outboard nacelle struts 
N57 Inboard nacelles 
N58 Outboard nacelles 
Sl-12 Spoiler Panels 
T14 Flap track fairings 
31 
, 
L { ...... . 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Force inst~umentation consisted o£ a six-component internal £orce 
balance mounted in each model. The orbiter balance measured orbiter 
£orces and the carrier balance measured carrier data. 
Pressure instrumentation £or the orbiter consisted o£ 3 base pressure 
ori£ices (tailcone o££ only) and 1 balance cavity ori£ice. Pressure in-
strumentation £or the c:.1rrier consisted o£ 1 balance cavity ori£ice and 
3 sting/boattail cavity pressure ori£ices as shown below. Also, see 







Strut pressures: PSl 
PS2 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTIUN 
The Vought Aeronautics Company High Speed Innd Tunnel is a blowdown-
to-atmosphere, transonic-supersonic adjustable Mach number facility. 
Six tanks with a total of 28,000 cubic feet air storage capacity 
receive the reheated air until a maximum storage pressure of 600 p3ia is 
reached. The compressor discharge is then vented to atmosphere until the 
tank pressure is reduced below 400 psia. All alumina pebble bed in each 
tank absorbs heat during pump up and dissipates heat during air discharge 
to maintain a near constant supply temperature. 
The time required to recharge the air storage tanks following a run 
varies from 15 to 45 minutes depending upon the final tank pressure. A 
nominal tank pressure increase rate is 9 psi per minute. 
Mach number control at the supersonic test section velocities is 
accomplished with an adjustable contour nozzle. Two flexible stainless 
steel plates, 3/4-inch thick, 48 inches wide, and 453 inches long, are 
contoured to produce a uniform test section flo.. using 28 nozzle jacks on 
each plate spaced at 10- to 18-inch intervals. During nozzle changes the 
plates are hydraulically extended to permit positioning of the threaded 
nozzle jacks. After the nozzle jacks are properly set, the plates are 
retracted against the nozzle jack stops. Microswitches on the stops 
indicate plate contact. Strain indicators at each jack position protect 
the nozzle plate from excessive stresses. 
During each run the hydraulic cylinders are charged with high pres-
sure to hold each plate support rigidly against the nozzle jack stops. 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded) 
For transonic operation the supersonic diffuser is removed and the 
transonic lest section and ejector section are set in place. The model 
cart is relocated do,mstream approximately 11 feet into the transonic test 
section. Test section window locations relative to the model cart are 
the same for either section. Conversion time is nominally 2 hours. 
The transonic test section has normal hole perforated walls with 
22.5% porosity. Test section size is nominal 4 x 4 feet with each side 
\ 
wall converged 25 minutes. Subsonic Mach number control is accomplished 
with hydraulic servo-actuated choking flaps do~lt1stream of the test section. 
A control system maintains the preset ratio of static to total pressure 
during each run by causing small changes in choking area. Above Mach 
number 0.9, approximately, the choking flaps are fully open and Mach con-
trol is switched to a set of plenum chamber bleed control flaps. These 
hydraulically-actuated, servo-controlled "Mach flaps" remove test section 
air through the porous walls by ej ection pumping of the pler,um chamber. 
A maximum Mach number of 1.15 can be attained ,.-ith a sonic nozzle. To 
obtain Mach numbers greater than 1.5, it is necessary to contour the 
nozzle plates in addition to utilizing plenum pumping. A maximum Mach 
number of 1.B is possible in the transonic test section, although the 
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Force and moment data were reduced in both body and stab:Uity axes 
using standard data reduction procedures. Coefficient data for each 
vehicle were computed based on their respective reference dimensions. 
Separation distances lI.z, lI.y, and lI. z were computed in the carrier body 
axis system and represent the movement of the orbiter from the base (mated) 
position. 
Carrier Orbiter 
Model Full Model Full " 
S~bol Scale Scale Scale Scale Descri12tion 
S 0.859 5500 0.420 2690 reference area, ft.2 
b 29·351 2348.04 1l.709 936.68 reference span, in. 
c 4.097 327·78 5·935 474.81 reference MAC, in. 
MRC moment reference center, in. 
Xc or Xc 16.749 1339·90 13.862 1109 
Yc or Yo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Zc or Zo 2.385 190·75 4.687 375 
No base or cavity pressure corrections were applied to the data. 
I'ind tunnel data were interpolated versus angle of attack, angle of 
Sideslip, orbiter incidence angle and separation distances lI.x, lI.yand 




SD75-SH-0054, "Pretest Information for a. Test of an 0.0125-scale Model 
48-0 orbiter/747 Flight Test Configuration in the LTV 4 x 4-foot High 
Speed Wind Tunnel (CA23)," February 17, 1975 
VC70-000002, "Design Geometry - Orbiter," June 10, 1974 
SS-A01377, "Orbiter Assembly - #48-0, 0.0125-Scale SSV, Ferry/Separation," 
August 9, 1974 
SS-A01378, "Model Installation - 0.0125-Scale SSV Orbiter Ferry/Separation 
(LTV) " 
SS-A01452, "Tail Cone Assy - 0.0125-Scale SSV orbiter, #48-0" 
SS-A01559, "Fwd and Aft attach Supports, 48-0, 0.0125-Scale SSV Orbiter, 
March 11, 1975 
vl-1132SA, "Sting Assy - 48-0 SSV, Carrier, Ferry/Separation," August 9, 1974 
W-1133SA "Sting Asay - Orbiter Ferry Separation, #48-0," January 13, 1975 
The Boeing Company - 747 Carrier 
747-MD-lj{'jl, "General Arrangement - 747 Space Shuttle Orbiter ',P.! r:ler 
Aircraft (Piggyback Configuration)," July 15, 1974 
747-MD-654, "Forward Support Structure Inst!. -747 CAM" 
747-MD-G:,8, "Support Structure Inst!. -Aft" 
AX 1318I-l, "747 Model Drawings 0.0125-Scale." 
65Cl3609, "Model ABSY AXl318I-l" 








TEST: CA26 I DATE: Post Test 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE MA~H NUMBER (per unit length) PSF (degrees Fahrenheit) , 
0.3 2.6 x 106/ft 200 llO 
0.5 4.0 x 106/ft 44'i ll'i 
0.6 4"~4.9 x 106/ft '570 _ h!>'i 80 - ,':!!> 
0·7 5.1 x l06/ft 720 96 
Orbiter: Task 1.0-inch MK XIV 
BALP.NCE UTILIZED: Carrierl LTV 1.5-inch VB-2l 
CAPACITY: 
Orbiter Carrier Accuracy 
, 
NF 800 J.b. 1000 lb. 0.2!{. 
-
SF 400 lb. 800 lb. 0.2% 
AF 100 lb. 200 lb. 0.2% 
PM 1000 in • .,lb. 0.2% 
RM 250 in.-lb. hCQ in.-J:b. 0.2% 











TEST: o.-,~, 2-Co DAT A SET IRUN NUMBER [OlL A TION ')UMMARy !DATE ; Po:;"T -rE::. -::.: \-
OATA SET CARRIER ORBITER 
IDENTIFIER 
C0"J FI GURA:l ON P Ii, Oe OaF Oa Llx LlY a 0,4. 
i~\:'E.OO I 04* 0 Q 0 
,~'z. 0 !~.3 0 
03 5 0 0 
04 S 0 0 
OS OzS, 6 0 0 
0(" S- O 0 
0"1 S 0 0 
DB 0 0 0 
09 0 1t' •• 5 0 
/0 0 -11.'7 0 
1/ 0 s: 0 
It? Ot;, S \ 0 -\\.1 0 
13 0 -1\.1 0 
14 5 -1/.1 0 
IS S -11.1 0 
I 7 
" 
19 25 31 3' 43 
1 , .1 I 1 1 I I I I 
COEFFICIENTS ~ GXo = CJ OF:! {3 Q' *0 It.-..O 
SCt-IEDULES C; '" o -0 '7'Z... -\-.., "':! 
SEE P"':(jE4<D r"., e.()i=i\IClil'''1' SCfWbULF 
!!-c-"\('''' -." 




LIz a O Po 4>0 I 0.1'.0 
/2-\ 0 0 I \ 
Li\ 0 0 Z. 
/2,\ 0 0 4. \ 
/2.\ -5 0 4.z. 
/&\ 0 0 7./ I 
A\ -5 0 '7.e.. " 
'" & 8 B '" 0 0 , 
h\ D 0 0 C/ c z 
£. JD z 0 0 c < 
!~ / / tD 
° 
0 '" 
" £ '" 0 0 \Z 
li\ 0 0 14 
-
Ii -5 0 15 
Ii, 0 0 Ib.\ 
J
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TABLE II (Continued) 
TEST: c.A.2.(O DATA SET /RUN NUMBER CDLLATION ~UMMARY 
-
OATA SET CARRIER 
ORBlTE~ 
IDENTI F IER 
r. C~ FIGURA. "':"10N a II 0 .... Or 0. Oe.- 60 L1x L1Y L1z a o 
l~fE.DI:'" '141/' ATy 0 D 5" D 
1'1 2 0 !:; 
. 
0 
IB 4 0 S 0 
IC! s.s 0 s 0 
z.a 0 0 -\ 0 
Z.I 2. 0 -I 0 
z.z. 4 0 -I 0 
23 Z -s S 0 
ZA Z. 0 S 0 & 
ZS- Z. 0 5 0 ~ 
2.<" 7 4 7/1 0 0 -I 0 
2.1 0 0 :3 0 
2.5 0 0 S 0 
z..'l 14'1/4 0 0 - a 
l-







. 1 I 1 I I , 1 / 
1 , 
~ ~ t COEFFICIENTS a OR fj -e.. - 0 +0 53 e" SC MEDuLES 'I. '::. Q +0 ~Q t""t 
,--. 
'-- ~ 
ID A Tf : PO:::'T IE: S T 
MACH NUMBERS I 






Z1 ~ ~ 
~ 
<:3 ~ ~ 
ZB c z 
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. . TABLE II (Continued) 
TEST: QA.2.Cc, DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLI_ATION '>UMMARY DATE; ~"j'T l<'-1........ '. ,". 
IOATA SET 
COl\JFIGURATION 
CARRIER . ORBITER MACH NUMBERS 
roENTIFJER .. 
.. a P O,a. Or 10e OBF 00 t\X M t\Z t.o Po <Po D.310.s D.fa 0.7 
ifVMF03D '14'7/ fAT ,,1/JZ.SI 0 0 .s 0 S -1l.1 In 0 0 13"\ 14 n n I 30.1 
:31 I. . h'f &:, 3D.2-
3Z .. '. .. B~ 1(", 30.3 
3.3 . .' '. . /J''( (" 34.2-
< 34 .. H-! 8 ..:II . 
..3.5 '.. . 0 0 s 0 S -11,'7 0 0 0 '3 I 4 s 0 33,1 ., . '. m 
3<0 .. h'~ . ~ . 6;, 3~"z' .; 
,3'1 . ' ... /3'\ 8 34. \ ~I 
3R 0 ~\ 0 S -11:1 /3~ 4 1·0 zi 0 0 0 0 0 3.';,1 c . <1 
.39 /:.".1 . !.a m: . 3 3S.L:. r 1i ; 
4D h~ " 8 .'. 3(", 
····41 :2- 0 -I. s -11.1 4 4 0 0 .3' (, I '. 0 0 1.0 '0 13\ 
.... 42- /3~ c::" 3'1.2-
43 ND [iA If\ ;:\\},.HL.F 'e .. [p' .. 1-,--- . ' -. - -..- -- h~ B ,. . '. 38.1 
44- No U\\T..? AVt\\\"l' i~ ,,,.., .~ 8 .. 
. 
38.2. ,'- . ..• - - .... . ~" ... ~- .. ' '3 
• 
. 4S' . . . 2.. 0 S- O S -1/.1 0 0 0 ,3\ d. 0 0 ,3'1.1 
4G:, /3' Co 144 43 ,3q,z. 42 
41 . ;:~\ 8 40.1 
. 
.' 
1 7 '3 19 25 31 37 43 49 05 
" 
~- .. 1: '6 
1 I, ,.] • cL I 1 1 . I I, I , I. '. ,. I.. •. I ••• I I . & .. COEFFICIENTS <I IDVAR 11), IDVAR (21 NDV 
a OR {J , ~~ .\V\C.'1<'.:h~\'/'~, ~ \1\.0 ~aL~.s:.~G t b ~ . \ v\(;!,'I''' ;\;.. '" .',!, ,.D , ....... , ~ •• , ~ " .. fo.,'f- .6 t .' ",-, -=1-c.~ d.C.Q\·" 8t.lt."', ""lI4\, ':1".,,-, .. SCHEOUL~S . ciC.<!.'f<:H'i..H'<' "'0 "'",,-,,0'. 
~ .~-£ ~.e.. t~"'c.y-('~:-.:.\\-'~'-. ,~,; ~h:,,: l (" • '. ...,'. ~;.,,~. I':", . NASA-MSFC'MAF I 
~~---,.-.. ,- ---, ... ;.-.--.-.~- -----




TlIBLE II (Continued) 
~ ...... 
IDATE; TEST: CA..Z(p .'. ?oc"'i 'E:.-ST , ::lA1A SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
~"""-"--~'--~'., 
OATA SET . CAURIERij· ORBITER MACH NUMBERS I 
IDENTIFIER CONPrGURATtON 
-a ti!(~~ lie OSI' /ja .1x M LIz • flo <Po L c) !),tD 
i 
R/AF~D4B 74'1h AC", n)zS I. 2. ({s~To 5" DOD 0 /A <4 5" 0 41.1 
,.~ . ---'1-' & 
'" 
41.2-
5'0 .. 13\ B ./0:,:. 
oSJ 74'1/' AT-! 0zS~ Z 0 6 0 .5 0 0 0 10 b\ 4- 0 0 4S,1 
,. . 52- & fo. 45.Z 
, 5'6 '74'1/1 A"\Y dJz..'S1 12 0 S 0 5 0 0 a !~ 0 ~ 0 0 46>.1 ., 
'" 54 IS LU,.z. "' -< 
D 
65 /.00 4b.e. c z 
£i~ :Z,. S 'S 0 14\ b ·47.' z 0 0 0 D 0 5 0 c < 
.j» 
~. 41.z ID 57 IS In ~ 
" 5B . I • &'0 41.3 
59 Z. 0 5 0 S 0 0 ID ,'4, 0 (,., 0 0 48'.1 
(,,0 . IS ' . 4'6'.2-
(".1 60 4S:j 
. 6z Z. 0 S 0 ,<;; 0 ('I /5\ 0 0 Co 0 0 .:1'7. I 
~:3 . .. .. 
. . 
IS" 4'1,;:' 
. J,4 .... . ~o 4'1.3 ~~ 
. . 
. 
1~ 76 1 7 t3 t9 25 31 37 43 49 SS ~I 
" 
'II "I J • I i I , I I, , I , , ;, ,. I • "",;,1 •.• I . I 












ITEst: . CA.c2.io 
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[) It r A'- S'E"T .' 
1:PENTI'FIER 
C-C'··.rFIGU·R'ATION 
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TABLE II (COntil;Ued) 
,DATA SET/RUN NUMI3'ER COLLATION ~UMMARY IJ~ TE ; PO~\ Ie:~-\ 
. CARRIER ORBITER 
a' 11 l(}", ' () r Ide (}IIF I (}o Ax Llv 





.z.. 0 . s: '0 0 1(,.3 0 0 0 
I· 
z.. 0 .s- O 10 5 0 ,0 .:> 
Iz. 0 S· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
z.. 0 S- O , /0 0 0 0 () 
z. 0 s 0 5 0 -S" 0 0 
Z. 0 5 ID :5 0 0 0 0 
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MACH NUMBERS 
£0 Po 4>0 o.~ 
G:, ~ 0 I SC,I 
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B 52 ~ m 
4- I~· . S!.. i '" ~ 0 ~ 
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fL_ O 0 .;:7 
Co 0 0 -:<;.7 -. 
-' 
(0 l.) 0 ,,-,-.. 
.. 
4 -5 C I (£>!' i 
G, 'O.Z-
Po ~~ i 
~5 ., , . '7 ~ "b 
, J, 1,1 , J I , , , I lla.,.11 
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TA!F.E II ~ Continued) 
DAT A SET IRUN NUMBER COLL A linN SUMMARY DATE ; 
CARNER ORBITER 
p Ib,.. • /}J &e 1181 60 .4x .1Y .4z L.o flo 4>0 





0 /4\ 5 0 !is 0 0 0 (., 0 0 
IS 
<00 
o. s 0 s 0 0 0 0 £ 4 CJ 0 
to 
. B 
0 5 0 s D 0 0 0 £. 4 s 0 
,", 
e, 
0 -I 0 "5 0 0 D () , /3\ 4 0 0 
to 
8 
0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 £. 4 0 0 
" 8 
. 2S . , 
'7 4-3 49 ss ., 
I. • • •• •••••• 1 ••• ,1 ••••• J-''-~.le 
COEFFI'CIENTS 
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l,4:Z c z 
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IDVARt1I IDVAR(21 NOY 
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! 7 13 19 
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,1 L ••. 1.. I • I 
CI OR/J 
SCHEDULES 
'l'AlnoE II (Continued) 
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: PD~:;T TE..:;;:" 
CARRIER ORBHER ~"Ct!NIIM8ERS 
P l(j ... l(jr I (j. del' .6a .1x ! .1'y LIz Lo . Po 1/>0 0.(,., 
-s 5 10 5 0 10 0 0 .13\ 4 ' -s r. '12.1 
10 :'1Z.z. 
I B ' '13 
0 5 0 S 0 0 0 0 h\ {~ 0 0 74 
-5 S D S 0 0 0 0 I? ....... 4 -5 0 '75. t 
Go '1E,:l '1 m 
8 7re:. I. '" ~ 
10 Is 13\ ' (~ II 0 s -11.7 0 0 0 0 0 7 r l c z 
a Is\ 4 , z 0 :s ,0 -1/.'1 '0 0 0 0 0 'l~.1 . -~ I 
b '1'l.a. ,,., . . ' 
'" ~ '79 
0 5' 0 0 -)(.1 0 k.. () 0 6 () 0 81.1 
15 SI.e. 
lr.O 81.3 
0 s 0 0 






25 31 37 43 49 55 ., £7 75 7£, 
I •• I I • I • I • • • I. •• I.. I • • I ... I 
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TEST: c.f. .. :ZJc Dt,TA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
0." 1 A SET CARRIER 
1- ORBITER 
: 'DENTI F1ER 
CON FIGURA"rlON fJ O~ 0, ,0. OSF 60 L1x L!Y LIz Lo 
" 
flo 
I R/""Il 8 '747/, AT" d> .. s\ z. 0 -( 0 0 -/1,1 0 , .~ h\ b 0 
WI Z 0 5 \0 0 -/1.1 0 (,) 0 1'2.\ G:, 0 
120 Iz. -$ S 0 0 -11.7 n () 0 h\ '" -S-




1204 0 0 S- CI 0 -11.7 0 () 0 & 4 0 
1.Z.5 Co 
1.2.(", ~ 
\ 2.'1 z 0 s 0 0 -/1.'1 0 0 0 ~ <e, 0 
. tz.~ 74'111 AT'"(r/;z.S I lZo- 0 S 0 .5 0 0 0 0 & <e, 0 
lZ,q Iz 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 .0 0 0 b.\ to 5 
lao z. 0 ls 0 b D 0 0 0 & <0 0 
IAr-~ 131' rj)z.. s, !r n C) k~ s 
13Z. S 0 0 /2.\ D 
1'33 5 0 0 /z.\ -5 
fa4 0 0 0 &.. 0 
• 
7 \3 •• 25 
31 37 43 4, 55 
, , .. ,. I I I I I I I I • 
., I • 
COEFFICIENTS 
.. OR fJ 
s'CHEOUL ES 
*,,~ ... \,t' .. \ ~;\ .. u.-\-\'.h~e/D ... b,-\-(''(' 'j0lf> se.~\f'd. 
o 
IDATE: 'POST IE.ST 
MACH NUMBERS 
<1>0 I 0.6" 
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Id,: , .. -''',,' 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
BETAO, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN,CBL, CL, CD 
BETAe, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, (;L, CD 
CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN,CBL, CL, CD 
DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CO 
DX, OZ, CN., CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, Cil 
DY, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL., CL ,. CD 
DY, OX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, GiN, CBL, CL, CD 
OY, OZ, CN, ClM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL., CL., CD 
DX, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
DY, DX, CN, CLM, cA, CY, CYN, CBL., CL, CD 
DY, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN,. CBL, CL, CD 
DX, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CB1, CL, CD 
DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 




CPCO, CPBl., CPB2, CPB3 
CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, 
CPOO, CPBl, OPB2, 
CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, 








cpeo, CPSl, CPS2 
CPCO, CPBl, CPB2, CPB3, CPSl, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAo, 
INCU>, ALPHAC 
CPCO, CPBl CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCID, ALPHAO 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
DATA SET 1s,t 
CHARACTER DATA SET INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER NUMBER FIRST SECON'll DEPENDENT VARIABLES ~-- ---------------- ----"-, 
BX 68-82 MACH DZ CPCO, CPB1, CPB2, CPB3, CPS
l, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCI» , ALPHAC 
BX 83-85 MACH DX CPCO, CPB1, CPB2, CPB3, 
CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAo., 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 86~88 MACH lilY CPCO, CPB1, CPB2, CPB3
, CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAD, 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 89-111 MACH DZ CPCo., CPB1, CPB2, CPB3, CPS1, C
PS2, ALPHAo., BETAO, 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 112-114 MACH lilX CPCO, CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAD, BETAD, INCID, 
ALPHAC 
BX 115-117 MACH BY CPCD, CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID, ALPHA
C 
BX 118-130 MACH DZ CPCD, CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAD, BETAO, INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 13il-133 MACH INCID CPCO, CPSl, CPS2 
.... BX 134 MACH ALPHAO CPCO, CPBl, CPB2, CPB3, CP
Sl, cps2 
'-J 
RY 16-23 MACH ALPHAC BETAC, ON, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CB
L, CL, CD 
RY 24 MACH DZ DY, DX. ON, CLM, CA
, CY, CYN, eBL, CL, CD 
RY 25 MACH DX DY, DZ, ON, CLM, CA, CY,
 CYN ,CBL, CL, CD 
RY 26-29 MACH ALPHAC BETAC, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN
, CBL, CL, CD 
SZ 16-23 MACH ALPHAC OPCC, CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF) 
SZ 24 MACH DZ cpcc, CPSBl, CpSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC 
SZ 25 MACH DX CPCC, CPSBl, CpSB2, OPSB3, Q(pSF), ALPHAC, BET
AC 
SZ 26-29, MACH ' ALPHAC CPCC, OPSBI, CpSB2, CPSB
3, Q(pSF) 
SZ ,30.-52 MACH DZ CPCC, CpSB1, CPSB2, CpSB
3, Q(pSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALpHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 53-fil MACH DY CPCC, CPSBl, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BET
AC, 
,ALPHAo., BETAD, INCID 
5Z 62-67 MACH DX CPCC, CPSBl, CPSB2, CPSB
3, Q(pSF), ALPHAC, B'ETAC, 
ALPHAO ,BETAO, INCID 
11] 
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~fii'i'F"Nr' m; r 7 18, 71_,,) 
r·]"";:i'::::£~~~~i""'0~~~;";";;,,,,,,,,~,;c~,,,,,;;,~-,;;,,,,,.,,,,~~,~,,,,,c~;:,,,, ,,,;.,~~,~-,,,,~,:c. .. ~,;","""","o""","","""",,",,,""' •.• '." "~ ;;",': .• k,.;..",,,,, ';,)"j:''':'~';''_4;'';'' 
r&:fG~:N,LGf~G~7:?rr~~~7"~~f;:?:~~r~:'~'ry'7C'~~ry~~~:"~,,,:-~?: "·',:,'r:''''~·':T''<~''~-~·;'' - '''~:'-'';;;'; ,.;:"'~7"''''' '-:!!T-~" ~-'~"":,':'" :">'" 




TABLE II (Concluded) 
nATA SET 1st 
CHAMCTER DATA SET INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER NUMBER FIRST SECOND nEPENDENT VARIABLES 
.'/-
SZ 68~82 MACH DZ CPCC, CPSB1, OPSB2, OPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, :SETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 83-85 MACH DX CPCC, OPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3; Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 86-88 MACH nY ePCC, OPSB1, CPSB2, OPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, IN.CID 
SZ 89-111 MACH DZ CPCC, OPSBl, CPSB2, .cPSB3,Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 112-114 MACH DX CPCC, CPSB1, OPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF) ,.ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO., INCID 
SZ 115-117 MACH DY CPCC, CPSBl, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 






SZ 118-130 MACH DZ OPCC, CPSBl, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
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TABLE III (HODEL DL"l'A'ISIONAL DATA) 
a. Orbiter J,1odel 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - OHI. - B6/, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The bod,'r is an elon,~a.ted structure containing 
the Crew ~Iodule and Cargo Bay. !)arne as IML plus 1" TPS. 
NODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: VC70-000002. 55-AOl377 
DiMEiIISIONS : 
Length (XO = 235 to 1519), In. 
Max Width (XO ='1516.e), In. 




















TABLE III (Cont'd) 
a. Orbiter Hodel 
MonEL COMPONENT: CANOPY (OUTSa HOLD LIN;iL=....g."'l,!".~. ______ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Th<:1 <:1).nooy is that [!art_of the forward fuselage 
~lhich covers the Cre'.of l-!odule. One inch . TPS thickr.ess en the canopy. 
Confil!llration 140C. 
/!ODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: . VC70-000002, 55-A01377 
DIMENSIONS: FUll SCALE 
Length (X0=435.196 -' 670.0), In. 234·$0 
Max Width (XO == 594.0), In. 195.58 
Max Depth 







.7012 Xo - .2552 YO - .6656 Zo - 6.1789 = 0 
.5710 Xo - .5641 YO - .5965 Zo +32.7354 = 0 




2 .• 4l.5 





















TABLE III (Cont'd) 
a.. Orbitel' Model 
MODEL COMPONENT : _:;;E:=LE:;:JV~O::.:.N...;-:...::E~lll.,.ll _____________ _ 
Gl:NERAL DESCRIPTIOI' .. 6.0 In. F. S. gap:> IIlachined into E26 elevon. 
Flipper doors. centerbody pieces. and tipseals are not simulated. (Data 
are for one side.) 
J~OOEL i)CALE: 0.01:25 
DRAWING NUMBER· Not available. 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivalent), In., 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movabl. surface chordl 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Bock Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
210.00 
4 • .365 
_ ... llB.O LN75 




Troilino Ed9~e _....;-_1:::.0;:,:· • .:::;05.::6~· __ - 10.056 
·Hingeline ____ 0 .... ,00 ..... · _ 0.00 
(Product of area & cj 
Area Moment (~),Ft ·_.;:1.::.5eJ7~·"" • .:;2~5 ....... 0.003 







. .•..• ~ 
-,' ,j 
·




















TABLE III (Co .tld) 
a. Orbi ter ~:cdel 
~OCEL COMPONENT: pony FLAP - F14 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The body flan is a secondary movable airfoil 
located at the art end of the body. 
IW1)FL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: VC70-QOOOO2 
Dlf{.ENSIONS: 
Area _ Ft2 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chordl 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles. degrees 
Lead; ng Edge 
Tailing Edge 
Hingeline _ 
(Product of Area & c) 3 
Area Moment ~~ ,Ft 



























'fABLE III (Cont1d) 
a. Orbiter Model 
MODELCOMPONENT: ____ ~O~M~S~P~O~DS~. A(O~.~~~~)~-_·~Ml~S~--~------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The OMS pods are nacelles housing the maneuvering 
engines and are located on the fuselage on either side of the vertical 
ta.i1. Same as IML olus1/2" TPS. 
HODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER; VC70-000002, VL70-S43001 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length (XO=1.311 - 1511), In. 
Max Width (Xo =: 304), In. 
Max Depth (Xc'" 304), In. 
Fineness Ratio 

















TABLE III (Ct.'tlt1d) 
a. Orbi tar l·;odel 
110DEL cm·!PONEh'T: NOZZLES - Nq2 
GEllERAL DESCRIPrI0N: The t"IO orbiter maneuvering system nozzles are 1avel-bp.11 
shat!ed and are located at the aft end "f the O!'.Spods. 
. - - ~ .. .-
These dimensions are 
external 2.pd are not to be 1);sed for p1llme tests •. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DR; 11ING NUliIBl'!R: Nc62100009. VC70-000002.VL70-o08401, Aero;jet 1Ul:).900 
DTI.fr:N.3IONS: 
MACH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Pla.ne 
Throa.t to Exit Plane 




Area. - ft2 
Exit 
Throa1; 




Null Position - neg. 
Pitch 
Ya.w 
OlUGINAL PAGE IS 
. P1 POoR QUALr:lY 54 
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TAIL! III (Cont 'd) 
a • Orbiter !-l(,del 
MOD!':L C014PONENT: MP::; NOZZLES - N94 
.~-~-~---.---
GEUERAL DESCRIPl'ION: The main propulsion nozzles are. Laval-bell shaped 
anci Sore located on the aftplanes of the orbiter. These dimensions ar~ 
terrAL and are not, to be scaled for plume tel!ts •. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRi·I.'ING NUlrne.~: VC70-o00002, VL70-o0814lt.j RS009169. RS0091Q7, 131415000 
DIME."l.3IONS: 
Mi,CH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to E:<i t Plane 
Throat to Exit Plane 




Area - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 








































TABLE III (COnt'd) 
a. Orbitor-Nodel' 
HODEL COMPONSNT: 1-fl?3 r_m_Z_2.L_E_8_-_N-"1""Qu5'--_______________ ....,.._~ 
GE.lI'ERAL DESCRIPrI0N: 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0"'1"'.2"'5'--___ 
DRi'\iIN\} NUMBER: VC70-Q00002, VL70-ooa144j RS009169. RS009107, .13Ml5000 
DIMEN3IONS: 
MACH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to E:ci t Plane 
Throat to Exit Plane 




Area - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 

































M.· .. ·.· .. V 
o 
TABLE III (Cont'd) 
a. Orbi 1. .. 1" mUt.lel 
MODEL COMPON ENT : _--!R:.;:UD~D:::.:E::l!,Re,.;-:..-!::R*;!.lIl~ ____________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION' The rudder ill a secondarY' movable airfoil a.t the 
trailinJ7 edf7e of the vertical fin that imoarts yaw forces. This dimensional 
data 1'1a.ll calculated from the e!~L !ll3.ster dimensions 7-l9~74. 
HODEL SCALE: '0.1).~O::::J,..::o25::.-_________________ _ 
DRAWING NUMfilER . 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area = Ft2 
Span (equivalent) , In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Dutb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chordl 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chard 
At Dutb'o cquiv. chord 




(MAC X AREA, Ft ) 
Area Moment (~) 
Mean Aerodynamic -Chord, Ill. 
57 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
97.14a .0 • .015 
19a.614 
~ 
9.0 • .07 1.126 
: 50,89- .0.635 
.0·4.0.0 .0.400 
.0.4.0.0 .0.400 
31... an 34.833 
26. 249 26.249 





~ ,_.1... ... I I -.J . - -,.-,,~-- I I t 
TABLE III (Cont'd) 
a. Orbiter Hodel 
MODEL COMPONENT: ORBI:r""R TAILCO~ - TC4~ _______ ~ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Fairinr: mounted on orbiter fuselage base for 
ferry missions configuration. 
lolODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: _ • .-:.::$S;:..-,.:;A;::::Q;:;:14;t,; .. 5::,::2:... ______________ _ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
I 
Length 435 •. 76 5.447 
Max Width 300. SO 3.76 
Max ~ Height 3.33 
Fineness Ratio 
Area - Ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 462.)7 0.0722 






TABLE III (COnt'4) 
. ·a. Orblter Maclel 
MOPJ!J.o COMPOtoo.'T: VERTICf,L - V23 «(itltcergold tiMsl 
GENERAL DESCRIP'l'ION: The ver,ticaLtailis dnuble-wedge shaped and Innunted 
dorsally on thea.ft fUSelage. These data. corl'esnond to ~onf'igurationl4OC. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DAAilING NUMBl!."R: VC7Q.d2QQQQ2, master· dimensions. 
DL.\1EUSIONS: 
.2 Area .( 'rheo ) - Ft 
Pla.nf'OrD!. 
Spa'l(Theo) - In. 
Aspeet Ratia . 
.Rate 01' Taper 
Taper .flI!,tia 
Sweep-llack Angles, Degrees .• 
Leading Edge .. 
TraUing ~e 
0.25 Element M,tte 
-Chords': 
. Ropt (Thea) '11' 
Tip (Thea) ,/p 
MhC 
F\l$. sta.a1' .25 MAC 
W.P. .01' .25 MAC 
B..L. 01':25MAC 
Airfoil Seec:tcm 
Lead;i.ng We4t$e .~ngle- Deg. 
Trailiiig Wedt1e Anale -Deg. 
























o 06S . 
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TABI,!o;UI (Cont1d) 
a. Orbiter I':od,,~ 
'1i)DEL :0':P()~. S~.,. :,.,.-_W::.:;::..1<!!.O'C:;:.-:;.W.l.JJ;u6o.... ___ -----_-----'----,--______ _ 
"!::~"!~Qj\, .. D!::SCr;::-"TION : •• ' __________ .... ____ ....... -----------
::01':', !dentica~ to l/±ll;0l'-Cel't "i rfoil t.hickness. TH.h"d'f'"J. an~le isa~onp: 
lWDEL SCALE, 0.0125 ~--.~~~~~~~------------------------------------
TOTAL DATA 
A'!"e-a ~: 1eo.) 
?lanform 
Span (Theo . In. 
As?ec~ ~atio 
Rate of Taper 
Ta:le~ Ratio 
D'ihedr'a1 Ang1e, degrees 
Inc :cence A'1g1e, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Swee? 3ack Ang1es, degrees 
:'eading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 E1ement Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
TiD, (Theo) B.P. 
W'IC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 








Tip 1.00 b . 
'f MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P,of .25 MAC 
B .L.of .25 I"AC 
Airfon SeGtion (ROckWell Mod NASA) 





:lata for OJ of (2) Si des 
Lead; n9 Edge Cuff 2 
P IfH\~c~.m ll,-rea ~t 
i;.ri.aqill:; ~dge iI'ter.'SeGt.-S Fus- M. __ l.-. Q SUo 
Leacir.g Edge lllterseC'".s'''1ng @ Sta 
60' 
DWG. NO. Yi ';'Q-I'lOQ1k Q .\ - =;OOQ?OO 
2690.00 
936.68 

































--'l.£.'l.""2 __ .... 
2·27'7 
0.2:14 










0 ... hi77 
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TABLE III (MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA) 
a. Orbiter Model (Concluded) 
MODEL COMPONENT : Mounting Strut - Sl 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Blade strut attachment to orbiter aft upper 
fuselage where vertical tail is nonnally mounted. Strut leading edge 
---
and lower trailing edge conform to the vertical tail planfonn. Airfoil 
section is blunted diamond. The tip of the strut mounts to a sting. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWIHG NUMBER: Rocl:well W-11335H 
DIMENSIONS: 
Theoretical intersection of L.E. 
with fuselage ML, in. 
Xo 
Zo 
leading edge sweep angle, deg. 
Trailing edge sweep angle. deg. 
chord length. in. 
maximum thicknes.s, 1n. 
. distance from L.E. tomax1mum 
thickness •. in. 



















TABLE III (MQPEL DIMENSIONAL DATA) 
b. carrier Model 
HODEL COl·l?ONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT96 
Gr'NEP.AL DESCRIPTION: Forward attach structure between the Orbiter and 
Carrier, faired struts, iO = 4° 
HODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAlHNG 1m.: Boei."lg Dwg. 7J..7-~ID-654, SS-A01559-4, -18, -.35 
DmENSIONS: 
i O' Incidence angle, deg. 
(Orbiter FRL to 747 FRL) 
Fairing chord, right and left, In. 
Fairing Tic 
Carrier attach points. In. BSTA 
BL 



































'fABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Cl.rr1er Model 
HODEL COLl'OllEt~T: A'ITACH STRUCT~RE - A T99 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Art attach structure between orbiter and carrier, 
same as AT95 with a single fairing covering the main strut and drag strut 
on each side, and a fairing on the s~l11y brace. 
HODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAI;,!NG NO.: Boeing))wg 747-!>LD-658, W-1l35A-ll, -12, SS-A01559-33, -34, -35 
DD!EtlSIONS: 
Orbiter attach points, In. 
l-I.ain fairing: 
Root chord, In. 
Tic of root chord 
Tip chord, In. 















































r , , 
f' 
Il',', 
TABLE III (r:ont'd) 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATrACH STRUCTURE - AT1l2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward attach structure between the Orbiter and 
Carrier w:t th truncated strut fairings. The Orbiter/strut attach point is 
covered w:tth a "bathtub" fairing, and the 747/strut attach points are also 
faired over. struts are set in the io = 40 position. 
MOIllEL SCAlE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NO.: Boeing Dwgs. 747-MD-680 (Med1:fied), AX 1319-224 
DIMENSIONS: 




Length, (Each side), In. 
Orbiter/Strut "Bathtub" Fairing 
Chord, In. 
tic 
Carrier Attach Poir:ts, In. 

























DRIGINAL PAGE IS 





















~~LE III (Cont'd) 
b. carrier Model 
'IODEL r;":·!PGNlo:J'1T: A'ITACH STRUCTURE - ATU3 
GEIlERAJJ DESCRIPTION: Aft attach structure between Orbiter and carrier, 
all components except the drag struts are taired. Conll1sts of two falred 
vertical members, two sway braces, and two drag struts. There are fairing 
blisters at each end of the sway braces and on the forward end of the 
drag struts. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NO.: Boeing DIoIgs. 747-MD-683, AX 1319-213 
DIMENSIONS: 
Orbiter Attach POints, In. 
747 Attach Points, In. 
Main Strut Fairings 
Root chord (:aWL 320-
358.8), In. 
·;/c, Root chord 
Tip chord, Theoretical 
(:awL 391i1), In. 
tic, Tip chord, 
Theoretical 
sway Brace Fairings 
Chord, In. 
tic 
Length (Each side), 
Drag struts 











































TABLE III (Cont'd) Ij) 
b. Carrier !':odcl 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY ~ 847 ,8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Bo!il." n_ "ProjQct J·n t,llh..JAil.....LP:....lL.IT ______ _ 
1i0DT':L SCAlE: 0.0225 MODEL lJ\'iG: 13181-2 
D RA WI NG NU M BER: .l<45C""1""3""60""9 .... ~1=-3""1""8;;:.-5""4'--___ ~ ______ _ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length , In. 2702.0 
Max Width, In. 255 2 3.19 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratia 9.73 
Area _ Ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 
Planfarm 



















TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Model 
l~OD"EL COl:?ONI:NT: HORIZONTAL TAIL - H15.6 
GEm:::1/,I, DESCRIPTION: Horizonta.l tail, H15 , with vertical fins on each 
tio at body B.L. 427.3 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL Dl"/G: 13181-1 
DR-A,!ING NO.: 65C1)609, 1318-5, 1318-70 
DIl'.ENSIONS: 
Fin Exposed Data (one side): 















.. J .... 
L .. . j 
TABLE III (Cont' d) 
b. Carrier Model 
l':ODEL COMPONENT: 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard 747, JT9D nacelle strut 
l{GDEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DWG: 13181-1 
DRA\HNG NO.: 65C13609, 1318-60 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Wing B.L. of nacelle CL, In. h70.0 




































TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Hodel 
MODEL COI'J>ONENT: M26> 
GENER.AL DESCRIPTION: Outboard 747, JT9D 
Strut 
MODEL 3CALE: 0.0125 MUDEL DHG: 131131-1 
DRA1m"G NO.: 65C136>09, 13113-60 
DnmNSIONS: FULL. SCALE 
f! L of CL, In. 1334.0 



















~ , • f I ~ ! 




• , ~: \ , I , 
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TABLE III (Cant' d t, 
b. Carrier Model 
NODEL COHPONENT: N57 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard fan cowl and pr~ry 747 nacelle, flaw-
through t~e • 
l-;ODEL SCALE: 0.0125 IWDEL Dl1G: 13181-1 


















TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carri.;r Hodel 
VOlJZL COIJ'OI·IENT: N 58 
1·:0021. DESCRIPTION: Outboard fan co,d and primary 747 nacelle, fiow-
throUi:h type. 
~coon SCALE: 0.0125 KODEL Dl>.'G: 13181-1 







TA~LE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier l-iode1 
J.:ODEL CONPm!ENT: SPOILEP.s - 81_12 
GFNERAL DESCRIPTION: Hulti-panel flight spoilers. Four outboard and hlO 
inboard snoilers per side. Subscript denotes spoiler panel Sl is the most 
outboa.rd L. H. oanel and S12 is most outboard R. H. oanel. 
HODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAHD1G NO.: 65C13609, 1318-56 
DI1.fENSIONS: (ONE PANEL) 
Outboard S a.Rd S <:n2 ) 1-4 9-12 
Span (equivalent), In. 
. Chord, In. 
IRboard, S5-6 and ~-8 (Ft2) 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Chord, In. 
72 





















































TABIl, III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Model 
(;"\;,,,UL DESC2.IPTION: Flap track fairings, four on each side 
EODYL SCALE: 0.0125 
D::A,HEG NO.: 65C13609, 1318-67 
DIl'1'J!SIONS: FULL SCALE 
I'!BL of Track No. 1, In. 235.3 
2 , In. 353.0 
3, In. 585.0 
4, In. 743.6 
Dista.nce from wing 
Tra.iling edge to: 













TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Hodel 
J.:ODJ-:L COHPONENT: VERTICAL - V 9.1 
GE1:EIlAL DESCRIPTION: J~Jept vertical tail 
HanEL SCALE: 0.0125 HODEL DhD: 131flI-1 
DRA1'iL'~G NO.: 65C13609, ,1318-8 
DHiENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo), Ft2 
Span (Thea), In. 
Sweepback angles, deg., L.E. 
Aspect ratio 
Chord: 
Roat (Thea), l'lP, In. 
Tip (Theo), WP, 'In. 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 
FIls. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 
vl.P. af 0.25 MAC 
74 



















TARLl; III (Concluded) 
b. Carrier }:odel 
"Il'C 1f I, IJ - ""44.1 
G'I;;.?'AL DESCRIPTION: S\1eot 747 >ling 
i·:(m::::L SCAL'!:: 0.0125 HODEL DiJG: 
D"l\~JmG NO,: 65Cl]609, 13111-46 
DlJi:!:SSIONS: 
Total Data: 
Area (Theo.), Ft2 
Planforrn 
Span (Theo.), In. 
AS'1ect ratio 
Incidence angle, deg. 
Chords, In.: 
HAC 
Fus. sta. of 0.25 HAC 
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CA-26 DATASET DESCRIPTIO~ 
Description 
Carrier main balance data. 
Due to the large amount of 
data. alternate points were 
placed in corresponding data-
sets, e.g., R + S ~ totaL 
Y and Z contain additional 
variables supplementary to 
Rand S, respectively. 
Orbiter balance data. Data 
were separated similar to the 
carrier data where Wand X 
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:-'=ositive directions of force coc:;fficients, 
'nome-nt coefficients t 0,--;·-:1 G~lgle5 are 
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c. Orbiter/747 Flight Test Cenf'igl!lratien Reference Dimensiol'ls 
Figure 1. Axis systems 
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a. SSV Orbiter Configuration (VC70-000002 ) 
Figure 2. Model Instrumentation Sketches 
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E44 eievon with 6.0 inch gaps installed. Flipper doors, 
ce,nterbody.pieces, ar.dti.p seals are no,t simulated. 
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I WIDTH AT LOWER 16 BEVEL SURFACE 
470.3 Xw 1470.0 = --"
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~ 6.00 Y 312.5 '" 
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--H15.6(With tip fins) 
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d. 741-];00 Configll!l'8.tion (Model AXl3l8I-l) 
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g. Simulated Attach S'Gructtlre AT1l2 and AT1l3 (ATy) 
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j. Orbitp.r Baae ~IISure Tap Locations 
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k. Sting and. strut Pressure Tap Locations 
Figu'·e 2. Model Instrumentation Sketches 
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1. Orb1ter/747 Moment Transfers (Mated) 
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c. Front View, Orbiter Separating From 747 
Figure 3. - Model installation 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) CRFE061J 
SYM80L MACH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORJ1H I ON 




SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 

































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 







.. - .. 
.:J 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. OY 
FIG.165 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=6.BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE061 
Pt'.GE 1289 
,'-, 

































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED61) 
5VM8~L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRllAT/GN 




SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 








BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
- .2305 ~ I I· I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I k I I I I I I I· I I I ~ 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRdM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 



























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY B251 (CARRIER DATA) CRFED61) 
SYMBOL HhCH PARAMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFGRHATICN 




SREF 5500.0DOO SQ.FT. 


































BREI' 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1:)39.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SChLE .0125 















-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED P~SITIGN. PBSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE061) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
0 • G07 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX 10.000 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0100 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 


















-.005 ro r 
.r 




. - .008 ",'" ~~>-
• 
-.009 .. 1 . 
I~ 
----
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE RIGHT. DY 






LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFECS~) 






































.607 .\LPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8DFll\P .000 ox 10.000 8REF 2349.0400 IN. XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
az 60.000 IOR8 6.000 YI1RF' .0000 IN. YC 




.0020 ~, l( 
. II' 
.00 J·6 rJ (:J' 




















-.0024 iw= ,,» uu , 
-16 -12 -8 -4 ' 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRdM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 










LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE061) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 607 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX 10.000 
OZ 60.000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 8 4 8 12 16 ~-' 
BRB1TER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. P0SITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.165 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE061. 
DAGE 1294 


















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE061) 
SYMBOL MACH 
















REFERENCE INI'Cill1A TI eN 
SREF' 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
EREI' 23·18.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRp .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
: ~:~: r I"" I"" 1'''' I" 'f 'l" 'I"" 1''' 'I" T" 'I "" I"" I"" I"" I" "I"" I" T"'I"" I "" 1"" I" "I" "I"" r" "''' 'I"" r'" I"" I"" I"" I"" I" "I" "I Iii I 
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-1-1-1-+-1-1 
.. E I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- Hit- -H-ll- \LI, I I I I I 1 I I 1'. I I I ! ! ! ! ! ~ 
.2864 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I j-J' 




-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 

























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE061) 
SYMBCL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .S07 ALPHAC 2.000 BEHC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX 10.000 
OZ SO.OOO IORB 6.000 
BETM .000 RUDDER .000 
5RE" 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 





• 0576 t--r 
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.0574 1- - r- -, 
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.0572 - :- r-I \ 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
CRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRCM MATEO PG5ITICN. PCSITIVE RIGHT. DY 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE062) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORI1A TI ON 
0 .60B ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OV • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORB S.OOo 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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.180 
-'8 -:6 --4 ...'2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1'2 1'4 1'6 18 20 22 24 26 28 
BRBITER LBNG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PB5ITIBN. PB5ITIVE AFT. OX 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE062) 
SVMBDL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
X~RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
- • 1285 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
- .1290 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1'# I I I I I I I" I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
- • 1295H I I I I I I I I I I I. I I HI I I I I ~I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I H 
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- • 1310 ~ I I I I I I I I II ~ II II I I I /I II ~ /I I I I 91 III I I I I I I I I I I I j 
~:::~:nrlpl n--r WJ 11 ~IIHlt.mITnTnTU 
'JU{ 
-.13251: I I I I I I I Irl I~ 
- • 1320 E "1 I I I I I I ~ I I II ~I I I I I I I I I I I r ~11 \ I I I I I I I II 
- • 1335 t I I I I I II I I I I I I I' I I I I I I' I I I I I r I II I I I I I I I ~ 
- • 1340 ~ I I 1- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I I I I I I I \I I I I I I I I ;I 
- • 1345 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I ~ 
- • 1 350 L.I.."J", .1 .. ,.1.." 1 ... .1. ... 1,,,.1. '" I, ."1,,,.1,,,.1, .. ,I .. , .1." ,1 .. "1,,,, I.", I .. " 1.".1., "I,., .1".,1, .. , 1 ... ,1 ,," I, ... 1 .. ,1...1." .1., .. 1....1..., I, ... t.. .. I",~ 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 1 B 20 22 24 26 28 
DRBITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT fRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.166 CARRIER DATA, ~RB, PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE062 
PAGE 1298 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE062) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES 
0 .60B hLPH~C 2.000 8ET~C .000 
STAB 5.000 ELeVON '5.000 
80FL~P .000 DY • 000 
REFERENCE INFORM~T!ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.?SOO IN. 
aREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ .000 IOR8 6.eoo 
8ET~0 .000 RUOOER .000 
VMR? .0000 IN. YC 
ZMR? 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~L~ .0125 
"" 











I .0420 ~, 
; IQ T "\ \ t .. 0416 




. \ ,., .0404 
I' - .j.. 
CO . 7 I~ : ,.. 
!'8 
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I'\. 1f'T :c! .0400 ~ 
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< .0396 ; 
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-8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18' 20 22 24 26 28 
DRBITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE AFT. OX 






























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Cl2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE062) 
SYMBOL MACH 














































_I.! ____ ,-_U 
REFERENCE INFCRIlATlON 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
aREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. ye 








-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.I66 CARRIER DATA, ~KB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE062 
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LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 SI CCARRIER DATAl CRFE062l 
SYMBOL MACH 











































SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.04QQ IN. 
xHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
mn 





11~1"1' J..!.LJlu.u J.W J.W u.whm, J.W 11'..J u.u 
-'8 -'6 -4 -2 0 L 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 













































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE062) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OV .coo 
SREF 5:;00.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 339.9000 IN. XC 
oz .000 IORB 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 













.00120 -<>- r b.. • r ''{ 





~ "... ._-- --- ....... -
.00072 
.00064 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 























LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE062l 
SYMBOL M~CH 





























.:..r . . :) 
~ 
REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 















-l .1'96 Id . 
I< 
ro r '0' .192 
.188 !o I) P 
. 184 . 
. 180 
~uJ.u,l=hu.o/uujuul"u.lw,l,u,hu,jllu.l"ulw.llluj,,,,hu,luulw,I,,u.lllll:.....iliwlllukulw.!w,Iw.JllUl~wl=l=luu\uu4u.iJ 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 

























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE062) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INI'ORNATICN 




























LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREI' 2318.0100 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 











"fl' ~ : 
....................... 1 .... 1 ....... 1 .................... 1.... .... ...... . .................................................... , 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 2G 22 24 26 28 
BRBITER LBNG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATEO PBSITIBN. PB5lTIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.166 CARRIER DATA, ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~R8=6,8ETAC=O,8ETA~=O, RFE062 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE063) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRMATICN 
0 .609 ALPHhC 2.000 ~[T"C .000 
STAB 5.000 E,_EVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 
DZ 15.003 tORS 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.CAno IN. 
XMRP 1339.9". IN. XC 
YMRP • euoo IN. YC 















r~ .~},., II .242 
"« 
.240 
b I r:' 
W .238 
.236 -
1 b. . , 




. 230 , . - ---- ----
.228 
-8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~R8ITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.167 CARRIER DATA. URB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.I~RB=6.BETAC=O.BETAG=O. RFE063 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE063) 
SYMSoL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRU~ 11 ON 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
SOFL~P .000 Oy .000 
OZ 15.000 IORS 6.000 
BETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 








- .182 I~ ~ \ 
- .183 fJ K 
'" 
- .184 (:'\ 
- .185 
- .186 t1 
- .187 F 
t" . r, 
\ b 
- .188 I\, 
IL 
'\ 
- .189 " 
- .190 
- . 191 ~ 
- .192 SJ 
-.193 
-8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT fR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT, OX 
FIG.167 CARRIER DATA, ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IQR8=618ETAC=O,8ETA~=O, RFE063 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE063J 
SYMBOL 11ACH 









































lU-l ..uJu..u lli-W Lu.utuJu,u 
r;" 
REFERENCE INFCRHA TlON 
SREF 5500-.Cooo sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2318.0400 IN • 
XMRP 133Q.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. vc 








'1 It La b , 
/0'-' I-:l 11.:1 
.J 
j'-' Ib 
4U WU'lUJ J~ ./..U.I. w ,u,.duq lJu 1U~ uu ~-U.I "1.1 uu u.J 
-8 -6 -4 -2 U 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
BRBITER LeNG. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITleN. peSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.167 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE063 
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LTV44-~59(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE063) 




































































• ~u.tl..u.u. uu .W UI lUJ. 
sRE' 5500.0000 59 .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 1 N. 
BREF 2348.0100 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
. , ' . 
" 
. 
-_ .. . .. . . -
.4 
-_. -.}- -~ V 
uu 'W 
-'8 -'6 -'4 -'2 0 2 4 6 8 1'0 1'2 1'4 (6 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.167 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.I~RB=6.BETAC=O.BETAG=O. RFE063 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFED63) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INr.ORMhTION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OY • 000 
02 15.000 lORB 6.000 
BETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF . 327.7BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 














: I=> c 
IV Ll I' 2--.0021  
-.00216 j 







: l'~ ~ 
. 1- v -.00232 
~ 
J. 
\ . -.00236 
-.00240 
~".I.", /'''' I. .. ,!.". I. ..• / •. , ,I, ..• ,., .. I .. , ./ ... ,I." ./ .. "I.. "/" .. 1",.1 CO" I" . .j",. I.,., I", I,.,.!, '" 1, •• ,I" "1,,. ,I", ,1".+" ,I." ,1""1""1,,,01,,.+ ... 1 ... q 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 












































































'" , \ 
I 
~EF£RENCE Il'lJ!'onHA tim. 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT. 
LREI' 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 tN. 
Xl1RP 1339.9000 tN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
se~LE .0125 







-8 -6 -4 -2 Q 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 






















LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE063J 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SReF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 133S .SOOO IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP ISO.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALe .0125 
.252 ~ 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 , I' 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 -I 1 1 1 I 1 1 ~ 
.250 E I I I I I I I I I , , , , , , , , , I I , I I I I I I cb I I I I I I I M 
.248H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ddl I I I I I I I~ 
E I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I \~ AI III I I ! I I I I ! ~ .246 
E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11\ II \ I: I I I ! I I I 1-1-
.244+-+ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I~I \ !O I I I I I I I I I :J 
.242 E I I I I I I , I I , I I I I I , I , I I R I I I I q I I I I I I I I I ~ 
: ::: IIIIIIII t IIIIII J I ffi '11111111111111111 
.236 Ell 1 1 I 1 1 I I I I I I 111~l--t3 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 1 
-l .234*-1 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 I 13 1 I I 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 : 
::::llllllllln rr!111 it E 1111111111111111 
.228 E I I I I I I I I I I~ I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I g 
.226 t I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I g 
~ ••• l ••• ' •••• I .... ',,,,I,,,"=iliw'.uJw.)uukuj~uulu..I~=luulu,,I,,,,I,,,,\,,,,I,,"1""I""I""I, ... I""I""!""\""I,,,,\,,,,t.,.~ 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
DR8ITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.16? CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE063 
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~ __ ~ _____ • __ ~_~~ __ .~ ___ ~_~____ '-;''<L 




















LTV44-559(CA26) .747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE063) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~ME;RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHAYlON 
0 .609 ALPH~C 2.COO BET~C .000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFL~P .000 DY • 000 
OZ 15.000 IeRB 6.000 
BETM .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 5D.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 














'\ Q .r:. ,J. 
ld (il,...o ~ I-J: ....., 
.0540 i\ 
.~ ~ d 1 
\. .. I~ 
~ 




":8 ":6 -'4 -'2 6 2 4 (; 8 1'0 1'2 1'4 1'6 (8 2'0 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.167 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE063 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE064) 
















ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ GO.OUO IORB 6.000 
BETAO ,000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 












,1., kC h 
~ h ~ '( 
. , Il:. 
- '---
-
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P05ITI~N. P~SlTIVE AFT. OX 

































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFED64) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHhTJeN 





SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 


































....... . ........ ... , . ... 
aREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 









.... .... , . .......... ".. " .. "., " II .. , I , ... .11' '" , II" I" , 
"" 
.. I[ ,~ 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.i68 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE064 
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PARAME1RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ALPHAC 2.000 BEHC .000 
STAB S.OOO ELEVON S.OOO 
BDFLAP • 000 DY .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327 • '800 IN. 
BREF 234B,0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
02 60.000 IORB 6.000 
8ETACI .QOO RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 








. I, I,., 
b l"" .J 1\ , ~ 
"1 I ~ ), 
I.i "< r-' 
~ 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ClRBlTER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSlTJ0N. PClSlTIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.16B CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDR8=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O~ RFE064 
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LTV44-559(CA2Sl 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATAl (RFEOS4l 
SYMBOL M .... CH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE I NFORf1h rr ON 





SREI' 5500.0000 SO.FT. 

































- '---- - --
BREI' 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1338.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 













-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.168 ~ARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETM=O, RFE064 
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.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
Iii I II 
" 1111 I" I 1111 1111 II II I" I 1111 I" I 1111 1111 





'" 'V' IV 
1'-0 





-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 







































LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEOS4) 
SYM8CL MACH 


































SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
'MRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHR? .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
• 











-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
DRBITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE AFT. OX 




























































.000 SREF 5500.0000 S~.FT. 
5.0(10 
.0(10 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
















.I..U..I u.u.b 1.lU u,. 
-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.168 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE064 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE064) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORl1~ Tl ON 1 _____ "'--
0 .611 ~LPH~C 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 Oy .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ GO.OOO :JCRB 6.000 
BETAD .000 RUDDER ,000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 







'" "" M r y r""" 
I)", 
-( -









-6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 0----',--
0RBITER L0NG. DISPLACEMENT FRClM M.HED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE AFT. ox 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE065) 
SVMBC~ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 609 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OV .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
oZ .(,;00 IORB 6.000 
BETAe 5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 






. 216 , . :x: i9 
r.: Jr-' 
.212 (:: '" I'" 
.f.{ 
.208 )" r!. \ r 
.204 )... 
.200 ,J' f'\:J 
~ 
r: 
.196 ~ 10 ff-
.192 (~ j 





-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.169 CARRIER DATA, BRB. PRBXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IBRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAB=5, RFE065 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE065) 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 S9.FT. 
lREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
~: : ~:: 1"'1""1""1""1""1""/""/"',/,"'/""/""1'"'1""1""1""""""""'1'/""/""/""""'1'"'/;'/'1"1"""""'1"""'1""1"''1'''',''''/1'''1''''1'''1 
- . 124 5'P I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II \I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
























- . 1255 Ell 1 1 1 1 1 1-+ 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 I,.J 1 i-ll--e II II I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 :j 
IIC II . 
- . 1260 . . P 'I P . : 
rvh '-/--. : 
- . 1265 (l 1':1 
'l'ii f,:J "fIlII\O~lqlllllllll~ 
- . 1270 . f:. . 10 I I I VI It> , 
-.127st I I I I I I-t-I-+-!-II-II-l-T--I-+·+-:·-I--I--l--I-j-·--
- . 1280 t I I I I I I I I I I II-H-l-l I I I ~-l I I I 
- . 1285 Ell 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 III I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I, I I I I I I I I· I 3 
- . 1290 t I I I I I I I -1-1- I I I I I I I I I I I· I I I I I I (j I I I I I I 1 I :j 
- . I 295f-t I ill I I I I I H- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ib I I I I I I I 1 j 
- • 1300 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I '01 I I 1 1 I I I ~ 
- . I 305 ~".I, · .. 1 .... I., "I"., I .. , ,I" "I.., ,I" .. I,. ·,1·, . I, '1'1",.1., ,·1",,1.., I.", I.".). ",I, ... " .. ,I. .. ·1" ..1.,,,1,, ,,1...,1 .. "I., ,~",L,II'I'I.. .. 1, .. .1.,,, I"" I",~ 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.169 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=5, RFE065 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFED65) 
SYMBOL MACH 










SREI' 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREI' 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRF 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
Z~.~P 190.7500 IN. ZC 






.• 0424 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. I I ~ 
.0420E I I I I I I I I b I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 





















.0412 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ ~cr-l4:ft I I I I I I I 
:::::: : : : : : : : : II rmt 111111111111111111111 
-" 
.0400·E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I fue....L+-lo I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
:::::111111111111 r I ftf1ttw 1 f11111111111 
LI! t U 10. 
.0388 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I !.-~ Jr(j) 
.0384 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I r I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0380 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H 
. 0376.p.,.I." ,I", ,I., "I", ,I. ,,,I, ".\." I·, "I". ·1·, "I,,, ,I", ,I.., ,I,,, .1." ,I", ,I., .. ! ... 1"" i ""j ,·"1·,, ,\,. .. 1 ... ,I ... ,I, ".\'" ,I", ,I, ",1""1,,,.\,. "1.".\",,1,,,'1 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~R8ITER L~NG. QI5PLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.169 CARRIER DATA. ORB. PROXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IORB=6.BETAC=O.BETAO=5. RFE065 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE065) 






















0 .S09 IILPHAC 2.000 SETII.C .000 5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEvON 5.000 
SOFLAP .000 OV .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 10RS 6.000 
BErAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. vc 
ZMRP 190.7~DO IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
.0104 

























--i---r- -- - -
S 
--




- - --- -
.0078 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 ;0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 






l.. ....... --i 
LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 rCARRIER DATA) (RFEOS5) 
























































































.... tl" ,ll. 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 




~ :.,: 1 T 









111' .Lll, lllJ.iu.H = 
-'8 -'S -'4 -'2 0 2 4 6 8 ['0 ['2 1'4 I'S 1"8 2'0 2"2 i4 is 28 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE AFT. OX 












































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE065) 
MilCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIGN 
.609 ALPH1I.C 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500 .0000 sa.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 YNRP .0000 IN. YC 
BE TAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ze SCALE .0125 
" 
.0039 
.0038 ~ il 
.0037 -
.0036 """ 1. :r" <.J 




.0031 \-~ ~ 
.0030 .1 ~ ..(). ~ >-'" 
r- f- - - --I- -
.0029 vi. ~ , 
.0028 1'-' III 




-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.169 ChRRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IORB=6.BETAC=O.BETAD=5. RFE065 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED65) 




















































- t- ,., ·-i- - i--
I-
J 
( ~ PC :I--' 
fJ= 
I-
















uuluu Ull lti UU 1 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
EREF 2348.0~00 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
. 
-r. R \I.J\ 
!. (-<'" 
<: p III 




-'8 -'6 -·4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 .0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
DRBITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PD5ITIDN. PD5ITIVE AFT. OX 
,FIG.169 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETAD=5, RFE065 
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LTV44-559(CA2Sl 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFEOS5) 
SYMBOL MAGh PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE IN,CRHhTIGN 





SREr 5500.0000 SO.FT. 


































-- -II - -. t-






BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 





- j-r-r-.C f1 
. ' 
- t-
J. ~ ~ .. -~ 





-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 h 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
BRBITER LBNG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.169 fARRIER DATA. ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~R8=6,BETAC=O,BETAQ=5, RFE065 
PAGIO 1328 































LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE066) 
M~CH REFERENCE INFORMATION 














SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LRE~ 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
15.000 IORB 
5.000 RUDDER 
YMRP .0000 IN. 'IC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
se~LE .0125 
: ::~ r '\" 'T" \"" 1"" \"" I" "j"" 1"" 1"" I"" 1"" 1"" 1''' r" 1"" I" "j"" \"" I' III \"" 1"" \"" \"" \"" 1"" I"" I"" I"" 1"" 1"" 1"" \"" I"" I "" I "'I 
.248P II I I I I I 1-+ I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I ldF I I I I I I I : 









101 d c· 
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.23E E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I,ll P-.I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.236 II-i IcS 
~ 
.234 -'-~HI"\l---Hlnl-I-~I-l-+-1-I-1-I-1 I I I I 1-1-1 I I j 
.232 !,:J I II Ri' 
•23o r-H-1-N N-ttt-I-Wl'I--j-I--jj-jj-j--1 I I II I I tl-il II I I I ; ~ 
f , 
.22E f I I I I I I I lei I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I a 
~226 
.224 F'" I. ",I, 'i ,1· ... 1 'i" I" ·1 ... , I .... , .. " I .... 1. ". I .. OJ I,,,. I"" I"" I.,. ,I~,,, ,I. ... !" ,.I .. , ,I··· ,I.., .1 ... ,I ,,,,\.,,. liii'l" "I, 11,1",,1 .. , ,1""1",,1,,,,1"'9 
-8 -6 -4. -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. ox 
FIG.170 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=6.BETAC=O.BETAG=5. RFE066 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Cl2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED66) 
. SYMBOL MilCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR"A 11 ON 
SREF 5500 .• 0000 SO .FT • 0 .610 ~LPI'AC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ElEVON 5.000 
BDrlAP .000 0' .000 
QZ 15.000 I~RB 6.000 
BE TAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
lREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 234B.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
T lIH un· nu I~ 
- .174 
- .176 






'" t I 
1- '=l, ~ \:, ---




- K" ~, 






~- -- f-- . .- - ,-1·- -. f-- -- _.- . -- --II: -~ - ( . 
0 I~ 






, UU , .. au 1== 
-8 -6 -4· -2 0 2 4 G 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 






























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE066) 
SYMBOL M~CH 













































SREI' 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREI' 327 .7800 IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 







IW .I:. ko .( In: CO !", 
~ 
'-0 
..r '" J: 1::;1 :~ 
t 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 





LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE066) 





















o .610 'LPH'C 

























































1\ --. -RI? 






SREF SSOO .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 













I f",1 "'!" "I '" I"" 1,,, I" "kl..ubi=J=ju.u!uul=J..,.)uukui=J,,, I"" I" "I" "I" ,I"" 1 "" 1,,,,1,, "I", ,I" "1""1,,, ,I" "I", I""I",~ 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
0RB ITER L0NG. 0 I SPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SIT WN. P0S IT I VE AFT. OX 






































LTV44-559(CA28J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED88) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOrLA? .000 OY .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
07. 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. ve 












~ p~ ·10 
. ...... 
-.00472 
--!. : p' J, . I""" -.00480 
. 










:1 ill -.00536 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.170 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, RFE066 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE066) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .SIO ALPHI\C 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 ov • 000 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAe 5.000 RUDDER .000 
5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 


















,:[/. ., - ~ . . -
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.00305 I- ,- --
z 
W 



















.00280 z 1'\ 10" 
...J 
...J 





J I u .00265 
..'8 -6 ..'4 ..'2 6 2 4 6 8 i 0 12 14 1'6 18 20 22 24 26 ::8 ....----'-"---
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT' FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.170 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6.BETAC=O,BETAG=5, RFE066 
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r nuE:. , ~~"1 
LTV44~559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRI~R DATA) (RFE066) 
M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.610 ~LoH~C 2.000 BET~C .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFL~P .000 DY .000 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
BET~O 5.000 RUDDER .000 
SRE' 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LRE' 327.7900 IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. vC 






















.232 _ -J- - --- -1--- -, - r-- ,--, 
.230 bT 
1 
1-1 - ~-r- ' - -- I¢ , 





LL ~, I ~~ .~ IH~ l.'-L UO, = u .:.. , .222 
-8 -'6 -4 -'2 0 ;, 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 2'0 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.170 CARRIER DATA, 0RB. PR0XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I0RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA0=5. RFE066 
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'" ." . .... "" ." . 
... ,,,' .,,' .. " ." . 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC .000 
5.000 £LEVON 5.000 
.000 OY .000 
15.000 IORB 6.000 
5.000 RUDDER .000 




.......... . ... .... .. .... . _ .. 
R~FERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.... I" " ,," .... " " .". "" I 111 "II '"' "" ,II' ,,,, 
. 
"'" P- '\ 
I ~ ,.. ,.., 





" " -, -.-.-----,----,-------, Ii' .~----.,.------ -, I , 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.170 CARRIER DATA, BRB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=5, RFE066 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE067) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAM"TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRH~TICN 
0 SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
.609 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ElEVON 5.000 
BorlAP .000 or .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
OZ 60.000 10RB 6.000 











f-- 1 (. !;c; .2856 
f-f---
.2848 -. -. . H- i-- . 1-- 1 
-










H I .2808 
.2800 
.2792 WI lUi I.-tl../ lU I. lU W.U UU lUll hl u.u 11U HU!UJ.llUJ U.U W I.U.I '" U.U 'w w uu . u~JJ.UJ u.u U.ljL.u.l uu 'ul. 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 ;J 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
DRBITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITION. PBSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.171 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IDRB=6.BETAC=O.BETAD=5. RFE067 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE067) 
SYM80L MACH REFERENCE INFORHATION 









sR'F 5500.0000 sO.FT. 










































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
















-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.171 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~X:MITY,AlPHAC=2, I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=5, RFE067 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .04CO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
6.000 
.000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 












9 ~ R po-h . t . ..{Ib 
-8i IV T ·c a 1 -C; I.r( 
Ij 
,!, ~~ ""' 
·f ·r : 
J 
. ...!' .. . .I. 
-6 -4 -"2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBIT[R LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.!7! CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,JORB=6,BE1AC=O,BETAO=5, RFE067 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE067) 
SYMBOL M"'CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORH'1I0N 





SREF 5500.0000 so.n. 




































8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 







--- 101--1- -- - r-
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-- ·1- -- -- - ~ 
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.l7l CARRIER DATA, DRS. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6.BETAC=O,BETAD=5, RFE067 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE067) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 















SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
8REF 2J48.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 







.00180 '[fltl=J+- ~-,,-+ I I I I I I l-t-l I I I I I I I ~ 
.00175 • 
.0017C E I I I I I I I ! I I. I I I W-++i~ I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
.00165 





.00 1 35.J;.J .•.. 1 .... 1 .... J,. "I .... ".a.I .. " I .... 1.· .. 1 .... ! .... I, ..• I .... J,. "I ... J ... .J .... I. •. .j .... I " ~.". 1 •." I .... luuj". ·1. ,,' i···· I ... -I .• "I" "I·, "I ... ,1 .... 1 .... \llla 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 i 2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
0RBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATEO PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.!7! CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.I~RB=6.BETAC=O.BETA~=5. RFE067 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED67) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.I 





SREF 5500.0000 ~Q.FT. 








BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
• 00048 e,i" ii, j Ii iii" • "I" i, Iii., Ii., i I' i' il"'" i •• iii , i'l ' Iii I' iii I' iii" iii" ii, I • ii' I Iii 'III" I iii 'I i i j", i • 'I i, i 'I'" i i' i i. i' I i if' Ii" iii iii i 111" i 'I i ,iiI' i, iii •• i i II i 'I i" iii i i!f 
.0004415 I I ~ 
.D004C t I· 1 1 1 1 1 lei I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :I 
.00036 







~ I I I I I I -H-+It-Hnj-ttl I ILl I IlJ! I I I I I I I I I I I I ] 
.00016 1-




.00004 F I I I i I I 1"1 I I I I I t--1-ti\-H-H -ll=1-Mt=t-tt--n I I I I I I I I ~ 
o ~ I I I r.r 
-.00004 
-.OOCGe 
I I I I I I I I I + ~+- I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
h, I, "'''''1""'",,1,,,01',,,1''''' .. 1 ... 01''''1.,,01 .,,1 •. I •• ",,,..I,,"!, ..... ,.",,,,', ... I.·,,',,"I,,'01·,,.I .. ,,' .. ,,I,,"',,,,1 "01,,, 1,,·01''''\'',,',,''1·,,0 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 






















LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE067l 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE !NFCRM~T!CN 
















STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OY .000 
.OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO 5.000 RUOOER .000 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 














I . _ 
1 
- --- --
t;' 1-4- -1 
-
I-!J~ 
fJ r- ] 














r 1 .. 
-
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 : 0 12 ! 4 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 























































- 1-- ~ 1--




SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
6.000 
.000 
YHRP .0000 IN. vc 






\, Ji l.( 
..., Y' rr' IJ. +- - ,,, i'" 
- cr.. - ,-- - He:: ---I-
I'\; 
• 
.0556 Iw. • .1.1,; ~JWI..U..I., .. UJ. .1.1." ~~u lu.u. .u..u..u.ll .uu 1...1 .. lUI illl ll ... .uu =1u..jw.L u ... W. .... 4jl ... lu..., U, 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 ! 4 ! 6 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.17l CARRIER DATA. BRB. PRBXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IBRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAB=5. RFE067 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE068) 
SYMBOL MACH 
















REFERENCE I NFORllA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .7S00 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
: :~: r I"" 1"" I"" I"" I" "1]"" I"" I"" I"" I"" I"" 1"" 1"" I"" I"" 1"" /"" I"" 1"" I"" I" "/"" I"" I"" I"" Iii "I" Ii I" Ii I" Ii I" Ii I" "/"'[0 
. 296 E I I I +-I I I I I I I I I' I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
Ir. 
.288 E I I I I I 
. 2S0 g I I I I I I I I I 
. 272'tE -t1---r-H+·H+H+H+H+M~+-++-H+-H-I-+-.4-1-+-.4~ 
.264 [ 1---111-+-1 +I-I-I-l---HI-l-·+-{ 1-'{=1-1 
.256 . I ! I I I ! I I I I I 3 
.24SE I I \ -l-H I I 1-1-f-)1-f-.-f-.-H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.24Qf I· 1 1 l-Hjjjj~l:~-t-I I I I l-I-II I I ! I I I I I I I I I I j 
.237.H-I-I-H- 1 .. ·f-frM'-1-4-l--1--H--I-l--1-H-I-I-I--H-H-1 1-1- I I j 
.224 til I I I- -\cqJ-t-H·-!-I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
.216+-+ I I I I Id¢ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1/ I I I I j 
.208 t : ! 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 II! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ; 
.200 6". 1", oJ, ' •• 1.",1, .. I,.· ·f,·.' 1, •• '/ .... 1.".1,." 1.".1.".1. ••• 1,'" I"" 1 •• ·,1 .. ,/ .• " I ... , I .... I"., I," .1 •• "I .... t." .\.",1 ... ,1 .. "!,.,, I"" 10" I .. , .1" "I"" I··· r 
-S 0 S 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.172 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIM[TY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=4,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE068 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE068) 
SYMBOL MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .602 ALPHAC 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 SETAe .000 
.Dno 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 


























8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .ODOO IN. VC 






t-t--H--r-r 1- - 1--ULH-~~-+-H-+HTti=t!tn 
-f.-+-+-t---J---t--1j1r.-WU=l=t-++++1-l-H-tijj=tm 
~++~-II--r'-~~~~~+i~rttl=tt!jjq 
-- -t I 
E-+-t-t-t-i -- 19 --It 
l'i 
-I-- -------
h[J--~~~~-t1-fi-r1-tjj ~ -- 1 
11: ,G 1 
P-1--L-l--+-I-f+t+t-H-ill1 H--+-Hi-n ')... 
+-l--++-H--j- -b-Pr. 
+-+--t-t- -f--j-"j-t--t--;- - --I -- p:~~ b. ~ R _ ~_ ~-- ~ l"~IL~~I~ 
. I -, PI~ 
... J 4w 
-B 0 8 15 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PBSITI0N. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 S1 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE068) 
MhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.602 ALPHAC 2.000 DETAC 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 
BOFLAP 16.300 ox 
OY .000 IORB 
BETAO .000 RUDDER 
.0452 





























- ~ -:~>=-= 
-- -- ----




SREI' 5500.0000 sa.n . 
LREI' 327.7BOO IN. 
BREI' 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 





w. .u. "-U UJ. UJ..I UJ..I. Ull U.1I LJll uu LJuLuJ.i ~1..:.lj..H .:..&.u;u,u 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO POSITI~N. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE068) 
SYMBOL MilCH ~ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1 NFCRIlA Tl ON 












BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YNRP .0000 IN. YC 
2MRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0016 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0012 Ell 1 1 , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0008-f-I--1 I I I-






Icl5\ -P-,,- - -. --.-- .--. - .---.--.• --'---'---"-'--I--~-'I-H-i--I--I--l--I--+-" 
IIIIIIIIII~ - 1--lrt.P\+-n~'-1-1-+- 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 Ell I I I -16 I /I ~ ~ 
Ell I I I ,-lij-!tliU11 i IIIIII ttlllllill 
-.0016 tt t)' 
.. 
-.0020 r-t+ QlnIKL" 
_ .0024 r -H--l-+--+-++~ 1 I +--1-+-+-++ 1 1 11:~~ , '''"I 1 1 I I I I I I ~ 
~ 
- •
0028tttt I ~II I I Uttl I I r-±±±fj,j I I I I I I I I I I I Ii 
- .0032 E I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
- .
0036ttttt:t:Lttjjjjj:-tttljjjj:j:i:itl. ... I, ... I,,,,I, .. .I..,,I .. ,.I.. . .I.. .. IJJ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.172 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, RFE068 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE06S) 
SYMBCL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPH~C 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
eOFLAP 16.300 ox .000 
SREF 5500. 0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
'MRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
• OY .000 lORe ~.ooo 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 











ttttt+++=Hrr'-i- ''1=1' tttt++~=I=1O:L I- I' mTJTT1T 
~,_H±mstH±atmlli-
-r-:vi r' 
'J. J 'r' I 
J. '-- ! i-"-' \. ~'R'--~ft±jd=FF~l3~tf~~~~~tI~~~ 








~-- - .. I--
"1"-' i 
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FIG.172 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=Q,BETAO=O. RFE068 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE06S) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 AL?HAC 2.000 SETAC • 000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
8DFLAP 16.300 Ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMR? 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IOR8 4.000 YMR? .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.172 CARRfER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, RFE068 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE068) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . 602 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP 16.300 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348. 0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IOR8 4.000 
8ETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATEO PGSITI~N. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.172 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=4,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE068 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE068) 
SYMBOL Mt\CH PARAMETRIC VALUES ~EF'ERENCE INF'GRtfAf:ON 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
80FLAP 16.300 OX • 000 
oy 
.000 IOR8 4.000 
8ETAe .OQ(j RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMr.P 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORB ITER VERT. 0 I SPLACEMENT FROM MATED PelS I HelN, PelS IT I VE UP, DZ 




























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE069) 
SYM80L M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHhTlON 















STA8 5.000 ELEVON 
BDFLAP 16.300 ox 
OV .000 10R8 















8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMR? .0000 IN. VC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.173 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=Q, RFE069 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE069) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF'ORHi\TION 
SREF 5500.0000 so.FT. 0 .603 ALPHt\C 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVoN • OCO 
BorLAP 16.300 OX .000 
DV .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) [RFE0691 
SYMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAS 5.000 ELEvON .000 
SOFLAP 16.300 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
l.REF 327.7800 IN. 
S"EF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 10RS 6.000 
SETAe .000 RUOOER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMR? 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0448 
.0446 . . ..-; 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE069l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEvaN • 000 
BOFlAP 16.300 OX ,COO 
DY .000 10RB 6.000 
BETAe .000 RuDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF' 321.7900 Ii; • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .00;)0 IN. VC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.173 CARRIER DATA. DRB. PRDXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IDRB=6.BETAC=O.BETAO=O. RFE069 
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LTV44-559[CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI [CARRIER DATAl [RFE069) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFGRHh TI ON 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
80FL"P 16.300 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 10RB 6.000 
BE TAO :000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





































LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY . 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE069) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 







































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 










-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE069) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 8EHC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
BDFLAP 16.300 Ox • 000 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.173 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE069 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE069) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o . S03 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 












































8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339,9000 IN. xC 
VHRP .0000 IN. vC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE070) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RE~ERENCE IN~ORI~A TlON 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAe 5.000 ELEvClN • 000 
BOFLAP 16.300 OX • 000 
SRE~ 5500 .0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
SRE. 2349.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 10RS S.OOO 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
lMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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~RBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT ~R~M MATEO P~SITION. P~SITIVE UP. 02 
FIG.174 CARRl'R DATA, BRB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O. RFE070 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE070) 


























0 • 597 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
STA8 5.000 EI.EVON .000 
80FI.AP 16.300 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Dv .000 10RB 8.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
BE TAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 













































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHhC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEveN .000 
BOFLAP 16.3~n ox .000 
lREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 IOR8 8.000 rHRP .0000 IN. YC 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
. 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE070) 
SYMBOL MACH PARhMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRNATlGN 
















STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
. BOFLAP IS.300 ox .000 
LREF 327. 7S00 IN. 
SREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORS S.OOO 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 







































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE070) 
SYMBOL H~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 















ST~B 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFL~P 16.300 ox .000 
ov .000 IORS B.OOO 
SETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
eREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
5C~LE .0125 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.174 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=8, BETAC=O, BETAQ=O, RFE070 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE070) 
MACH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFEREf'JCE tNF'ORr-tATION 
.597 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .001) 
SH8 5.000 ELEVON .00il 
SOFL"P IS.300 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
0> .000 IOR8 8.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
>HRP .0000 IN. >C 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLA~EMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.174 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, RFE070 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE070) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .: ;7 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .001l 
.000 
.ODO 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 



















































8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
'~.kP 1339 .9000 IN. XC 
yMRP .0000 IN. vc 
Z~IRP 19D.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
"rnn ''IT ... 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.174 CARRIER DATA. ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2.IORB=8,BETAC=O.BETAO=O, RFE070 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE070) 
SYMBOL MACH 
















REFERENCE I NFGRHA Tl ON 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPUCEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.174 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=8.BETAC=O.BETAG=O. RFE070 
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LTV44-559[CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI [CARRIER DATA) CRFE071) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o .600 ALPHAC 2,000 8ETAC .001l 
.001l 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 












































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .00,)0 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (CARR1ER DATA) (RFE071) 
SYMBOL MACH REFERENCE INrORHATtCN 
o .SOO ALPHAC 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
















BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE071) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVeN .000 
8DFLAP 5.000 ox .000 
ov .000 IORB 4.00e 
OIZTAO ,ODD RUDDER ,000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
VMRP .0000 IN. vC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
5RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.175 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=4,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE071 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE071) 
SYMBOL MACH PAR~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
BDFLAP 5.000 ox • 000 
OY .000 WRe 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
eREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACE~1ENT FRBM MATED POSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 




LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE071) 
SYM80L MACH PAR'METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .SOO ALPHAC 2.QOO SEHe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELE.VON .000 
BDFLAP 5.000 ox • 000 
OY .000 IOR8 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
"H"? 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YMR? .0000 IN. VC 
ZMR? 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
i .0006 m , III 
.0004 I 





















































-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATtu ~~SiTI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 








































LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE071l 
SyMBOL MilCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .GOO ALPHIIC 2.000 8ETAC .OCIO 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
80FLAP 5.000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 23.8.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 IORB 4.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.175 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=4,BETAC=O,BETAG=O. RFE071 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE071) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFF.RENCE INFCRHATIGN 












































8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
'MRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.175 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRoXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IoRB=4.BETAC=O.BETAo=O, RFE071 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Q2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE071) 
SYMBOL M~CH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
0 .600 ~LPH~C 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON .000 
SOFLAP 5.rOO ox .000 
OY .000 laRS 4.000 
SETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
SR:F 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
aREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 






.0584 ~ ,~ 
.0582 ~ 
.0580 
I- '-i--- -(!- - rt J-- .- )rt 
'" ~ " .r 
.0578 ~ 
.0576 
. I I", 







.0566 I.iJ . 
. 0564 
:uu=, • ..:. ... u. w 
-8 CJ 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO PGSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 



























LTV44-559[CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE072J 
SYMBOL M~eH P~RAMETRIe VALUES REFERENr.~ INFORMATION 
0 .598 ~LPH~e 2.000 BETAe .oeo 
SlA8 5.000 ELEVON .oeo 
BDFLhP 5.000 ox .000 
SREF 550D.OOO~ SQ.FT. 
LREF' 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
2MRP 190.1500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POS;TIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.176 CARRIER DATA, QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IQRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O. RFE072 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE072J 
SYMBOL MACH 












































REFERENCE !NFGRHA nON 
SREF 5500.0000 so .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
.HRP 1339.9000 IN. ~c 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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;J( 0; Ir r.I Q 
<.:: p ,. ~ h 'If 
'I..: 
-8 Q 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0SITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.176 CARRIER DATA, ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGR8=6,8ETAC=O,8ETAG=D, RFE072 
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REFERENCE INFORI~AT ION 
• 000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
.000 
.000 
lREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
'HRP 1339 .9000 IN. xc 
6.000 V~Rr • 0000 IN. ye 
.000 ZMIlP 190.75QO IN. ze SCALE .012~ 
. TTil 
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..u~ uu 1l.U . .1. , uulu 
"'" 
~4 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 

























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY Q2 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE0721 
SYMBOL MACH PIt.RAME!RIC VALUES RE,[RENeE IN,GRMATION 
0 • 598 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BDFLAP 5.000 ox .000 
SRE, 5500.0000 sO.n • 
LRE, 327.7800 IN. 
BRE, 2348.0400 IN. 
XHR? 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 10RB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUODER .000 
VHR? .onoo IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
~~ALE .0125 






-.0008 I I 
-.001<' C-
~ 










{ 10 : t:' 
I - .0028
, 
'( b _ 
~ 
I 
T t) -.0032 
" 
--'---
J T : I 
J b -.0036 








.' ,,,I J 
i 
, ,I -.0048 
-8 G 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
QRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 





































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY Q2S1 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE072l 
SVMSCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .59B ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVO"': 
8CF-"LAP 5.000 ox 
OV .000 lORB 

















LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 


















I I I 
"I. 
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. PQSITIVE UP. DZ 









































LTV44~559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI CCARRI~;~ DATAl CRFE072l 
M'CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFCRr~A n ~ SYMBOL 
o .598 'LPH'C 2.000 8ETAC .000 
.000 
,01lO 
SREF 5500.0000 SO 
LREF 327.7800 IN 
.001 1 
.001 0 









































BREI' 2348.0400 IN, 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN "C 
YMRP .0000 It!. vc 

















-tj 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





















LTV44·-559CCA26J 74711 ATY Cl2 SI CCAf~RIER DATA) CRFE072J 
SYMBOL MhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REr-~RENCE INFGR~lh HON 
0 • 59B hLPHhC 2.000 BETAC .Ot~O 
SThB 5.000 ELEVON .01:;0 
80FLhP 5.000 OX .000 
SREF 0500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
BET AD .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SChLE .0125 




h P J' ~ }, .29 
.. • ..1 
if '"' .28 
(; Yo I)CJ 







~ f"' .24 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 



















LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 51 CCAR~;~R DATAl (RFE072l 
SVI'ISCL MACH PI\RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCR"~Ti, 
o .598 ALPHhC 2.000 BETAr .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 Sf. 


























BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. ;;C 
VHRP .OODD IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-~ ~""1_""''''F'''''''''''-I " ~r',=~~~~-~ ii- ~' ""'P"j 






1 .. j... I~Hgn~ftftgUftHgU#=§H 
.... ... . ........ ····dw.J ........ 1 ....... .1 .................. j. : ... ..1 ....... 1.. .................. J 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE073) 
H~eH P~R~METR[e V~lUES REFERENCE [NFCRM~T[CN 
.599 ~LPH~e 2.000 BETAe .000 
SThB ·5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLhP 5.000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7BOO [N. 
BREF 2348.0400 [N. 
XMRP 1339.9000 [N. XC 
DY .000 [ORB B.OOO YMRP .0000 [N. YC 
BETAO .000 RUDOER .000 ZMRP [90.7500 [N; ZC SChLE .0125 
.29 In H1T JTn = n IT" HII 
.28 l"d D 





.26 "\. p (~ 'V 
.25 1.0 p pe 
























-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LIV44-~~8lLA~HJ ~4~/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIE~ 0 AJ CRFE073l 
SYl'18CL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVeN • 000 
BOFLAP 5.000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7.eOQ IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-.09 , 
-.10 ~ .J;, , f:i 
- • 11 F. 
l\Oh 
-, 





- .14 .- q 
-
- .15 - p' 
-
~ 
- .16 - Ii. -
- .17 t - jU, 
-













I-'~ , h 
-.23 , "'" 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 38 40 44 48· 52 56 60 64 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 

















































. 0400 o. 
PARh>:ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
ALPHhC 2.000 BETAC • 000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BO"LhP 5.000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
oy 
.000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. ve 
2MRP 190.7500 IN. 2e 
SCALE .0125 
IM 
ICll IT rI 
.,J ~ .:JI Jl 
-(: . t '- J!: !( I.{ 
,tl (j \ r 







.~ . .1 
'" 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24' 28 32 36 40 41 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED peSITleN. pe5ITIVE up, DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY a2 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE073l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .599 ALPHAC :2.000 BETAe .000 
.000 
,000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 






























BREF :234B.0400 IN. 
x:<RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-4 0 4 8 12 ! 6 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
aR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRaM MATED paSITWN, paSITIVE UP, DZ 







































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE073) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REI'ERENC;; INI'GRI1hTlGN 
o .599 hLPHhC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ .I'T ; 







































)"" j I~ 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 









:)(. . co 




,..4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. DI5PLACEMENT·~BM MATED PG5ITIBN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 











































LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE073) 
SVl-190L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .599 ALPHAC 2.000 ~ETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
S~EF 5500.0000 SO. FT • 













































BRE, 2348.0400 IN. 
XMP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
'M,~ .0000 IN. YC 









r 1-" I\, 'v 






-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 54 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 






















REFERENCE INFGRt'A ¥I aN 
SREF 5500.0000 SG.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
L,;,o I~ 
!0'P I t 












.18E! 1 I I 1 ddP 1 1 I I I I I I 1 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I I ~ , 
.17~ 1111fJ311111 I I 1 ITfT ! 11 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I ~ 
: : :iIfl!l1 I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I II II I I I I I I I III 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 i8 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE073J 
S)'!-1BDL MACH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-"-. 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP 5.000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7800 1 N. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO .000 RUOOER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
nr nn ~ • I H .< 
I. 
t 
'f: !2 oJ . ,-
R 0 ::x :;.:x ~ '"( ri fJ - ~ -; b- - - 1-' 5' ~ I- -
- -
[.) IL fx:: - i- -
r.1 f+. 
f\ Ij ,J 
f !h t 









E- -l- n 'iJ -~ 
''"l , 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE074) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
() .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 55DD.0000 50.FT. 










































BREF 234B .D40D IN • 
XMRP 1339.900D IN. XC 
YMR? .DOOO IN. VC 
















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 

































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE074l 
M~CH P~RAMETRIC VA~UES REFERENCE INFCRHATlCN 










STAS 5.000 E~EVCN .000 
SDFL~P .000 ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 IORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. vc 
SETAD .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCA~E .0125 
,. " J 
i'--I--f-'H-r- \.: 
h \-- '-I-+-!-t-+-H 
H--H-t-t- 1- '-I--+--l-+-H-+-tID=l=W~-H-J-H+-H-t-lltjjj ~+W~~++~Tt~~n~~4+HH-TH. w : 
-l-1--I-t-t-H+t--t-t-iHIi 









PI , j 
',- -ttt:n+~I=l=tf=H-+H-+-H-trt±=tb=!~+ ! I 1_.1-+--t-:I D-l--+-l-H-H-tt+t-H--HttttI 1 JJ-l-!---'I E4~~-r1l _ I I 
ttttl=i=I=I=+t++-t+l+-H-ti±tltiU=+4= 1-!-l- l --+-l-t--3 Hjitt~4+~Frt++nHi±±tbjt+, _~,~ 
U,I .1' tttt~~~~~~I~ \ -8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
\ ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. PGSITIVE uP. oz 
FIG .1\78 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~X I MITY. ALPHAC=2. WRB=4. BET AC=O P BET.\G=U. RfE074 
, 





























LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 5! (CARRIER DATAl CRFE074) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 
" 
.602 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
OY .000 10RB 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
" 
I ~ T' "I' i' T' iii 111'111"1'" T iill "", i, I '1" ",' iii,' .ill' I" I 'Ii ,,""I iii 
.0476 "I 1 
.0472 E I· I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 
.0468 till, 1 1 1-1-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I h 
.0464E I I I I I 1-1-%J1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
.0460h 1 1 1 1 1 1-~-tiJql d L I I I I ±I iJ I I I II I I I I I I I I I : 
.0456~ I I I I II I I I I 'M-M bL I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I : 
.0452 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I '"'r-l-\-l---ll I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
.0448~ I' I I ttl--1t1IIII'liM 11/1111111111111 
.0444 t' I I I I I I I I I I I r-t-t-H I I I~I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ; 
.0440FfFIU~1111111 LUJJlltf-f -~.: _,·1_1 1 1 ' 
.0436 .~ _ U I I 1 1 , 
.0432 til 1 1 1 
.0428·t I 1 1 1 1 I-I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
.0424.f-1 I I /--J-cl I I I I I I I I I I , I , I I , I I I I I I I I I I : 
wi,," I ""'"" :'7" '§.'" ~ "~"'~' I'~' ~I ';' "t', i' "L..I. ,~"Ilu"ul" I"",, '~';.LI cull ~I ~~;,,-IUI::I~;r:t:t:t:jj bo.dpn/,.",,,!!I.,,,,.!,,,,,,,,!!,,,,,,,!. I' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,1,,,,1,,,,1 I ! I -...... , .... ,.'!I'.I!'r 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. PCSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.178 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~R8=4,BETAC=O;BETA~=O, RFE074 
PAGE 1395 
.~ 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFE074) 
SY~lBaL M~CH P"Rt\~IEtRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INFORI1ATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BET~C ,ODD 
ST~8 S.DOO ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 
BET~O .000 RUuOER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
<MRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
'~RP .0000 IN. YC 
;MRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
.0028 
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(:: ,CO (:: 
II'C II It'll ;) 
-.0020 ~1~rTi-t-r~~+4~~+-~~-~~TT~~~' ~~~~~~-+~-+-~~ ;)1 : 1--
~ 
-.0024 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIoN. PGSITIVE UP. 02 G 













































LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED74) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFGRHATICN 
o . 602 ~LPH~C 2.000 SETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 















































BREF 2318.0100 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
nn rrrr "n rrn nn .m Til' 'Ill lin "" 1111 '''' "" 
1111 1111 III' "" 
... 
~}.. 
~ ..( H )" m 






-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITI~N.· P~SITIVE UP. DZ 











































. ... ~'-"--~--- ------
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) tRFE074J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 E'LE\'CN .000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
l.REF 327.7800 IN. 
.8EF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 








1(· $ -I- - . 
-I ;~ -
.0005 _lJ, I 
.0004 
.0003 






.0001 LA. .L JiAi )'11 
0 '. I 
u 






-.0004 , I .. .. 
-8 J 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRG~ MATED PGSIiIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-5~9CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI CCARRIER DATA) CRFE074) 
SYMBOL MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 0 .802 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. STAB 5.DOO ELEVON .000 LREF 3~7.7800 IN. BOFLAP .000 ox .000 BREF 234B.0400 IN. 







~ h ~ I'" 
'=' 





.. 10 :ox:: 
.280 













.;J 1"-' i\ 
.240 
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.." , ... .... .... .. " '" . " " .. " 
.... .. " .. . 
.208 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE074) 


















0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe .000 SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
SOFUP ,DOD OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OV ,000 laRS 4.000 VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
SETAo ,000 RUOOER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE075) 


























0 ,603 ALPH~C 2,000 BET~C ,000 
STAB 5,000 ELEVON ,DOD 
BOFL~P ,000 ox ,000 
SREF 5500,0000 sa ,FT , 
LREF 327 ,7800 IN, 
SREF 234B,0400 IN, 
XMRP 1339,9000 IN, xc 
OV ,000 ICRB 6,000 
BE ThO ,ODD RUDDER ,DOD 
VMR? ,DODO IN, VC 
2MR? 190,7500 IN, ZC 
SC~LE ,0125 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE07S) 
SYMBOl. MACH PARA>IETRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 AI.PHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 EI.£VDN • 000 
SDFI.AP .000 OX .000 
oY .000 IORB S.OOO 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
I.REI' 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
"'RP .0000 IN. YC 
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BRa ITER VERT. 0 I SPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PBS IT IClN. PGS IT I VE UP. Ci: 






















LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE075J 
SYMBOL M~CH 

















SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7S00 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 








LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE075) 






































































8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. p~SITrVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE075) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATioN 
o .S03 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .DOO 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 













































I .. .... 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.179 CARRIER DATA, (jRB. PR(jXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, WRB=6,BETAC=O.BETM=C, RFto75 
PAGE 1405 
LTV44~559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 CCARR:ER DATA) CRFE075) 
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eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED peSITIeN. peSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI [CARRIER DATA) (RFE075) 
SYr~8GL r1~CH PAR~METRIC VALUES 
nEFEp.ENCE INFaRH~TION 
o .603 ALPH~C 2.000 SEThC .000 
.000 
SnEF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 












BREF 234B. 0400 1 N • 
ltf1RP 1339.9000 1 N. XC 
Yl1RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.179 CARRIER DATA, GR3. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2.IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, RFE075 PAGE 1407· 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCAHATION 
ALPHAC 2 t ODO SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN .000 
BDFLhP • 000 DX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 laRB 6.000 
BEThe .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PClSITION. PClSITIVE Up, OZ 






LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 52 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE076J 























o .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAr. .OOD SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
SHB 5 000 ELrVON 000 LREF 327.7800 (N. 
• - • BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1339.9000 (N. XC 
OY .000 10RB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BE TAO ODD RuDDER 000 ZMRP 190.7500 (N. ZC 
•• SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE07G 
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'::;";aEF' '3 J;::J. G,) SO .FT • 
LREF 3<1. 72JO IN. 
BREF 231,3.C11)0 IN, 
XMRr 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN, rc 
ZMRP I~J.7500 IN, IC 
seAL. .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE076) 
SVMBCL MACH Pol,RAM -;·Ie VALUES 
o .599 'cPHAC 2.000 SETAC 
STAS 5.000 ELEVeN 
aD~LAP ,QoO ox 
0" ,000 IORB 







5REF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALI, .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. D;S~LACEMENT FRCM MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 AfY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE076J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFE',ENCE ",FG"f'fATION 
















STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 8REF 2348.0400 IN • XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAe .000 RUODER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 I~. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
. ,r I'll . 
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\":' 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 












































LTV44-559CCA2SJ 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE07S) 
~'II~BCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRNATWN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500 .0000 sa.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVDN .000 
SOFLAP .000 ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2318.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORS 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-.0004 
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ORBITER VERT. DlSPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE076) 
syr,BCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF"£f:: .'~Ct..: .,,"'ORI'IATlON 












BREF 23o!8.0·HJO IN • 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. zc 
~CALE .0125 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 

























LTV44-559CCA261 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE076) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIGN 

















STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
8DFLAP .000 OX • 000 
BREF 234B .0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB B.OOO 
BE TAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 






















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY e2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE076J 






















~LPH~e 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
SOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 0500)000 SO T. 
LREI' 327.!8UO IN • 
BRFf 2346.00100 tN. 
XMRe 1339.9000 IN. XC 
0< .000 IORS 8.000 
SETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
yHRP .OGuO IN. vC 
ZMRP 1~0.7500 IN. ze 
SC~LE .0125 
r'" "" , '" T I"" "" 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE077) 
SYMBOL r1ACH PARAl1ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INI'ORt-IATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
SDFLAP .000 ox • 000 
SREI' 5500 .0000 SO .I'T • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Ov .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAe .000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 

































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE077) 
SVM8CL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REr-Er:SNCE 1i~F'ORr"hTlGN 
0 .602 ,\I.P~iI\C 2.000 8ET}'C .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
80FLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF '·500 .onoo SO .FT • 
LREF .$27.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0-100 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DV .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. vc 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE077) 
M~CH PARAf~ETRJC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRH~TICN 
• 602 hLPHhC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
80FLAP • 000 ox .000 . 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP t 339.9000 IN. XC 
Dr .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETM .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRJM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA2Sl 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE07.) 
SYMBOL M~CH ~ARAMETRJC VALUES REI'"GRE~~C£: INF'GRHATJCN 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
BDFLAP .000 Ox .coo 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.1800 !N. 
8REF 2348.0,100 IN. 
xl-IRP 1339.9000 I~. XC 
DV .000 IOR8 S.OOO 
BET~O .000 RUDDER .000 
V"RP .0000 IN. ye 
ZI"RP 190 .7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 








































LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY D2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE077) 
SVMBCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRI1ATlCN 
0 • 602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
SHB 5.000 ElEVON 10.000 
aorlAP ,000 OX ,000 
ov .000 WRB 6.000 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
lREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED POSITION. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY e2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE077J 
SYMBOL MACH cARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC :2.000 BETAC .oeo 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 so.n. 
LREF 3n.7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
Xf~RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZM"P 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .01:25 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. C:SPLACEMENT FROM 'MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.18! CARRIER CAr~. ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2.IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, RFE077 
P,~GE 1422 




















LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE077) 
SYM80L MACH 'PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORr1A TI ON 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAe .000 SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • LREl 327 .7800 IN. 
8RE' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
STA8 5.000 [LEVaN 10.000 
8DFLAP .000 Ox .000 
vMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
DY .000 IOR8 6.000 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.18l CARRIER DATA. ~PB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2,IORB=6.BETAC=O.BETAQ=O. RFE077 
PAGE 1423 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE077l 
SYMBOL M'CH P'R'METRIC V'LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 AlPH'C 2.000 BEHC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVoN 10.000 
BOFlAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
lREF 327.7300 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. ~C 
Dr .000 IORB 6.000 
BETM .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC'"E .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE078) 
SYMBCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRl1IITlGN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC ."00 SREF 5500.0000 5a.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 327.7BOO IN. BREI' 2348.0400 IN. AILRON -5.000 ox .000 XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC OY .000 10RB S.OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI~N, POSITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Cl2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED78) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R'METRIC V~LUES REFEnENCE INFO~HhTlCN 
() .599 ~LPH~C 2.000 8ET~C .000 SREF :>500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. ST~B 5.000 ELEVeN 5.000 
100 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. ye 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SC~LE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PClSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE078) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORflATIGN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVr,)N 5.000 
AILRON -5.000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa. FT. 
LRFF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAD .000 DPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
• m 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSIT~VE UP. DZ 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE078) 
SYMBOL MilCH PARAMETRIC VALUES P"FERENCE INFORI1ATlON 0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
AILRON -5.000 OX • 000 
SR"F 5500.0000 50.FT. LREF 327.7800 IN. GR.F 23~8.0400 IN • xw~~ 1339.9000 IN. xc DY .000 lORa 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFED78) 
SVMBa~ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 































































(1 11). y 
~ 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-f; 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PBSITIBN,PGSITIVE UP, DZ 









































LTV4~-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE07Sl 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE JNFCRMATION 
0 .599 ALPHJ.C 2.000 SETAe • 000 SREF 5500. 0000 . sa.F T • 
$1"8 5.000 ELEVoN 5.000 
I\!LRON 
-5.000 ox ,JlJl() 
LRE' 327.7800 IN. 
BPEF 2348.0400 IN. 
Xl1RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
0" 
.000 IOR8 6.000 
er.. TAO 
.000 OPHI .000 
vHRP .0000 IN. VC 
2MRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-S 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26' 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE078) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
hILRCN -5.000 nx .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 327.7000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339 .9000 IN. xC 
Dr .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. vC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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IIlI ;-IT I II 1111 rill 
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. 17 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N, P~5ITIVE UP, DZ 

























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA: CRFE078J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES Ri:.FERENCE ['{FORMAT JON 0 .599 /\LPHAC 2.000 SETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEveN 5.000 
AILReN -5.000 ox 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 ;0. FT. LREF 327 .7'WO 1N. BREF 2348,0100 :N. 




YMRP .0000 IN. YC ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE079J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 



































( b0 fT 
r. J 
I:J '-' 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.1500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
'r. I", i-,c: 
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r:. Id r- " 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 






























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY CJ2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE079) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES R£F~RCNCE • .-;FORI.I!\TICIIl 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 SREF 55~'J.OOtO sa .FT . 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 LREF 327.7800 I'i. 8REF 2349.0400 '" ELEVON 5.000 Ox .000 . " XHRP 1339.900[, IN. xc 
DY .000 IOR8 6.000 YMRP .0000 I". YC 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze SCALE .012'-. 
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ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 

























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE079J 
SYMBOL N~CH P~RAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .599 ~LPH~C 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.DOO 
ELEVON 5.000 DX .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Dr .ODO IORS 6.0DD 
SETAO .DDD OPHI .ooe 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 MY CJ2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE079) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES ~,... =EFi--\ICi WF"ORHA TlCN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.00C 
ELEVON 5.000 OX • 000 
5REF' ?50C .0000 SQ.;- t • 
LREF ); 7 • ·;'900 i 'J. 
8REF 23·18.U400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORS B.OOO 
SETAO .000 OPHI .000 
yMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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.0320 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI~N. POSITIVE UP. DZ 








































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE079l 
SYMBOL MhCH REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
o .599 hLPHAC 
PhRAMETRIC VALUES 










































-, Q;:; 1(,: 
I 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 231B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEME~T ~ROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE07g) 
SYMBOL MilCH PAqAMETRIC VALUeS Rzn 1[\JC;: ~ 1·If.."ORMA r I ON 
0 .599 I1LPHAC 2.000 BEHC .000 SREF \:"rjOCl.,~·I)CO !;'1.F r • 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 LREF l2!, 300 :'''. 
ELEVON 5.000 ox .000 8REF 
13<8,,0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339. :,000 IN. xc 
Dv .000 IORB 6.000 vHRP .0000 IN. vc 
BE TAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE079) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIDN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 
ELEVON 5.000 ox • 000 
SRE!' 5500.0000 SQ.!'T. 
LRE!' 327. 7S00 IN. 
SREF 234S.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 





LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER OATAJ (RFE079J 
SYMBOL M~CH PAR~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE H,CGRr-l~T1GN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BET~C .000 SREF 5500 .O~OO jQ.Ff. 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 
ELEVON 5.000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2318.0,00 !N. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 10RB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT rRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.183 CAR. DATA. 0RB PR0XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.10RB=6.BETAC=BETA0=O.RUDDER=10. RFE079 
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r:' -e:. p 
p-
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2349.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
111 1" 1 nn flTI "11 111' Ilif '''I III "1"1 '"T 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBlTER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PB5lTIClN. PClSlTIVE UP. DZ 
















































































SREF ~SOD.OOOO SQ. - T. 
LREF 32' .1800 ~ 'I. 
BREF' 2:?~:9.D4QO :"11. 
XHRP 133~.9000 .~. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
IMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 AlY 02 S: (CARRIER DATA) (RFE080) 
SYMBOL M~CH 














SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 





















8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED POSITION. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE080) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES ~EFERE~CE INFORMATION 
0 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.001) 
BOFLAP . 000 ox .000 
SREF 55~".0000 Sg.FT. 
LREF 37" .7BOO IN. 
8REF 23-;2.0400 !"l • 
XMRP 133~,9000 IN. XC 
Oy .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAe -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 ! 'J, YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 







































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED8D) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.00CI SREF 5500.0000 5D.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.00Cl 
BOFLAP • 000 OX .OOCI 
OV .000 IORB 4.000 
LREF 327.7800 [N. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
yMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE080) 
SYMBOL MACH 

















5REF :"''5':''2.0000 SO.Ff. 
LREF .3.: ~ •. ; ;3(10 ! N • 
BREF 2348.,400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 !N. xc 
VMRP .0000 IlJ. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0:25 

































-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 






















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE080) 
M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORM~TICN 
.589 ALPH~C 2.000 8ET~C -S.OOC 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVON S.OOG 
80FLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 ICRB 4.000 
8ET~O -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


































































REFEQ'ENCE INF'Qi\. ,ATION 
SRE~ 5:>00.0000 SO .~T • 
l~E~ :'27.7800 IN. 
"'E~ 2348.0400 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN. YC 
lHRP ,DODO IN. vC 
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-8 0 8 i 6 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIrION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 







LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE081) 























.592 ALPHhC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 
OY .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
"",RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY Q2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE081) 
svMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF'ERENCE I NJ: Gii.~," r i ON 
0 .597 ,:"PHAC 2.000 BE He -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Oy .000 IOR9 6.000 
BETAe -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. poSITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFED81) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
0 .592 ~LPH~C 2.000 BET".C -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
8DFLAP .000 D;: .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DY .000 laRS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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!..I.l.wll == ...,."" .W == 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE081) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFf_~.e:NCE I NFOJ;11A, T rON 
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 55CJ.OOCO 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
Dy 
.000 10RB 6.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
vHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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-8 0 v 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATEQ PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 





































LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY Cl2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE081 J 
SYM80L M~eH PAR~METRle VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 ALPH~e 2.000 8ETAe -5.000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
OY .000 IOR8 6.000 
eETAO -5.000 RUOOER .000 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITICIN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 



















































































SREF 5500.oeGO sa .FT • 
U;eF 327.1eOJ IN. 
OREF 234B .040') IN • 
,"RP 1339.90CO IN. xc 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP .OOCO IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.75C10 iN. Z:C 
SCAlE .0 "'5 
T IT ~ • 
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..,( ).. ../ :.li: 








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE081l 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC -5.000 SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
SOFLAP .000 ox .000 
LREF 327 .7S00 IN. 
SREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 10RB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFED81) 
SYMBOL MACH 











































REFERENce r".lFC~rlA 71 CiN 
SREF 5500.0~:;D SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
GREF 2348.0400 IN. 
xMR? 1339.9000 IN. xC 
'MR? .0000 I~. 'C 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



























L. ...... -i 
LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE082l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIOM 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 Ox • 000 
DY .000 lORB 8.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
SPEF 5500.0000 So.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.31 
.30 I be f:'2 












.23 J l.cY i" 
.22 / ;J 
.21 !)'-~ 
.20 c:: ir.\ K 
.19 c:' J 
.18 C; f 
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-8 --4 6 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24 28 32 36 40 4'4 4'8 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSiTIVE UP. DZ 


































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE082) 
SYMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VAt.UES REFEREN< I NF ORMAT ION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEvON 5.000 
80'LAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 550C ,0000 50 .FT • 
C~EF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB 8.000 
8ETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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-8 -4 0 '1 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44~559CCA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATAl CRFE082l 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STA8 5.COO ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC OY .000 IOR8 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
8ETAC -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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U ill' ' 1U .1.i.-J. till W/.. t 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 15 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRB,TER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.186 CARRIER DATA, crRB. PRcrXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IcrRB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAcr=-5, RFE082 
PAGE 1459 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE082) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFQR""ION 
0 .594 IILPHIIC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.:000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.1800 IN. 
BeEF 2348.C10Q IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 
8ETAC -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .COOO IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. lC 
SCALE .0125 
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-'8 -'4 0 4 8 1'2··1'6--2'0-2428-32 36 4'0 4'4 4'8 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 





































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE082) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE:, '-.:: l"'':-~ ~MATION 
0 .~94 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe -5.000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX .000 
;;iREF 5500 '~JOO SC.FT. 
LREF 32' .1SQC IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. 'C 
OY .000 10RB 8.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. IC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED paSITlaN. paSITIVE UP. DZ 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED82) 
















































































SRE. 5500.0000 SQ.H. LRE. 327 .780Ci IN. BRE. 234B.0400 IN • XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC YMRP .0000 IN. YC ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
~ : 





























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE082) 
SYMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VAl.UES REFERE'CE INFO;,,·'.1110N 0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 




SR"F 5500 •. 0000 SQ.FT. LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
aREF 2348.0400 IN. XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC DY 
.000 IORB B.OOD 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE083) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.596 ALPHAC 2.000 BEfAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80F"LAP .000 Ov • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OZ .000 ICRB 6.000 
BETIIO .000 RuDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
lMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
0R811CR L0NG. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATEO P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE AFT. 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE083) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF'ERE~'~E : N~(lR;· T 1 ON 
• 596 ALPHAC 2.000 BEHC -5.000 SREF' 55CC ,GuOD SC .. Ff • 
STAB S.OOO ELEVDN 5.000 
SDFLAP .000 DY • 000 
LREF :;27.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0100 IN . 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN, lC 
DZ .000 IORS 6.000 YHRP .0000 I'J '1C 
SETAO .000 RUODER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 I,U ZC SCALE .0125 
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 G 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
OX BRBITER LBNG. DISPLACEMENT FR~~ MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE AFT. 





























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFEOB3) 
M~CH P~R~METRIC V~I.UES REFERENCE INFORH~TION 
.596 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAe -5.000 
ST~8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
OO~LAP .000 ov ,ODe 
SREF 5500.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMHP 1339.9000 !~, XC 
oz .000 lORD 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. ve 
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 


























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE083) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE"CE INI'ORNATIGN 
.596 ALPHAC 2.000 SEHC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OY .000 
SREF 550C .0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. ," 
OZ .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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. 0990, I 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 





,,_ ..... ,' 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED83) 
SYMBOL M~CH PAR~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM~TION 















SREF 5500 .0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
scnLE .0125 
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-8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 I 4 I 6 I 8 20 22 24 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITIGN. POSITIVE AFT. 
26 28 
OX 


















































































REF-ERENCE !NFIj~r \ T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 I~. XC 
YHRP .0000 ; ~. YC 

















-8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
0RBITER L0NG. OISPLACEMENT FR0M MATEO P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE 
24 26 28 
AFT. OX 





















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE083) 









































SREF' 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
, p~ 
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rC1 .h !d 
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-'8 -'S -'4 -'2 b 2 4 5 8 10 f2 f4 1'6 f8 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FRCM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 











































P/<J<AMETRIC VALUES RE:-'ERE"\i,:-E tNF'CRMAT ION 
"LPHAC 2.000 8ETAC -5.000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ov .000 
SREF SSOD .0000 sa.F -r • 
LREF 31'.7800 IN. 
SREF 2346.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9000 IN. xc 
OZ .000 IORS 6.000 
8ETAQ .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 I~. yc 
















6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 v 20 22 24 26 28 
AFT. OX ~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE 





LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED84) 


























0 • 599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OY .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 I~RB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
BRBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATEO POSITIBN. PBSITIVE AFT. OX 






















































































REFER;:-NCE T t~,· J:t~>1ATICJN 
SREF 5500. 0000 sa.' T • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN . 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. :<C 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-.214 .~ uu) , I llU , au uulw. wl 
-8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. 
26 28 
OX 






























LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY Cl2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE084) 
MhCH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
.599 hLPHhC 2.000 SEThC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 
80FLAP .000 oY .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
8ETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ClRBITER LClNG. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE AFT. 
26 28 
OX 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LFiEF 327.7800 tN. 
BREF 23.:3.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339. 91":1:10 ~ 'J. x..;' 
YMRP .0000 !N. vC 






~- - - . - ._-
- -
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
OX ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FP~M MATED poSITION. POSITIVE AFT. 
FIG.188 CARRIER DATA. ORB. PROXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IORB=6.BETAC=-5.BETAO=O. RFE084 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Q2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE084) 





















































ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 5REF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
STlIB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 or .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Dl 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMR~ .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
nm 
-
~ I '1 
,~ 
-. 










- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 2 14 1 6 18 20 22 
C28ITER LQNG. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATEO PDSITIDN. PQSITIVE 24 26 28 AFT. OX 





































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE084) 
Syr-IBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE !NFCRHATIGN 
0 .S99 i\LPHAC 2.000 SETAe -s.ooo 
STAB 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 
BOFLAP 
.000 DY .000 
SRE!=' 55_J .0<:.',· sa .;:,r • 
LREF 327. 7SCC IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 1'. 
XMRP 1339.9000 P,. XC 
OZ 15.000 10RB 6.000 YHRP .0000 .". ye 








, - I 
I ! 
.. 1 :-




tCJ IT \ .. Ie; 
.01464 If lJ 
'-' 
.01456 






'" .. " .... '" ...... , .. .." .. " ........ .... .... . .... .. . ........... ................•.......... , . ...... ,; 
-8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i 8 20 22 24 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. 
26 28 
OX 
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SREF 5500 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 












-- ,re ~ 1 --- f---,- - -- - ,- ---
.:J 
- I-
-'8 "':6 -'4 -'2 6 :2 4 6 8 (0 12 r'4 I'S 18 20 22 24 26 28 
AFT. OX GRBITER LGNG. DI5PLAC~MENT FR~M MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE 





















LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATAl CRFE084J 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRHATIGN 
.599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe -s.ooo 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OV .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.n·. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN, 
8REF 2348.0400 :". 
XMRP 1339.9000 1'1. lIe 
OZ 15.000 I~RB 6.000 
BETAe .000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 pi. vc 
ZMRP 190.7500 :.:. ZC 
SC,\LE • a 125 
















S- o. b I . P \ J 











':8 ':6 -'4 ':2 6 :2 '4 6 8 1'0 (2 1'4 1'6 1'8 20 22 2-1 26 28 
OX GRB ITER LelNG. DISPLACEMENT FRelM MATED PelS IT I elN. PelS IT I VE AFT. 
FIG.lS8 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAG=O, RFE084 
" 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC -5.000 
STAS 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
; 8DFLAP .000 DY • 000 
\ DZ 60.000 IORS 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




, , :J 
0 fi!<; l"r 










... -". .... . ... . ... .... .". . ...... " ... ... .... "" ........ .... .... .... .... .... .. .. .... .. " .... ........ .. " . ... . ... 
" " 
.... ,,,I ". ." , , " 
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 1 0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~RBITER L~NG, DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 






LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED85J 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORflATlON 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OY .000 
5REF sseD.OOOO SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.1BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .aooo IN. YC 




























































_l:{ 1M :J 
\' r: 
I· r 
I j:! IX:: 
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~R8 ITER L~I~G. 0 I SPLACEMENT FRr:JM MA TED p~s IT IClN, pes I T1 VE AFT, OX 
FIG.18S CARRIER DATAl ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O, RFE085 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHhC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLhP .000 OY ,000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 













l' ). ).. 
\ vJ 1M ), h i~ 
~ If\ - 1,\ Y I\. II 
• ~ 
, , 
-'-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
CJR8ITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FRCJM MATED PCJSITICJN. PCJSITIVE AFT. OX 




























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE085) 
SYMBOL MACH PAR.AMETRIC VALUES REF:'::R~NCE r ermA. TlON 





SREF .J. .. :.QO ~oooo $1) ~F" r • 































BREF 2348.0,00 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
vt1RP .0000 IN. vc 
























-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 








































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE085) 
SYMBOL MACH REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
o . .597 ALPHhC 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 





SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 












-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 W 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
GR8ITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.189 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.I~RB=6.BETAC=-5,BETA~=O, RFE085 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFE~£NC~ IN!='(JRriATlGN 
flLPHAC 2.000 SETAC -5.000 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 DY • 000 
SREI' 55u" • GOOD S9.1'T • 
LREF 327.7800 I' • 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ 60.000 IORS 6.000 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 1'1. YC 




















I ,I. .J 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
~RB ITER L~NG. 0 I 5PLACEMENT FR~M MA TED P~S I TI elN. PelS IT I VE AFT. OX 
FIG.l89 CARRIER DATA, (jRB. PR(jXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,WRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA(j=Q, RFE085 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OY • 000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 






























-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ClRB ITER LCING. 0 I SPLACEMENT FPClM MATED PClS IT ICIN. PClS I TI VE AFT. OX 






















LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED85J 
SYMBOL MhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFURMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 S9.FT. 


































BREF 2349.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
... 
t-- -i- . 
n 
'r\ l\. 




-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 


































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY C'l2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE086) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPH~C 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVeN 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.234 ~ , " 1 "1 1 "1 1 
.232 
.230 




.224 I 1 I \ 
, 
.222 I h l~ >=-
.220 J ['C. 
.218 -' I (: ~ 
.216 \.I~ II.! 1"'[:) I 





. 206 - .1 .... . .•.... ···1 J, ................ ,~ .............. ,1 J ..... ,1 .............. ,1 ,1. ...1 .... . ........... _ ........ ................. -_ .. 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
C'lRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRC'lM MATED PC'lSITIC'lN. PC'lSITIVE RIGHT. DY 




























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY Cl2 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFE086J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENC[ INFORf1ATlON 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe -5.000 
SHS 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
SOFLAP .000 Ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sO.n • 
LREF 327.7800 :". 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 Ii. XC 
oZ .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAe .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 I,". YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
~ j I TI" "1 iii 'Iii, "" iiI ill j Ii i III I "" .. "1···'1·'''1''''' .... " ... ,'1111'111 ,jill .. r I 'I"" 1""1""1' i 1II,I it I' IIll i"'I""!" IiI""''''''''!! 11.111,11 'I" 'ii'" j "II',nT 
- • 120 e , , I , , , , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 





-+-H-H-~-l-~--rtct I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
I. 
- .152 15: 
- .160 i>:- lh 
- • 16E 
-.17E n 111111111 R I ~-nfm II f I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
T<:; 
- .184 IjJC' 
- .192 h,. 
-.200 151) n: 
R 
-.208 
E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I -
-.216 
-.224 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 





























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CCARRIER DATA) CRFE086J 
svr-lBOL M~eH REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. )(r1RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Vf1~P .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
.0436 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
.0432 k I I II I I , I , , I , , , , I I I 1 1 1 I I-!- i I I 1 I I I I I I I ~ 
t I I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0428. I 
.0424 til 1 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1 I I ~ 
.0420~ I I 1 I I I 1 I I 1 1 I I H+H-IIIIII !f1\l X 111I1111 
.0416[ I I I I I I I I I I I , , , I , I I , I I i IdWi no, I 1 , , , , 11 
.0412f-1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 I~ I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0408 i I I I I ~ I I I I I I r I I I I I I I hrl I I I I I I I I I I I I I i 
.0404' I I I I ! I ! UtNi~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
.0400f 1 II! I ,8 , . . I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0386 Ell I 1 1 1 I I 14 IMP 1M I I LI J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0392 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :1 
.0388 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :j 
.0384-€ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.190 CARRIER DATA. 0RB. PRGXiMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAG=O. RFE086 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE086) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .5S4 ALPHAC 2.000 BEHC -5.000 
SToIB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80F'L"? • 000 OX .000 
., REFERENCE INFORflATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 23'08.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. :<C 
OZ .000 !aRB 6.000 
SETAe .000 RuDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 






.102 J f( p , ' 





























w .0~5 Cl 
~ 






.093 ~ R 




uule,' , UUHuj , ' ",-, wi 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITivE P!GHT. DV ---.,' 
FIG.190 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMlTY.ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BF fAC.:-5, Bt:L\I1=Ij, RFE(186 











































LTV44-55SCCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE086J 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
OZ .000 10RB 6.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 o~~~~fjE1=ti=i=~~~+=IJCTrnrlr~~~mmm=~ 
: '"'"" ,ltmmlli~ fWW~RtH± 
2 
K 









~ h (. "'. . \:. '" 
7 .: ~t:.t.l-~. Pi'-j--H+-I-UI 
_[""4 
-
, T.  . r~~.~~~~L 
, ~ I (:) 
\:. 
~ ~ . 
E f:J' 








-16 -12 . -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.ISO CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O, RFE086 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE086) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEQENCE INPCRMhTIG~ 
0 .594 ALPflhC 2.000 8ETAC -5.000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
BOFLhP .000 OX • 000 
SREF ~;jQO.oooo SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 :N • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 



















.0lD P }'! 








. 005 , 
-16 -12 -8 -4 a 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG.190 CARRIER DATA. BRB. PRClXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IClRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETACJ=O, RFE086 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE086l 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFDRHhTIDN 
0 .594 ~LPH~C 2.000 BEHC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BoeLAP .000 ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAe .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 190.750P IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
." .,,' "II " .. .... 1111 ,,,' '11' 1111 1111 11111111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 
"" 
IIU 1111 1111 Ill' I II II II ",. "" 
, .. , .... .. 10 II .. 
'''' 













.216 "< - -
-
. 21.5 ~ . - ( 
.214 \ r 1"1 / 
l:J :.J 
.213 
.212 .. I ... , 
. 211 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO PBSITI~N. PBSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.190 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I6RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O, RFE086 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFED86) 
SVMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I t~r:ORi1" T [ON 
0 • 594 t\LPHAC 2.000 SETAe -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEV~N 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sO.n • 
LREF 327.7900 1 N. 
SRF.F 2348.0400 1'1. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 I',. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 tN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
E'l! nil nTI IlH1HTT n ITT ITT m' 
'" 







..A.- t:) I .0524 
I 10 \. j t;AP .0520





Ir ~ I 
-! ~, .0508 ~ 
or 0 ~ 
10 Q oj .0504 
.0500 I 0. 





-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 












































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 HI • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 





~R8 ITER LA T. 0 I SPLACEMENT FR~M MA TEO P~S IT WN. pes IT I VE RIGHT. OY 
FIG.191 CARRIER DATA, (jRB. PR(jXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,[fjRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETM=O. RFEOB7 

















































































REFERENCE 1 Nf'ijRMh T! ON 
5REF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
l.REF 327.7800 IN. 
BREI' 234B.C400 IN. 
XMRP (339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
















-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG .191 CARR I ER DATA, (jRB. PR(jX I M ITY , ALPHAC=2, WRB=6, BET AC=-5, BET M=O, ~~FE087 
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REFERENCE INFeRI'" nON 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 










-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.ISI CARRIER DATA, ORB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O, RFE087 
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SREF '3'5DO.OOOO £~ ,F"T. 
LREF 321.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 



















... .. " .... 
" " 
.. .. .... .... .... ... . .... .. .. .. .. .... .... 
"" 
.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... , .. " 
'''' .. " " " 
till "II til .1111 .'tI 1111 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FnBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.191 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAD=O, RFE087 
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SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 









P. h I:) r.t 
b.. )-' ~ ~ 
'"1 IX 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.191 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O, RFE087 
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REF'ERENCE • is:'ORMATION 
5REF 5'300.0000 SG.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BRF.F 2348.0.00 IN. 
XHRP I339.Soo0 !N. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 



























," ." . .... .... .... .... .... . ... I.~ ~ .. .. . .. , .. " .... .... .... .. " .. " .... .... . ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. " ,,,' I .. ' IO" .. " " " '''' ,,,' .... "" 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
GRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.191 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAG=O, RFE087 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE087) 
SYMBOl_ M~CH P~RAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FlAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 IOR8 6.000 
SETAe .000 RUOC'!::R .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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6 -12 -8 -4 0 4 V 8 12 16 
DRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE RIGHT. DY 


































































r-EFERENCE INFORi-l".·;, jN 
SRt;." 55CO.0000 SO.FT 0 
LREF 327 :1800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XI1RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 















-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED P~SlTIDN. PDSITIVE RIGHT. DY 




























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE088) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES· REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ~LPH~C 2.000 BETAe -s.ooo SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEvON 5.000 
BOf'L..i\P .000 ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 60.000 JORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZI1RP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
' ...... 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT F~OM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIE.192 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA6=O, RFE088 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATTGN 
ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN S.ooe 
SCRAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327 .7eoo [N • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.90[,0 ! N. XC 
DZ GO.OOO IDRB G.OOO 
SETAC .000 RUDOER .000 
YMRP • OO'lO IN. VC 
ZMRP ISO.7~,00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
T nl HH 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0, 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITI~N. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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..................... . .... 
REFERENCE INFDRHATIDN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 [N. 
8REF 2348.0400 [N. 
XHRP [339.9000 [N. XC 
VHRP .0000 [N. VC 
ZHr.P 190.7500 [N. ZC 
SCALE .0[25 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~R8ITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED P~SITI~N. P~5ITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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LTV44-559(CA;~) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE088) 
SYMBOL H~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATlGN 
0 .594 ~LPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 l~. 
8R"F 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 60.000 IORS 6.000 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITICIN. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE088) 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP ,DODO IN. YC 
2HRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) ~RFE088) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFEREi>/CE iNf:CRHATION 
0 .594 ~LPHAC 2.000 SETAe -5.000 
ST~S 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 
BO-LAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 550(1.0000 :''J.F I • 
LREF 327 .7800 j N • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMR~ 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OZ 60.000 loRB 6.000 VMRP .0000 IN. ve 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze SCALE .0;25 





















-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
0RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITWN. P0SITIVE RIGHT. DY 



































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 












-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~R8ITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 

























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER OATA) (RFEOSS) 
SYMBOL M~CH 

















SREF 5500.0000 ~(l.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 tN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP IQO.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
f.ff HII fnl IHI IHI 1111 nil 1111 HII on ~ = nl nn TITI HT rrrr" ,~ '" , rr'r~ TITI HH-
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. 0534 
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.0530 ;, u. w"", ,u. J.W W lu.u u.u ~ 
-18 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT Fi~OM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 

































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE089) 
SYMBOL M,\CH P~RAMETRIC V~LUE5 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPH~C 4.000 SETAC • 000 5REF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
ST~S 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 133S.S000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N, P~5ITIVE UP, DZ 


















































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe .000 
STAB ~.OOO ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5.00 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO ;N. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB 4.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. vc 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. 
FIG.193 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IGRB=4,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFE089 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE089J 
H~CH ~ARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFCRHATlnN 
.599 AL~HAC 4.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
SO"LA~ .000 OX .000 
I.REF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMR~ 1339.9000 IN. XC OY 
.000 IORB 4.000 yHRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO .OUO RUODER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SC~LE .0125 
II ..... 
'" I '"' "" 
1111 1111 






































-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 
56 
DZ 
FIG.193 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IGRB=4,BETAC=Q, BETAG=Q. RFE089 
PAGE 1515 
=~,;j~,~ ,,'!~ -..I.') ~~_~~~_~~ __ '~_~_._~'. _________ ._. __ • __ ~_~ .• 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) [RFE089) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF£RENCE INI'C~HATIGN 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF "sao. 0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327. -,aoo IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 IORB 4.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
'" 















































-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PDSITIDN. PDRITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.193 CARRIER DATA, 0RB. PRBXIMITY.ALPHAC~4,I0RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA0=O. RFE089 
PAGE 1516 
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P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
~LPH~C 4.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF' 327.7800 IN. 
BREF' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETM .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7~00 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
. 
-<, i\. I".. 
















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ~R8ITtR VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 
FIG.193 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFE089 
PAGE 1517 



























































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE H'FCRHATlDN 
~LPH~C 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEvDN 5.000 
BDFL~P .000 OX .000 
SREF 550,' .0000 50 .FT • 
LREF' 327.7900 1 ~. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Oy 
.000 IDR8 4.000 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 














-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 
FIG.193 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE089 
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PARAMETRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe • OOJ SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
SHB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ay 
.000 IORB 4.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
BE TAO .000 RuaaER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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-l-.Tt ~--ri- + 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 




LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE089J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I"FORMATlDN 
0 .S99 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
OV .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 3S00.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7S00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0632 
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-8 0 8 16 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT 
24 32 40 48 56 
FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ ~--'-





























t _ IlL. 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE090) 
SYMBOL MACH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
8DrLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 10RB 6.000 
SETAC .000 RuDDER ,000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 





.37 .'" J 
~ I.-i' 
.36 -(:: 
.35 hr ,.(:) 
j 
,ri 
.34 if :.f 
.33 tf' r'-' f: ~ 
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.28 J !'-' 
... 
. 27 ... 
. 26 
-8 0 8 IS 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




































LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATAl CRFE090l 
SYMBOL. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .59B ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .00il 
STAB 5.000 ELEVQN 5.000 
BDFLAP .• 000 OX • 000 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
8ETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 1 N. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN • 
XMRP 133£ .9000 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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- .192 ~ 











.-.240 " ~ 
7) fJ\.: 
-.248 , , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SIT!~N. P~SITIVE UP, DZ 



























LTV44~559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE090) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 








SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 : :::: r I" "I" " I " " I " "I" " I" " r " r "I" " I" " I" ''I' " r " l" " I " "I" " I" " I " " I " " I" " I" " j" " I" "I" "I" "\" "\" " \" "I" " I" " I'" r" I" " I" " I'" I 
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E I I I H- - - --ffiff-tmlJ I~ IIIII~ IIII 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED P~SITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 


























~ .... - .... ," ....• 
LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) CRFEOSO) 
SVM8C~ M~CH PARAMETRIC VA~uES REFERENCE ~ o,lF'CRHhTION 
0 .598 ~~PHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 
SH8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOF~~P .000 OX .000 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
ilE lAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 550D.0000 50.FT. 
~REF :'2" JeDe IN. 
8REF 2349 .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.SG~0 IN. XC 
VMR? .0000 IN. VC 























-~~ ~ r'I I)" . I .... l' 
,r::. 
-l i I 
-.0032 II'> j 
I~ 
II 
-.0036 ; I 
-:8 0 8 16 24 32 40 4B 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 











































LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEOSOJ 
SVM80~ M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORH~TION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
SoFLAP .000 ax .000 
DV .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAe .000 RUODER .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7S00 IN. 
8REF 234S .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
































-.OD22 1 - r' .. j- ___ 
-+ -'- -t-
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENl FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 







































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE090) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .59B ALPH~C 4.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFL~P .000 ox .000 
SREF S50El.0000 sa.F;. 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 laRS 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
vMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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.00040 " - ~ J.. 
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.00032 (0 ~ Ie; 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PBSITIBN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
FlG.194 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE090 
PAGE 1526 























LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFEOSO) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .0:lO 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FlAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAD .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBlTER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE090l 
SYMBOL MACH PARA'lETRle VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













































LREF 327.7800 ! N • 
SREF 2348.~40o l~. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
rJR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRrJM MATED PrJSITIrJN. PrJSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.194 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IGRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFE090 
PAGE 1528 
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-~ - .-~, -, .~,~ ... -.~ 
LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE091l 
SYMBOL MACH 

































































SREF 5500.0000 sO.n • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
>'" ,r. tJ 
-:y.c 
;,(' I"'!l j 
v 
. 
- -- -- -
L-
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40. 44 48 52 56 60 64 
elRBITER VERT. flISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE091) 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON ~.OOO 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
DY .000 IORS 8.000 
SETAO ,000 RUDDER .000 
SRE. 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LRE. 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
~ii'I"llliLi·lli'ill'ill'ji'I'ii"i"I"j'i' I I I I iliilj"iilil"j"iljlilljiilililiilliiijiillilli I I 1 .. i1IIi"riiiilil"I"lIrliTljlllljiil~ 'I' iI' Ii Iii IlIiil" i 'piiilili IIi [Il" i 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PUSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.195 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I(jRB=8,BETAC=O, BETM=O. RFE091 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY e2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE091) 






















ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .OelQ 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.0nO 
BOFLAP • 000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
oY .000 IORB 8.000 
8ETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
HI"" 1111 
.J l>. ,.. ,... 
(:: ,..., '-( r /, . l(:] r 
~ ij :0, [)"" ,..., ~ 
1\ IF ~ t )"\' -.- - - - . 1--. II:'! .::. It;l 









-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITleN. peSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.195 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=8,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE09I 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA] (RFE091J 
SYMBOL M~CH 















PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIG~ 
ALPH'-'C 4.000 BET.-.C .000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVeN 5.000 
BOFL~P .COO ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 ~Q~FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
Or .000 IORB B.OOO 
BET~O .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 





















-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 







-~---~ _._- -- --- . 
LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE091) 




















































ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .CIOO 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2349.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-L-< 1"'\ 














., =luu wL~b .. 
... 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 :12 36 40 44 48 52 56 SO 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMEN~ FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.195 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IGRB=8,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFE091 
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LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFEOQI) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES ~ErERENCE tNrORHA':cr~ 









































LREF' 327.7800 l'.j. 
BREF' 2349.0400 i~. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PCSITICN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE091) 
MACH P~R"METRIC V~LUES REFERENC~ INFCRMAT[~N 
• SOO ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .('00 SREF 5500.0000 S9.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
8DF'LAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB B.OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.37 I 
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. 36 In . '? ?fo 
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.35 r: 1'1 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE091) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339,SJOO IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 1 N. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE ,01]0 
.063 1m ", " T'T 
-r l 
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.053 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24. 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITI0N. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 






























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE092) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500 .0000 sa.F r. 




































. ... . ... . ... . ... . .. .... 
BREF 234B .0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 












.... .... . ..... .... .... . ... .... 
" " 
.... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 







LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE092l 
SYMBOL HhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES .,..:t::i":~CE INFORt-lAT ION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .000 SREF S~[I(' noao SQ.' r. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 3;'r; . '800 IN. 
80FLAP .000 OX .000 8REF 2348.0400 IN. XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
SETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 Zt1RP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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-.244 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PB5ITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.196 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=4.I~RB=4.BETAC=O. BETA~=5. RFE092 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI CCARRIER DATA) CRFE092J 
SYMBOL MACH PARhMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 





SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 




































- -- - -- ---
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 













-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. 



























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 [CARRIER DATA) CRFE092) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE"~CE INFClRMATlcm 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
SDFLhP .000 DX .000 
OY .000 IORS 4.000 
SETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF ~5::-J.OOOO sr.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234 .• 0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN, YC 









.004 (I ~C ) 






-.004 ~- [\ 
-.006 
\: l: h 
- t 
-.008 
I,.,.. J. . cr. e".. ... 





-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.196 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA~=5, RFE092 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE092) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAD 5.000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-.0035 LC 1\ ~ 
-.0040 I\:{ 
;", ",. :.J 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DI5PLACEMENr FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.J96 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETAD=5, RFE092 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE092) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMF.TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





























LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 11-l. VC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
























l~.~~._ ",_. ... .. ~., 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE092) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES hEFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 599 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0100 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.400 ITrrrn m, HII 
.392 
.384 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 

























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE092) 
SYM80L M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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. ....... ... . .. .. . . ... 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 









. . . . 1 . . . .. . ... .... .. . ..... - . ... ... - ... . ... .... 1 .... .... .... .. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENr FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 



































LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SICCARRIER DATAl CRFED93l 
SYMBOL MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .594 ALPHAC 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ.n. 


































..J;. ~ . 
-' 
f'" 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 














-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.197 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4, I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=5, RFE093 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE093) 
SYHSCI~ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN~GRMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC ,000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON S.OOO 
SOFLAP .000 OX .000 
DV .000 IORB 6.000 
SETAe 5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.,'!. 
LREF 327 .7BOO I ". 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
- .136 ... 
- .144 C; 
- .152 ~ 











-.216 Yo r.I 






-rr [} ~ J:: 
i 
-.248 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.197 CARRIER DATA, 0RB. PR0XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I0RB=6.BETAC=O, BETA~=5, RFE093 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE093) 
SYMBOL MACH PARMIETRIC VAl.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
80FLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB 6.000 VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
8ETAC 5.000 RUDDER .GOD ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.0386 ~.'TTF lOn UIl!Tn HI 
.0384 
.0382 
.0380 k 1'1' Ir'~ f>. 
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.0362 1 , 
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.0360 
.0358 !=, p.u ' 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. QOSITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE093) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN"CRr1~ TlCN 
0 .594 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVeN 5.000 
BOFL~P .000 ox • 000 
DY .000 !CRB 6.000 
BETAe 5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LP.EF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
.005 r. 
, bl !h .0. 
.004 ( ~ a K 

















I'U -\ J; 1r.> 
L; f\(; b ~ ~ :J( 
-.008 , I P "t-
ty" 
\.:J ,~, ,j, 
.. .. 
-8 C 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATEO PGSiTIGN. PGSITIVE UP. oZ 
FIG.197 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=5, RFE093 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
[), 
If.' hr. r., h h 
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. , u.u u.u -.001f:j 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 . 48 56 
0R8ITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FR0M MATEO P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 





































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) CRFE093) 
SYMBOL HACH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES Rff:'ERENCE tNFOFUIAT1GN 
0 
_ .. ~ 
.594 i\LPHAC 4.000 BEThC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLhP .000 OX • 000 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BEThO 5.000 RUOOER .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO I" • 
SREF 234B .0400 IN • 
XMRP ·1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SChLI;: .0125 
.0026 
.0024 r,; I'i 
.0022 - q 





.0014 \-., 1'-' 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 





















LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE093J 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAHETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 





SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 



































BREF 2349.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
TIl rrm 1111 11111 
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"" . " Jl:, 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED POSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 






















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFE093) 
SYMBOL M",CH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1t"ORH~TJON 
0 .594 ;'1Lf'HnC' 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.~OO ELEVON 5.000 
BO,L~P .000 ox • 000 
SREF ~500 .0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 





.0616 tc ~ ). f rt K '). -:.. ~ 
.0608 ~ tJ 
~ 
;J( 1'1'"' \.OJ 
.0600 ... r. 7} 
.0592 r;J' 1M ~ ~ 













.0528 g ,~ 
-8 0 8 16 2.. 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENf FRGM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.I97 CARRiER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=5, RFE093 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOF'L,\P .000 OX • 000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
Dy 
.000 tORB B.OOO 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE094) 
M~CH PAR~METRI~ VA~UES REf'ER!;:t-.lCE INFeR"'}. nON 
.602 ~~PH~C 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 E~EVON 5.000 
8DFLAP • 000 DX .000 
SREF 5500 • 0000 sa. FT • 
~REF 327.7800 I:,. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Oy 
.000 IOR8 B.OOO 
BETAO 5.000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE094) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIoN 
• 602 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
STA8 5.000 EI.EVON 5.000 
80FLAP • 000 DX .000 
I.REF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IOR8 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
8ETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 2MRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCAI.E .0125 





.0368 ( )8 't ~- )" 
tJ J. t.l ~ -Ir.lI ~ 













.0332 ~ --I- .e; 'ft I r- I 
.0328 
.0324 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.198 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4, I~RB=8,BETAC=O, BETA~=5, RFE094 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE094) 
















~I.PHAC 4.000 BETAC • 000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
I.REF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 10RB 8.000 
8ET~0 5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
r.. 
(. p- h :-; 
Dd f(,..( \-
'i' ~. ,In r.. 











'''' !II kC .f. r'{( 
.jC; J. Ib' OJ 
.. 
! IV! 
... .... .... .... . ... 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.19s CARRIER DATA, QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=4, [QRB=s,BETAC=O, BETAQ=5, RFE094 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE094) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 


















SUB 5.000 ELEVON ~i.OOO 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 
OV .000 IORB 8.000 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
BETA~ 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190,7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 





















'lc: Id ~ 
... ,II' ",' .. " ,,' . " " " " '" , ,'" " .. "" " " " " " " "" " .. '" . " " " .. " .. " " " " " " , .. , .... " " ,", " " " " " .. " " 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. OI5PLACEME~lT FRGM MATED PG5ITWN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 






































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE094) 
SYHaOL H~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I'·,FORHATICII 





SREF 5500.0000 sa. H • 





































8REF 234B.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. vc 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 





).. '1. 11 
-0 
. 
'T ';\ ,J, \. r 
:r 1 ~ K .:. -
'Y 
4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE094) 
SYMBOL MACH 























































5REF 5500 .0000 50.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 






-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE094) 




















---~ , .. 















STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BO,LAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAO 5.DOO RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
r:'I 
" Dr:' J I~ !;) 
(; "C . .:i(; :J" ~ D' 'l: 
r f'J ,~ 
-I-
r. " K p H 
p~ )~ . 











~ r- - -.cj --
.c; -
uu 'U L 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE095) 
SYMBOl. M~CH PAR~METRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INFORMATIOU 
0 .597 ~I.PH~C 4.000 BET~C .000 SREF 5500.0000 SG.FT. 
ST~B -1.000 EI.EVON 5.000 
BO,UP 
.000 OX .COo 
I.REF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 IORB 4.000 
BtT~O .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




.320 l-j-I-I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
















til 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1-1.Jbf-~-l--1 I I ~I I I I 1-1--1 I I I I I I I I : 





.240 l 1 1 1-1-1-+1-1-1 1 1 1 1-1-1-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
.232 E I I , 
.224 .. I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
BR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. POSITIVE UP. 
FIG.199 CARRIER'DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=D, BtTA~=O, 
PAGE 






































LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE095) 
MilCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE !NFeR-HATIClN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. ':8BO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
.597 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
ST~B -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
8DFL~P .DOO DX • ODD XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. Z£ 
SC~LE .0125 
DY .DDO IORB 4.0DD 
8ET~C .000 RUODER .000 
• j 32 
.128 
h 
:::: I111 i III Rill 11111111111111111 i II S 
.116E I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
: ::: I11111111111 1111111111111111111111111 
· 104 ~ I I I I I I I I R FI I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i 
· 100,t I I H-I-t-I I I I I I I I I I ~ i I I I I ~ 
.096 ~ I I I I I I I 
.092.f-+-H-+-1-+-+--iH---H-I--H++-+-I-R-~H--+-t-+-H-+-H-j-H-H 
.088 E I I I I I I 
.084 H+1B+--H-t--t-t-j'--j-
:::: 1,1"..1"1,, 1 .. ,I,,,l,,JII,,,I,,I,,,I,,..I.I,,..I,,..I,,J...I,,j,,..I,,I,,,t,L,I,,,,I,,..I.,IJI,,,LL,I""I".I"J) 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE095) 
SYMBOL MACH PhRhME1RIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 hLPHhC 4.000 BEThC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLhP .000 Ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 133~.9000 IN. XC 
'OY .000 10RB 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 








~~ [~ be: [-" ~ Ii J 
.0336 
.0332 
u:; I, lQ 1,1., ;) 













.0304 1 ~ 
.... .... .... .. . ... , ...... " .. .... . ... .., . . .. . .... ...... .1. .................................................. , ................ J 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 CCARRIER DATAl CRFE095l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRJC VALUES REFERENCE INf'OR""!CN 
0 • 597 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEvON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0UlJ SQ.FT • 
L;tEF 327.7800 IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN. Arm 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OV .000 IORS 4.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 








.0020 J (j 
.0016 ; 
aD 
< it I}" .0012 
-I j~-I 1- - :-In ~- )--1- -J':! _ --.0008
4 - . 0 L'l- . -. .000
-
o 1- UC ~ Q 
-.0004 i l' 
-
-I I -.0008








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACE~~NT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 











































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE095) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"" 





sREF 5500.0000 sO.FT. 
























BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
~=t~t=tj=t~t1-~Ft=t~+=~=t=t~ \ T l4±titf±ttR==Pif~E£j=tfj±±411- -IIB-1.1I-~-90iJ --t<$rl++-H=tU ~_~ ~~trt+++~~JtDH: <iU' ~~ . 
---H--t-f-I--l_L I.:J.:~--
!'----- --- - -- --- -C( -- -- --- - - - .. - --1-f-~-.J-.---I--LI ----' 
r 
<. I mn-t--H-+-I--U-l-I~~ --r-r+t=tttt±ttFFH=H=w=ttlli 
H-t-+-l-----L--L- __ b. m=R=+t±±··tB±+=H=++t+ti±f8 
"'1 
f ,; 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PDSITIDN. POSITIVE UP. 







































LTV44~559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE095) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRJC VALUES RE,ERENCE IN,ORM~TION 




































,oEF 327.7800 IN. 
bilEF 2348.0400 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 











L ..... 1.._ .. ____ - - -_ . . .. 
-8 a 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE095) 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 hLPHAC 4.000 SETAC .000 
STAB -1.0ao ELEVON J.QOO 
BOFlAP .000 Ox .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
Ov .000 IORB 4.000 
BE TAO .000 RUOOE:R .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 







~ I I I /-H--
.296 
h 




1-+-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I~ 
.280 ]it> 
"" I l" 
::::i 111111111 tt1l!-tttttttlllllllllllllll 
I I I I I ~ 
.
248 i 1111111-Q~tH=tttt~m 
.240 E I I I I I I Hli I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 j 
::::.LI"..I""I,,,,I,,,.i. .. LLLJ.,LI ... ,I,,..I.,,J.,J,,.i. .. .l..JJuuUJJJ . ..1.,,J,,J,,'1""1,,,,1,,,,1,,,,1,,,,1.,,.\.,,,8 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. 



























LTV44-55S(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEOS5l 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















-1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
I 
. 
b -J~RJC htt;Al\m+tttt~ ttJ=t++l=~I~fr-l-t+t+~tff:fl~-'1.: - 1f11J _ , 




~HiI(g~ .. -~lijHB±ij~±tl~~ 
" -~IGf~-~~~fi3j~~~~~tt~~~f±3 Ll~~-r~I-31~---ti~~~~~~~~~~f3~~~~~~~Ej~ ~.~ t _ 
J, I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.I99 CARRIER DATA. DRB. PRDXIMITY.ALPHAC=4.IDRB=4.BETAC=O. BETAD=O. RFE095 
PAGE 1568 

























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE096J 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 S97 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. vc 




. 31 ( . 11") r , p IJ' 
.30 '- r. }: 
, :x: 
-' 














.24 If' -d , 
! 
.23 1,,( .~ 
. 





, , I . J 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




---------------------~ _ .. - --~ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Q2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE096) 
SVMBO~ MACH PARAMETRJC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOF~AP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5SOD .0000 SO .FT , 
~REF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
oV .000 IORB 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
8ETAO .000 RUoo'R .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCA~E .0125 
















































U' rq b. 
~ 
~ 
-- ---- '--- --- . - -
.080 
.072 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 ~---
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~51Tl~N. P~51TIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.2DD CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IcrRB=6,BETAC=D, BETAcr=O, RFE096 





















• "VI- ,..." '"' 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE096) 
SYM80L MACH p~RAMErqIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPH~C ~.ooo BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
-1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
.000 ox .000 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ST~8 
80FLAP 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 




.0330 t [£1)" 
.0328 '\ -~ 
.032E t 1 H-+t-t-H-t--Iljl-+---H- 8~---Ht---H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0324- i>" 111 'rI~ In 
.0322 
.032C 
~ I-H-il'! I II 1 1 1 1 
1 1 I.( )"111 1 'I 1 1 1 1 ~ 
i, r''"(IIII 1 1 
t 'K'j-h llllllllllll~ 
~ • ~ I I I I I I I I Ij 
.0318 
b 
.0316 J:!" I" I 
f\ 
.0314 l.h 
.031:; : : : 1~d-j-H 111111111111111 f:f 1111111111 
.0310 
.0308.11" juuhuJuuhu,I"" I", ,1",01" .,juuhuJuuLul"":",, 1",01, u.j,w I"" 1.",1"" I", ,I"" I"" I"" 1",,1 ," 1 "" I" "I", ,I"" I" .,1"" I .. "I"" I." a 
--8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY C12 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE096) 
SY:-'dCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAe .000 
SHB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 32' .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. 'C 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAC .000 RUOOER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 













































~" IW. ••. u UJ.' U.U uu = un uu u u f.u.u .t.Ul U-Ll u.u <= uu 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) CRFE096) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 






















. -1 • 000 ELEVON 















~, II ~ 
Ir 
!- .-
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 









r- - -- - I-i-
r-
-8 0 8 16 21 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 











































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE096) 
SYMBOL MACH 

















5REF 55000.:Juoo sa .~T • 
LREF 321.7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9000 IN, XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN, ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.00045 em l l' !'I"",""""'I""""""""""'!"1"""ii'I""!"""""""""""!"""""''''''''''''''iijiii'jiliijiiiijiiiilliii"ii'jiiiilliiij'ii'jii'iliiii lijlll~ 
.00040 E I I I I I (j) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.00035 P I I I I 1 III I I III I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I 1 ~ 
r I I I I I-Ill-I-
• 00030 t-+-l-l-l- (.).-
--'.\-
.00025 t I I I I Il-H I II I II III I I I 
1/\ 
.00020-!;-1 I I I 100 .!l 
.00015 t I I I 1--1 -, H-I++-\I ,-V I I I I I I I I--HH I I I I I I ~ 
.000 10 H-{-I--i- .-- I-+~+- ·Ibc·,- -M-i--j--NtH-~-II-~-~ I I I I I ~ 
I 'I I I I Utl-l-f--, I I 1\ I I II I-I-lHI I I I I I 1 I I I I ~ .ooo05f I I I I 1-1 t I I I I -1-
OE 1 1 I 1 Il(\')l I 1 I I ~ 1 lol I 1 1 I~t';lll $ 111(31 1 1 1 1 1 I III 
- .00005 Ell 1 I- 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I \ I I \ I II I I I I I I I I I I :t 
- .00010E I I 1-+-1-+ I I I I I I I I H I I I I I Ij-j-€H I I I I I I I I I I I :t 
- .000 15f-j , 
r:- I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I u-f+ I I I I I I I I-H 
~ : ~~~~:l..l "..I.. "I ""I". .".1" "I... .1"..1 .. "I" "I"" I"" I,,,, I .. " 1 ".. I" "I ".1"" I"" I"" I" "IlL./.. .. I ,," I"" 1 ',,'1""1",, I"" I"" I" ,,1 .. ,,1...1 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 





















LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE096l 
SYM8C~ MACH PARAMETRIC VA~UES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
0 .597 A~PHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
801'~AP . 000 0> • • 000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
~REF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 10RB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUOoER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
• 33 .. , 
.32 
. 31 -. L.J rY j 
~ 
.30 LJ: h> "'-
.29 II J0' IJ 
I,.J Ir. P' 
.28 I~ S R p 
.27 h" 
.26 







I- I", -ru 
:-I- -I 
.23 I- f-- 10 






IJ. l-U. "I.LUI U,l 'UJiu.uuw .u.uLuu!.uu ILU lJU llU .1.u.J IW u.u~w Ul..I. U1 4 
-8 () 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






















"" a: o 
SYMBOL 
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• 0485 ) 
) 
.0480 









4.000 SETAe .000 
-l.noo ELEveN 5.000 
.000 ox .000 
.000 10RB 6.000 
.000 RUDDER .000 
,-
l.1 l-








J~ . .... .... . .... ... ... - .... .... .... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YMRP .0000 I". YC 





M )-' 1,\ 
"l1 ,J 
r.rr K ~ :r 
H 1\ 1l:J 




.... . ... . ... . ... .... .... .. , ..... .... .... .. .. " .. . " . "" " " "" 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 











LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE097J 




























SREF 5500.0000 Sc.FT. 








































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 













-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFED97) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF"ERENCE INF"ORMATION 





;REF 5500.0000 sa .1'1. 











































I- - t'o ~-( 
Q 
"r:l 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 I". YC 











\:. -~ m 
EX :), 
" " ,. 
;) " 
-
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 
PIG.201 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=8,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE097· 
PAGE 1578 







LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE097) 


























SREF 5500.0000 SD .FT • 









































UUUU 1W Ul. U. u.u 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YNRP .0000 IN. YC 




- -- ~ -- - - :~ ~ .f; - Q; Gt" ~ ), 
W :9~ t - --
::J 
-
lUl.J,.lll uu r= 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIBN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE097) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
) 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 




































8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 











l~ ~ Q, (: 
'i:Y 
-4 0 4 8 ! 2 ! 6 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIIJN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.20t CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IGRB=8,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFE097. 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE097) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATloN 
0 .594 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP DOD OX • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 ICRB 8.000 
8ETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




-.0006 ; It" 
,~ ") ~ Iki ''i ..t l\ 1 
,,.I. 





-.0012 I~ fl. -<: --
-.0014 ~ f\. 
~~--.0016 ~ f-. .- - -- .~. 1- ... - ~ -- ,.- I'~ r- -- t--- .~ 
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.-E P<-
-.0028 I 
-.0030 fiLL uu tlJ' 1ill~ 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.201 CARRIER DATA. 0RB. PR0XIMITY.ALPHAC=4.10RB=8.BETAC=O. BETA0=O. RFE097 
PAGE 1581 











































~"'~- .. ~. 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE097) 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRI1hTlON 
0 • 594 ALPHAe 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFUP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP I 339 .9000 IN. ).e 
OV .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 




























-..:. ~ K )j 
r:x; (D(') 
I 
'\j 11 r T 
(: 
-, - . --
-- --
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 










r-- .... '.-~ .. 
-~ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFEOS7) 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 4.00D BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVeN 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 
OY· .000 IDRB B.OOO 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
'----- LREF 327.7800 IN. 
',- 8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
...... ,"'- XMRP 1339 .. 9000 IN. xc 
'----- YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
""ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
S~E .0125 
.31 I .... i~lII 1141 






: b" I . ~r: 
':J( .~ I I 





r: P . 



































-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSlTIClN. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 































, ~: .048 
.047 









PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE !NFORfiATlCN 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .OOQ 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF J27. 7900 IN. 
SREF 2346.0400 IN. 
. XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC QV 
.000 I~R8 8.000 
SETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 




















. . . 





-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 :8 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE098) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFCRHhTICN 
0 • 599 ~LPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B. 0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
.DY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 1 SO. 7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.385 
1111 1111 ~ 
,~ 
.380 ',k ( \!) I 














































.325 . so: 
c: 1 
- - --- ----
.320 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 

































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE098) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN .000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
OY .000 ICRB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. ,C 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 2MRP 190.7500 I". ZC SCALE .0125 
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}. ~ -.24'7 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITIeN. peSITIVE up, 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE098) 






















o .599 AI.PflAC 4.000 SETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 























(j . { I)" 







SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9000' IN. xc 
YNRP .0000 IN. VC 






~ ivJ J:. '1. 
r- ~ 




-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 


























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFE098l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFG"HATID~ 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BDFLAP .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.I'T. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 1'1. XC 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
SETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0036 1:'11 IIl1 1111 IHi ~, ~= IITI ,= n ~ . .n un IHT (Ill 1111 1111 Jill JlH IIH 1111 IIU ... I 1111 1111 "" 10" .. " .... , ... .... .... ... 
• 0032 





.0012 ~- I~ 
.0008 
-













-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE098) 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
5C~LE .0125 
~ : ::::: 1"'1'" r T" '/" "I'" r "1''' '/"" I" "I"" I"" I" "I"" I"" r" 'I "" /"" / "" I" "/"" /" "I" "I" "I" "I" "I"" /"" /" "I'" r "/"" /"" /" "I" "/"'1 
- • 0004 8 P 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
- .00056 P 1 1 -I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 HIli I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
~::::::IIII ! 1IIIIIIIIItfiMIII klRI ill ~~ IIIII111 
- .00080 LLI I I I I II I I I I tW I I I I I ttL\~ ~W I I I I I i 
-.00088 
E I I I I I I I I I I I I !-~~-r I I I I I I I I ~ I I 16 1 I I I I I I ~ 
-.00096 -+-t--\-I-~-l-I I I I I-I-·I-+-I I I I I I I I I j 





-1--1-1 I 1-111111±-1--£+I-' I I H.-I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 




.!LwJ" "Ii ",1""1,, "luuL.u,,' '" 1,,,,1,,,,1,,,,,,,, ,I,,, ,I. ",I"" I,,, ,1""1",, I "','" "I" "I" "1"""",1.,,, I, ",1""/",, I., "1",,1,, "/111,1,1111,, "I,,, ,I"';! 
-8 0 8 1 G 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 














































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE098l 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .• 7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 no. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
: ::::: r r" r" r" r r" I" "I"" I"" I"" I" "1""'"'' r"""'"'' I"" I"" 1"" I" "1'''' I" "I" "I"" I" -'I"" I" "I" 'I'" I" "I" "I"" r" l" l" l" I 
.00020U t I Llil ~t'~j- tl~'- I' UJJJ U~IJJ WJ~ttl-JtU I'--I-f--I~l-'h-'-' -
.00016+-1 I I I I I 1- H-I-II--+-jl 
.00012E I I I I I I I i 1111 II Po I III II I I I I I I I I I I I I I III I I I I I I I 4 
.n 
.00008 ~ I I I I I I ~ 1 II II 1'1t1+l1- I I I I I I I I I I I Ut-l-JlI I I I I I I I a 
.00004 E I I I' I I I -I-+-~I I I I I 111-1\ I I I I I I I I I I III I III I I I I I I I ~ 
0' 1'llllltl!,1 111-Jl-aJJ ckUt I ttl ! ntt~11111111 i 
-.00004t II I I I I I I I VI I I HI-I--l--\-I-l-l-/II I II I \111111/1 I I I I I I I j 
- • 00008 g I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I\.J--l--~! I \ I II I 1,1 I J II I! I I I I I I I I 3 
I..-<> 
- .00012 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1'TlTf'1 I ITlllI I I I I I I I 1-; 
- .00016 E I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I ~ 
- .00020 E / / / / / / I / / '/ / / / / I I I I I I I I I I I I t!j I I I I I I I I 3 
. - .00024 E I I I I 1 ;I 
- .00028 6,,, I. '" 1",,1, ",I"" I", ,I." .f, '" I", ,I", ,I", ,I"" I"" I, .. , I.", I"" /', "I" "I"" I"" I,,,, I"" I"" I, ",/' ",luukuluul""I"" I,,, ,I, ",/""1",, I", ,too, a 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SIT1VE UP. 

























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI CCARRIER DATA) CRFE098) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC • 000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 S~.FT • 







































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 





















r. I I " .......... . f;J J, ............ " ...... U l l ... ............... , ........... J, ~ .................. r. ... ,j, .................. ....... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. peSITIVE UP. 

























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 An 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE098) 
MACH 
• 599 
















PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON .000 
8DFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7900 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 I I,. XC 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO ,000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 ! N. YC 






(;:). ~ o , 
' - -
-
I- -.... - - - ~- t-o 0 
-
H- - I-~' 
.. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 
~ 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE099) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 S9.FT. 
. LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 







r.. . }:J 
J' h or.' - ~. 
If' '-' 
-r: 
.360 1c1 ~ 
. 8 r. 
~ 
;352 H -:! ~ 
.344 r.< 
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.296 J ~ 
.288 
" 
.280 . . ell 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N, P~SITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG.203 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFE099 
PAGE 1593 































LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFE099) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE :,FDRMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BEHC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BDFI.AP .000 ox .000 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.C:lO~ sn.FT. 
LREF' 327. 780:) J!~. 
BREF 2348.0400 ;'J. 
XMRP 1339.9000 !N. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
no II" QH II" , ... ... 
- •. 180 
-.185 :- -- - - l' 
- .190 




-.215 h r.'I 
, 
-.220 ~r. I\:( 
-.225 " ,C ...:: 
"" 10 -: 
-.230 b'". \J( 
.r 10 
-.235 "" 
::;..:: b"1 f"'o }- -
t I'( 
-.240 f:.l .. :y..; 4.:: )( 
-.245 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.203 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFE099 
PAGE 1594 




























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE099) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHhC 4.000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
SOFLhP .000 ox • oao 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
0< .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 







'\ ;'-< I 





.0382 ,/ 'Y" V :71 







-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.203CARRIER DATA, aRB. PRaXIMITY,ALPHAC=4.IGRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFE099 
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LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY D2 91 [CARRIER DATAl CRFE099l 
SYM80L M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM~TION 
0 .599 ALPH~C 4.000 8ETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
80FLAP .000 ox ,DOD 
OY .000 IORS 6.000 
8ET~O .000 RueOER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XM~P 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
If 
, , , 
.0008 











.>-' K >- rv' -.0004 




















-8 08 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.203 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IDRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAD=O, RFE099 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
hLPHhC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON • 000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUOOER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 




'\ II 'r" rl 
h I) ~ ~ 
'\ I \ ~ 
J. V. ~ 
'( .~ ~ ~ ~ • 
<:'" ~ }"" 
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.,..., J. 





o 8 16 24 32 40 48 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITI0N, P0SITIVE 
56 
UP, DZ 







































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE099) 
SYM80L HhCH P'RhMETRIC V'LUES REFERENCE INFORHhTlCN 
o .599 hLPHhC 4.000 BEThC ,aDo 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5~ao.oooo S9.FT. 


































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YNRP .0000 l'l. YC 






. .(. . 
_ " J 
_.- - .-1-
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PCSITION. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.203 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC~4.IGRB=6.BETAC=O. BETAG=O. RFE099 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE099) 
M~CH PARAMETRIC V~\.UES REi-ERENCE INFORHhTION 
.599 A\.PHhC 4.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 E\.EVON .000 
80F\.AP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
\'REF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IOR8 6.000 
SETAe .000 RUODER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 






(:).. p .376 
,., 














.320 I tj 








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
0R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 




















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE099) 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ~ 'FORHA nON 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .. 000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON ,000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.F. , 
LREF 327.7800 !N. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BEHO .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. vc 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 










r.t }. '" 




.0610 (. JrI 'j " ~ 
.0605 












.0570 ~ , , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.203 CARRIER DATA, (jRB. PR(jXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,j(jRB=6,BETAC=O, BETm=O, RFE099 
PAGE 1600 


















































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOI'LAP .000 OX .000 
S~EF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 1"1. ~C 
oV ,000 ICRB B.OOO 
BE TAO .000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. vC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
, 
G r. ~~ !L 
I 








P' ~ , 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.204 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IGR8~8,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFEIOO 
PAGE 1601 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE100) 




















ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327. 7aoo 1 N. 
SREF :1348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORS 8.000 
SETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 























.. . , 
• 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~5ITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.204 C~RRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4II~RB=8IBETAC=O, BETA~=O. RFE100 
PAGE 1602 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA} (RFEI00) 
SYMBOL MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 








SREF 5500.0.000 SG.FT. 
lREF 327.7800 IN. 
.0392 :l
.0390 I

































BREF 2348.0400 IN. XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN, VC 












-4 0 4 8 12 ! 8 20 24 28 32 38 40 44 48 52 56 80 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 













































P~RhMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
hLPHhC 4.000 SETAC • 000 SREF 5500.0000 SG.FT • 
SThB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BDFLhP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 










r. _ r:'I i), 
-CJ ~ - - I 
'1 !1,. I '\ 
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'I ,-... I 'T ·0 ,( 
"'~ "T' r IV lQ 
, 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


































































P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAe 4.000 BETAe • 000 SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
8DFl!\P .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Oy 
.000 IOR8 B.OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




- \. r ! 








-4 J 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 









































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE100) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAe 5.QOO ELEVON .000 
SDFLAP .000 OX • 000 
DY .000 lORe 8.000 
8CTAO .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO 1 N. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 







1.0 1- 1 f\ 1-1-1-1-·I-·I-I·-I-I-I--l-I--l-I-I-I-.I-I-I-I-I-l--l-I-I-l-1 : 
.00025 
.00020 I,LJ.. rL I='j\'-tp 
.000 I: ,t I' I 1-1-+--1--4+~ I 1\ r I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II \I 1 I 1 1 I a 
.00010 







-.00010 FT "i:: ]V 
-.00015 
- .00020 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ell I I I I I I I I I I I I I :I 
- • 000 2 5~.b. ,1,uJuuj,mL"I=J=,~uuJu.uI,,,.1..ujwJ .. u I .... 1.. .. 1 .... 1 =1 .. ..,]"" I.,,, I, , .. lu"J""I"ulm,I""J.w~ ouJ"~",,Lwju.., I"" I",;j 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA28) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEIOO) 
















~LPH~C 4.000 BET~C .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .ono 
BDFL~P .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500. 0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7900 IN. 
BREF 2349.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB 9.000 
9ET~O .000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 





















'r . Mp 
7 
I- LL [:(': p 
. 
I.e ~- : 
.. , 
:IU .LL.1.I Uil llll.tl.u.llJ.LUJ. 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 











































PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I ';FORMAT ION 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVeN .000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
OY .• 000 IORB B.OOO 
SETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500. cooo sa. FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
nlRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
I 
~ r h r< "\ 
. 
~ J W li ) r' !.,(.: 
r' r:-'c ~ hr :Y .~ 
r t\ 1:\ 
-, P 














l\ ~ I . -
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32. 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED p~SrTI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 204·· CARR I ER DATA, ~RB. PR~X I M I TY , ALPHAC=4, I ~RB=8, BET AC=O, BET M=O, RFE 1 00 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI01) 




































































5REF 5500.0000 5Q .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 

















.335 iiwu.u ".s uu 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. 0 I 5PLACEMENT FROM MATED POS IT lClN. P~S IT I VE UP. OZ 
FIG.205 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFEIOI 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE10l) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
0 .593 AlPHAC 4.000 BETAe -5.00(1 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.QOO 
BOFlAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 S9.FT, 
lREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 10RB 4.000 
8ETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 

















-.240 '""h , it) 'i 
-.244 ~ r. ~ 
-
-.248 f Ih ;::! \ }: 
-.252 . 
\.: 
.:...: :.r- Io 
~' 
-.256 r.1. B ~ '?' I'" i:f b., 
r'-" 
-.260 -- --- -
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEIOl) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 5g3 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
SREF 2349.0400 IN. 
X:1RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAD -5.000 RUDDER .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 


















, ...... h 1)-1 











-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRD~ MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
















































































'=' • M 
.. )
~. 
- Jj- . -
.. 
-- -----
REFERE'ICE INFORHA TleN 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 1 N. 
BREF 2348.0400 1 N • 
XHRP I 33S .SOOO IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 





. 0 . 
. ?if 
fY 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.205 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAD=-5, RFEIDl 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY e2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEIOI) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
SETAO 
-5.000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
-.009 ." 1111 1111 lilT nn '" ,~ T Hi 
-.010 
- .011 n 
-.012 
-.013 
-.014 :'=l if:., \ 
-.015 
-.016 








-.021 ."i. -r. c:: PI ~ h .~ ~ 
-:.022 X ~, El-" 
. . 
- -.: .. - _L 
- -------
- . 
- -- -- - -
-.023 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITIeN. PCSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.205 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFE10I 
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-- - --~.~- . __ ....• -
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEIOl) 



































-,~-.-~.-.-.- .- .•. -~-,. 












































5REF 5500.0000 SQ.F< • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
r., !r.. . . .. 7l. r., 
I~ :J b: "t l:. 1,1.. 






-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORB ITER VERT. 0 I 5PLACEMENT FROM MATED PclS IT IClN. PCl5 I TI VE up, DZ 





t-o- ....... ~ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Q2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RF~101) 
SYMB~L M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF'ERoNCo INF'~RHATICN 
0 .593 ALPHAC 4,000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5,000 ELoveN 5.000 
BOF'LAP ,DOD O~ ,oeD 
DY ,ODD IDRB 4.000 
BETA~ -5,000 RUOOoR ,DOD 
SREF 5500,0000 SC.FT. 
LRo' 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 133~' ,9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN, YC 
















































,335 ~.luG uu 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRB ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDS I T WN. PDS I TI VE UP. DZ 
FIG.205 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4.IGRB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAG=-5, RFEIOI 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI01) 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
• 0608 e I, i" j ii" ii", i , """1"'" i i j 'I' II iii I, iii •• iii, iii Ii Ii". iii i' •• Iii iiI' I" Iii iii iii i I" j 'I i iii j1" iii iii I i II i P II 'I Ii III i '"I' i Ii I" i 'I • i i 'I i i II 1'11'1 iii T' Ii Iii. iii iii I iIi§ 
.0804 P I I I -I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 3 
.0600 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :I 
.0596 ~ - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I- 1 1 1 1 I I tEl I I Iff Iff f : 
.0592 p II I I I I ,- I I I I I I I II I I I I I I In! fI I', I e I I I I I I I ~ 
.0588 ~ -I I I I I I-I I- I I I I I I I II j W ~Hf;M ~b I I I I I I I d 
.0584 Ell 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1\ rrn , r 'f' , I , I I , I I I I ~ 
~, 
: :::: J I I I I I III I I I I I I jttt~H I I I I ! I I I I I I I I II ~ 
.0572 ~ I I I I I I I hi I I k( f:eR II I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0568 E I I I I I I I Id I III '1 I \j) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I j 
.05641' , " I , I-~ Mer, , , , , , I , , I I , , I I I I I I , I , I I 
.0560 P I 1 1 1 1 I- I I I I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 : 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I 1 1 I 1 I I II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
.0556 Ell 1 L.: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
I -
.0552 ~,., I." ,I", ,I" "I '" ,I"" I", ·1", ,1.",1" .. 1", ,j .. " I", ,I". ,I" "I .. ,,f,,,, I. ,,' I, '" I, '" 1. ... 1". ,I", ,I·" ,I", ,I "" 1 .. "1,, "I. ".1, ".1",. f.., ,I .. , ,I", ,I", + ..d 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITleN. peSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.205 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IDRB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAD=-5. RFEIOI 
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~--
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CrARRIER DATA) CRFEI02) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 593 ALPHAC 4.000 ' BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
8DFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREI' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 
BE TAO -5.000 RUDDeR .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. zc 
SCALE .0125 










b- c. I 
8.. 0 '" y: l' ' .\-:-








































-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CCARRIER DATA) CRFEI02) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
0 .593 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT , 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON S.OOO 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
CY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
SETAO -S.OOO RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
!n; • 
- .152 
- .160 (. 
- .168 
W1 









-.216 K ~ Jl:.\. 












-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI02) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC -5.000 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 ox • 000 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
SETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 tN. 
SREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339 .9000 IN. xc. 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 






.03272 jib ~ 
.03264 
.. ~).. (). 




.03240 I,.., 1M "( 











-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.206 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFEI02 
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SREF 5500.0000 sa •• r. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
~MRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
T Hl I JUI 
." 














-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.206 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, RFEI02 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI02) 



































.593 ALPHAC ".000 8ETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN 5.000 
80FLAP .000 .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 . 'RB 6.000 
SETAC -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 















-.0184 f{ \:. 
-.0192 \:( , (. 
-.0200 Q 
'{ J. l'-'{ ':- ~ :lr. 
-.0208 





-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITION. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 








































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEID2) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFe~HATleN 
0 .593 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 ox .000 
oy 
.000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAe -5.000 RUDDER .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 N. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 





r. h Ir.'l W- I 
, (. tr b 8(. IJ .0148 



















f"' ~ .0104 
. 
. 
.0100 liu, UJ u.uluu HU <1.1.1 Ul w.d.uu 'W lJ.U .11, JJ.1 ~lUJ W LU uu uu bl UJJ UJJ ll.U llJ.luu LU 'u-' uu uu , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITWN. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 






















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE102) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RE"ERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BD"LAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8RE" 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRp 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 10RB 6.000 
BETAD -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.408 • . . 






i ~ Jj :- I 
'" 
.r 
.376 h, iJ 
t: 
.368 -f (r-' 







.336 J. '=' , i r ~ 
.328 -~~ I- -.- - -- - -- .-- - --f- - -
-
.320 . i __ ~t 1-
.31£ .. 
r. . 
.304 , ! 
.29. , .1. ,I. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.206 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB~6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFE102 
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LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE102) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 ALPH,\C 4.000 BETAC -5.000 
ST," 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 
ov .000 JaRB 6.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. ~c 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 






1:9::- ''.'d ['"' 
.0580 I '" . . ! ~ 
.0575 01 'M lr' 
r: 1:1 1\ 
.0570 J \. 
J: 




.. -- IPo f' _. , ' 
.0550 K 







;- ~ . -~ 
.0525 
uu 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.206 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAQ=-5, RFEI02 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY D2 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFE103J 


















































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 





" .r. h :1 
:f- :-




~C d p 
-
"'u~ .J.i ....... .L. 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 35 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.207 CARRIER DATA, ~RB, PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IOR8=8.8ETAC=-5.BETAO=-5. RFEI03 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI03) 
SYMB~L M~eH 
o . 600 ~LPH~e 
- .10 
- • 1 
- .12 
- .13 I














































REFERENCE I NFORI1A 1! ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. ye 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
rrrr .m nn 1111 
!-l-
0.. -.21 Il:.lI tl,.. 
8C ~ Pr. 
• 




:Yo ], .f.: , -.23 
-.24 : 1i..1.1 d.Ji 1111 dlJ u . .J.J lUI Ul uuLuu U.J.1 U.U WtlUH ilWWI Ull lUI Hll uu. lUI UJI u"LUJ UII fll> u.u UU I1U UJl llutf;Da. 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.207 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY.ALPHAC=4.IDRB=8.BETAC=-5.BETAD=-5, RFEI03 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEJ03) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATICN 
.600 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAe -5.000 
SlAB 5.000 ELEV~N 5.UOO 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DY .000 IOR8 B.OOD 
BETAe -5.000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. vc 





















~,j, '" 1. "1 






, ~ -: 





I-f- ~ - --~ .. - ._ . -
. -f-- --
.0334 
.0332 t , 
. 0330 L .uL . 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBI:ER VERT. DISPLACF~ENT FRGM MATED P~SITIGN. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.207 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4.I~RB=8,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFEI03 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE103) 




























SREF 5S~~.OOOO SQ.FT. 
LREF 32~ • 7800 IN. 
BREF 2348 • 0400 IN. 
xHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 































n .0930 , 
" 

















,1,J ili, ,1, .J.-
-







1 h tL 




.J"I,,1. . 4>--- . --- ,1, .. , "4"W'" .... ,,' ili >j. .. - , •• 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 78 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SlTI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.207 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=8,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFEI03 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/\ ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI03) 
SYMBOl. MhCH PARAMETRIC VAI.UE5 REFERENCE INFORMATIoN 





















































uulu" uu 'W IHl Ii!! 
I.REF 327. 7BOO iN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
xHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 








j'" . , , 1 <.:. t LG CA' 
1
8 P 1"-1 to). 
IIH 1111 u.u au lJ1I uu un U< .;u Hi> 
'''' 
11.1.1 I. 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.207 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4, I~RB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAQ=-5, RFEI03 
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... '" . "" " " 'H\ "II rill 





















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7Blll1 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
nl' 1111 1111 1111 0111 1111 1111 1111 If" .... , ... .... . " . " .. .... .... .... ... ~ 
"" 
h .,.q ~ P 
Q I:)., ~ Co 't;] (: Ir:l' 1!1 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 





LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI03l 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
iflRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
IJ;l l:lr. ~ . 
.. 
r (. Ir.'YIJ 













-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 78 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






















lTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE103) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ. FT • 





































BREF 2348 .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
rn- 1111 Ill' "" I 
, 
~u 
,.... C ':'1' \.: 






















-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITI0N. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.207 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IGRB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAG=-5, RFE103 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE104) 






























SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 







































































8REF 2348.0400 In. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
ITTTi11~' fT1· H un III' ITn 11111 
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V fB ,:;c. 
18 ,:), 
J: IJ 
1,., :; '" 





-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~S!TI~N, P~SITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG.208 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXI~ITY,ALPHAC=5.5,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAQ=O, RFEI04. 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER OATA) (P~E104j 


























0 .599 ALPHAC 5.500 BETAC .000 SREF S50, .C~OO 5Q.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELE'/ON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7600 IN. 
8REF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IOR8 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
8ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
-.152 
























.' I.:.J1 f}" , , 
:J[. -.224 
.-








L I~ ~ 
I ~ -.248 
-.256 
-8 0 8 16 21 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.208 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=5.5,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE104 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY e2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE104) 
SYMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 5.500 8ETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
seEF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 ICRS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
SETAO .000 RUODER .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
, , 
.0222 
.0220 Ti ~ 
.0218 '"' ,J. 


















).. ,~ .,; 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PCl5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.208 CARR I ER DATA, GRB. PRGX I M lTV , ALPHAC=5 .5, IGRB=6, BET AC=O, BET AG=O. RFE 104 
PAGF 1(';::15 
L_~~_. 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI04) 








































LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
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-,0016 r., 1 i 
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-8 0 8 16 74 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT, DISPLACEMENT FH~M MATED PDSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.208 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=5.5.I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFEI04 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI04) 






















































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
lREF 327.7900 IN. 
8REF 23~B.0~00 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 














-8 0 8 16 74 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.20B CAR~IER DATA. ~RB, PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=5.5,I~RB=6,BETAC=O.BETA~=O, RFEI04 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE104) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 





SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 











-8 a 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATEO PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.208 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=5.5,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETAQ=O, RFEI04 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI CCARRIER DATA) CRFEI04) 
SYMBOL MACH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 











































BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
5C~LE .0125 
I 













-8 a 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI04) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 5.500 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
SDFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500..0000 S9 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348. 0400 ! N. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 laRS 6.000 VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
, 
.078 
.077 r.It i8 :l 
.075 >' r :l, t 
,(; lA h 'C 
.075 ~\ tJ I"" l"eJ " 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.20B CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=5.5,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O, RFE104 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE105) 
SYMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ~LPH~e .000 BEne -5.000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFI.~P .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
I.REF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 I ORB 4.000 
8ET~O -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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"-til." - . 
-8 0 8 16 2'; 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIDN. PBSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.209 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIKITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5. RFE105 
PAGE 1641 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE105) 
SYMBOL MACH ~"RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ~LPHAC .000 BF.rAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFL~P .000 OX ,ODD 
5REF 5500 .0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 I". 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 4.000 
8ETA~ -5.000 RUDDER .000 
VMR? .0000 IN. VC 





























- .176 ~ 
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(!) - .180 
z 
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- .196 f:k. J r,.,. r' 
'-C: 't ';J 
-.200 ", .... .... .... ... .. ... .... .... . . . ... . .. . ... . ... . ... .... tt .... .... .... .... .... ""I.... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG .20SCARRIER DATA, ORB. PROX IMITY, ALPHAC=O, WRB=4, BETAC=-5, BETAO=-5, RFE 105 . 
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SREI" 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 

















-8 . 0 8 ! 6 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.2Q9 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=O,I~RB=4,BETAC=-S,BETA~=-S, RFE10S 
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SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
SREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




















































































SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 








































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEID5l 
SYMBOL MACH PA~AMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
.I 
0 • 602 ALPHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAe -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 




.0120 L/. it· 
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rh I:{:: D I~ 
.0115 r C it' i~ PI 
.0110 I" \'J ht: 














i I , . 
I 1 I I I 
.0060 il;n I I 
-::-i;~tl 
.1 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE105) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 















STAB 5.000 ELEVON 
BOFLAP .000 ox 
Ov .000 10RB 





LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 




r. "'l_ ~I; r:r. 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.209 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, RFEI05 
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.~ 
LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI05J 
SYMBOl. M~CH P~R~METRIC VAI.UES REFER£NCE INFORMATION 
0 • 602 AI.PHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 EL.EVON 5.000 
80FI.AP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
8REF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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.0444 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 









































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
(; ~ 
I o.:J c:: 












-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.210 CARRIER DATA, BRB. PRBXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IBRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAB=-5. RFEI06 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI06) 
S'MBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVDN 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 
Dr .000 IDRB 6.000 
BETAD -5.000 RUDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZI1RP 190.1500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-.088 "). 011 JH 
-.096 
-. 104 : (. it., 
10..; 
- • 112 PI 
- .120 
- .128 >-:, 
"\ k:l 
- .136 f"1 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


















































PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
hLPHhC .000 BEThC -5.000 
SThB 5.000 ELEVeN 5.000 
BO,LAP .000 OX .000 
OY .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAe -5.000 RUOOER .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 
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SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. YC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
'"' l"( >-.,. 
j'-' b 1\ 
rh 
\:{~ 
't ~ r. 
r r. 




-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.210 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IGRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAG=-5, RFE106 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE106J 
SYMBOL M~CH PAR~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRM~TICN 
0 .603 ALPHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500 ,0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 1',. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITION. P~SIi,VE UP. DZ 





































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE!06) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LuES REFERENCE INFCRM~TICN 
0 .603 ~LPH~C .000 BETAC -5.000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 S~ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
eREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAD -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
.0124 1/:'\ kO J 
.0120 I}, ~ ,{: Lt 
~ 
I""' J. 


















. -8 0 8 j 6 24 32 40 48 5G 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. OZ 







































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
(; Po. 
I 11.:.1 t 
" -








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 





































































5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 










.. i . 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 4C 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.210 CARRIER DATA. DRB. PRDXIMITY.ALPHAC=O.IDRB=6.BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFE106 
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LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE107) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUEC REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.600 ALPHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAD -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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PI\.:) .07 
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1~~-I-4-+-~-+4-+-~-+-\-+-~-+~+-~~-+4-+-~-+-r+-
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1Uu1,,,, L.w .w "" • "u,b~.=L~j.uuL.u.'l=luuj.u.ulucuj.w.Ju.uj.u.ulu.u\uu 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 :'Q 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT ~R~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFEI07J 
SYMBOL MilCH 

















5REF 550l.0000 50 .F-, • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN, 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
~ :::U=WMIIIIIIIIIIIII i I1111111111111 i 
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- . lit I I I I I I 1 1 1'01 1 1 II! ! ! I ! ! ! I I ! ! ! ! I I I I I I I I ~ 
b 
-.12~ I I II I 1 I I I 1'8 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I ~ 
-.l3E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
- .14 ~ I I 1-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ; 
- • 15 t I I +-t-+-+++-+-H-++-l4i:H-++-H-+-+-+-H-I--+-+++-I-H--I-H 
- . 16 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 -Ftf",,)..1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I \ \ I ~ 
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-.17 h..-~':'n-
- 18 jJc.r :). 
. ~ ~." 
-.19, - "q( ~ 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.211 CARRIER DATA, ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=O,I~R8=8,8ETAC=-5,8ETA~=-5, RFEI07 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE107) 

















ALPHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP • 000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 tN. XC 
DY .000 IORB B.OOO 
SETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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I~ r< 





-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 


























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY Cl2 S1 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFE1D7J 
HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















SHS 5.000 ELEveN 5.000 
80FLAP .000 ox • 000 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IOR8 8.000 
8ETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
C1RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. oZ 
FIG.211 CARRIER~DATA. ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=O. lGRB::8.BETAC=-5.BETAO=-5. RFE107 
P,~GE 1660 
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SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
yHRP .0000 IN. YC 







1\ h he- I..c:' r.- !D 
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Jill ,1.1 1111 aa i.lll I Lli uu lUI UU uu UI lill lllJ 11W Ut au 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 








































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE107) 
HACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFEQENCE INFORHATICN 
.600 ALPHAC .000 8ETAC -5.000 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP • 000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0:]00 50 .I"=T • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN • 
XMR? 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 laRS 8.000 
8ETAQ -5.000 RUDDER .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0128 I f{: 
..t<: r 
1\ ~ .0124 
IX !\ .0 10 r- . I \ : ~ l' . . 0120
,i" :r t:i I~ 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 















































• 000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
. 000 ox 
.000 IORB 
-5.000 RUDDER 
















SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
nn nIT ITT nn rrn nn on un In IITI m Till 1111 lin 1111 
r. 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 











































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC .000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.F i . 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 I',. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAO 
-5.000 RUDDER .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY as SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI08) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 600 ~LPH~C 2.000 BET~C .000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVON 5.001) 
~ILRCN .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
0< .000 JeR8 6.000 
8ET~O .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. vc 
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-8 o 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.212 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=C,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFE108 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE108) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .SOO ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
AILRON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN, 
8REF 2348.0400 IN, 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB S.OOO 
8ETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITIDN. P~SlTIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI08) 
SYMBOL M~eH P~RhMETRIe V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPH~e 2.000 BETAe .000 
ST~B s.ooa ELEVON S.OOO 
~ILRON • 000 OX .000 
SREF SSOO. 0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAC .000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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.0416 '", I r 
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--
.0412 r..,I lJ 
.0410 
.0408 LL 
-80 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PQSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEICS) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BET"C .000 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
~ILRON • 000 ax .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.F i • 
LREF 327.7800 I". 
BREF 2348.0400 I, • 
XMRP 1339.9000 ". XC 
DY .000 IORB 6.DOO 
BETM .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 1 N. YC 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 




LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY GS 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEIOS) 
SYI~aCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMhTION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
AILRCN .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 ICRB 6.000 
SETAC .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-.0028 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PG5ITIGN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.212 CARRIER DATA. QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IQRB=6,BETAC=O. BETAC=O. RFE108 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI08) 
SYMBOL MACH 

























SREF 5500,1")000 £0) .FT. 
LREF 327 . . 1800 j"l. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 iN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 ,N. ZC 
SChLE .0125 
>-




































.0004(1 r- - - - . 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
OR8ITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI08) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
AlLRCN .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IeRB 6.000 
8ETAC .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




. 280 'J" 
'1 ' , . 
I-I-.272 
.264 




.256 10, l-t 
.J:. (, 
c: P' .248 
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... "b. " 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.212 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEI08 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY B6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI08) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE JNFCnH~Tl0N 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
AILRON .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .rT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
SETAQ .000 OPHI .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 






.0550 ~ pc: \ . 
.0545 
r:' C 1,..( \:. I\:J 










.0510 - .--; 
.0505 '-1 DI :If 
~- , . II _ ... - '-. - - _. - -
.0500 
.0495 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.212 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XrMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEI08 
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• 235 j . 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPH~C 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVCN .000 
AILRCN .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 leR8 4.000 
8ETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
.-~ 
.f(:' if.' ~ ;) 
fl- ~ !J. 
r.. 
h -:{ , 
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j I U .. U. Ull 1ll.l 
-'8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP, 















































P~R~METRIC V~LUES ,'EFERENCE INFORHATION 
~LPH.~C 2.000 BET~C .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
AILRON .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 327, 7BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 10RS 4.000 
SET~C .000 OPHI .000 
yMRP .0000 IN. vC 
















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 
FIG.213 CARRIER DATA. 0RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.I0RB=4.BETAC=O. BETA0=O. RFE109 
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t .~ ... 
LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY D6 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI0S) 

























u.,~,_~·.-h •.. --,-~~_ 
.60! ~LPH~C 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
AILRON .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 































-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. 'DZ 











































































SREF 5500.0000 SQ .' r • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 













-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED P~SITIGN. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.213 CARRIER DATA, crRB. PRcrXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IcrR8=4,BETAC=Q, BETAcr=Q, RFE109 
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LTV44-55SCCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEIOS) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .601 ALPHAC 2.000 SEnc .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 


































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 











-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
aRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




















































































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 I ~ • 
BREF 2348.0400 I tl • 
X~IRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 










-8 0 8 J 6 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGSITION. POSITIVE UP. 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE109) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
o .601 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 


























8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
IHTI'I 1111 nIT ITn 
'"' 
HII ITO 1111 1111 'ITO 
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." . .. " . ... .... ... ..,. . ... .... . ... .... .. .. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 
56 
DZ 
FIG.213 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2.[GRB=4.BETAC=O. BETAG=O. RFE109 
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LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE10S) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .601 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .OJO 
.000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa.fT • 































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. vc 







-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DZ ~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 









































































.O~O SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
.DOO 
.O:lD 
LREF 327.7800 1M. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. ye 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEll0) 
SYMBOL HA.C:H PARAMETRl~ VALUES REFEREN:E INFORMATION 
0 .602 ~LPH~C 2.000 SETAC .O'JO 
ST~B 5.000 ELEVDN • 000 
~ILRDN .000 ox • 000 
5REF 5500.0000 52.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 'N . 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PDSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 

























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEIIO) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIDN 
o .602 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .01)0 . 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 










































BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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.. 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMEiH FROM MATED POSITICJN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFE!10) 
SYMBOL MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 







SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
















































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
Y/1RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
In. 
I,=" ). q 





I , I .. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEII0) 
5YMB~L MhCH PARhMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
o .602 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
.000 
5REF 5500.0000 5D.FT. 
































,., " ,. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 











r-' d ~ .~ - ( ,., , .. - - .- ,- - I-
• 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED P~SITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.214 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=Q, BETAO=Q, RFEII0 
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P~R~METRIC V~LUE5 REFERENCE INFORM~TION 
~LPH~C 2.000 8ET~C .000 
5T~8 5.000 ELEVON .000 
~ILRON .000 OX .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAe .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
H I~n 
"II "" ... 'JTTn: HI Hl 
C ! (- h 
. 
1-. . 





·lIn 1(:; I~ . 
I 
..J \. J 




au LW uub U,l u 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRtjM MATED PI]SJTII]N. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEII0) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
SHB 5.000 ELFVON .000 
AILRON .000 ox • 000 
oy 
.000 (ORB 6.000 
BEUO .000 OPH( .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
xHRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZIi~P 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
:)(: ((: 


























-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITiVE UP. DZ 
FIG.214 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=6.BETAC=O. BETAG=O. RFEllb 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI10) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .602 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.F r. 







































BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 21 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEl11l 
MhCH 
.600 
• 30 I 



















hLPHhC 2.000 BEThC .000 
SThB 5.000 ELEveN .000 
AfLRON .000 OX .000 
OY .000 fORB B.OOO 
BE TAO .000 DPHf .000 
-f'J 
.~ P 





















-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. 
REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SChLE .0125 
- ..... 
r.< h1 i) 
.,.,. ]I. 
1"" 
48 52 56 60 64 
P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 
.~ 
FIG.215CARRI-ER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2. WRB=8.BETAC=Q. BETAe=Q, RFE 111 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFElll) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BE lAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
AlLRON .000 OX .000 
SREF 550D.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2J~8.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Oy 
.000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAa .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 114. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-.
101 , , I ,., I , , , , , , I Jjj , , , , , I I I I I I , I I I , , , -U 
: : :: 111f$t IIIQ 111111111111111111111 ! ~: 
-.13P I I I-l---fllql I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
-.14g I I I I I I N I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 




-.16H-f-I-1 I I iUllll H 1111111111111111 +H c--
- .17 





- .22 .... 
- .23 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I g 
-<\ 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLAC~MENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE111) 
SYMBOL. MhCH 
o .600 hLPHAC 
.0440 I





































i\ - ~ 
. . . 
REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
SREF 5500 .0000 so .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
















-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY B6 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFEI11J 
SVMB~L MACH P~RAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFGRHATICN 
o .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BEHe .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF SSOD.ODDO sa.FT. 









































I "" , 
J 
BREF 2319.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YMRP .0000 IN. ve 
ZMRP 190.7S00 IN. zc 
se~LE .012S 
f II 1111 1111 
"II '''' • III "" , ... 1111 ." . .... II II .... .... .... .... " . . .... .... .... -.. 
~\ .<: ~\. 






-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 GO 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.215 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=8.BETAC=Q. BETAG=Q •. RFEl11 
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ii~_", __ ~ .. _____ .. 
LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATV Cl6 51 (CARRIER DATAl CRFElll) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhnON 










































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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UU lU .l.U uu u 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
























































PAR~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORM~TICN 
~LPH~C 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
~ILRON .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 (>" 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339 .9000 It;. XC 
OY .000 IORB B.OOO YNRP .0000 IN. YC 
SETAO .000 OPHI ~OOO ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
"' "" 
.. II ..... 




. _ ,l.J_ 
~ 
Ii, 







.,:" 10. 0... 1",( 
-- \ 1\ 1 T j 'l.. j .() 
i~ '1 I I""'" 'r' 
-4 a 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 SO 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 










































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB ,.000 ELE'.'ON • 000 
AILRON .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN • 
BREF 234B .0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7'00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .012' 
t:t 
r;,( IP " 




















I- e 1;5 
.'1' i3 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. DZ 





































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
hLPHAC 2,000 BETAC ,000 
STAB 5,000 ELEVON ,000 
AILRON ,000 OX ,000 
SREF 5500,0000 SG,I'T, 
LREF 327,7800 I, , 
BREF 2348,0400 IN, 
XMRP 1339,9000 IN, XC 
OY ,000 10RB 8,000 
BETAO ,000 OPHI ,000 
YMRP ,0000 IN, YC 





1o 'f Ii, ; Ie: , 
f2- ~ ~ }:, ! 
,d ) .:& P 
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If l:) 















-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.215 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=8,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl11 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFEI12) 
HACH PhRAHETRIC VALUES 
.601 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC 
STAB 5.000 RUOOER 
ELEVON .000 OV 
OZ .000 IORB 















SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP - .0000 IN. VC 





.220 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j -! jjjj I I I I I I I I I I II 1.1;'11 J 





I I I I I I I I I I I IR-r=l!: 
.212' . - 1QI chA H 
.210 IJ I '\;J 
J __ ~'-';I~~ 
.208 
'206~ 
.204': I tim W 
.202 r I I I I-t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I g 
/iwk.jwJuul,uJu.4wJuuf. .... b/wJw..)u.uiu.../uuluuJuuLuj""I".,I, .. ,I,."I""I,,·,I,·"1 ... ,1, .•• 1., .. 1.,,.1,··,1,···1····1,···1·,,·1,,·,1,"q 
-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
~RBITER LDNG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~5ITIVE 
14 15 16 
AFT. OX 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI12) 
SYMBOL MACH 
o .601 ALPHAC 
- .1632 













































SREF 5500 .0000 S~ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 23·1B.0100 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 ! ~. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 







1;J \ '\ 









-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
ClRBITER LClNG. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.216 CARRIER DATA. ORB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=6.BETAC=Q. BETAG=O. RFE112 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI12) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
• 601 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUOOER .000 
ELEVON .000 OY .000 
SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 m. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 
8ETAD ,000 OPHI ,000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 








.0444 ~ II I ~ 









Ii ~~ ~ lY 1"<, I~ 
, 1'(' 
- t- - 1--t- -- It 1)-" 
I"" 11 Ii 
.0420 
~ '-<. I'-~ - I--i- -- t--- --i- I-
i'-- -- f-- -
.0416 
.0412 
.0408 .. '" = ""' '1= Uti 
':2 -' 1 6 i 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 (0 "1 12 13 14 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. 
15 16 
OX 




























~IV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI12) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFEREN~E INFORHATION 
0 .60t ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEVON .000 DY • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 ,o.rr. 
LREF 327 .7800 I ~ • 
aREF 2348.0100 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. vc 








.0022 J I~ ~ It' I 
.0020 
. - .. - 1':- .\ 
. . 
I~ 
.0018 \. ,.. ~ I( r 











"':2 -'1· 6 i 2 3 4 5 6 "1 8 9 lOt'I t'2 t'3 t'4 15 16 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 

















































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI12) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORM~TION 
0 .601 ALPH~C 2.000 BET~C .000 
SHB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ov • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC Oz .000 IORB 6.000 
SETAO .000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 





~I~ b. . -~ . 
-





- (Oc;: -.00168 
-.00176 
-.00184 r '\ 








-.00232 '--- -- '---- ---- ---,- - '-- -'--- - --
~".I,.,,,,,,.\,,. t", ,\'" ,I,,· .\", ,I·,,, I,,, ,I·", \."" ". ,\ .. , ,I, .. , \", ,I··, ,\ .. ,' I"" \ ... , I,,,, \""!"" I" - I", I, .. ·1 ... ,I .. , +" ,\.. "\",,\,, "I,,, ,\",.1 ... , ,j" ''1 
-2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 I 12 13 14 15 16 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 














































LTV44-559CCA2bJ 747/1 ATY ~6 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFEI12) 
SVM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .601 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 RUOOER .000 
ELEVON .000 OV .000 
OZ .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAO .000 OPHI .000 
SREF 5500 • 0000 sa .n . 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
lM"P ISO. 7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 







. 00070 ..... T 
.00065 
.00060 <'>: ,l, ,),. tn ~ - 0- ~ f -~ '\ 
. -- -
... - . - ,-I- -
.00055 
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":2 ..: 1 0 i 2 3 .4 5 6 7 8 9 (0 (1 12 13 14 15 16 
OX ~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT rR~M MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. 































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI12l 
M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFCRH~TION 
.601 ALPH~C 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OV .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 
BEHO .000 OPHI .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 






'i" '1 ~ 






,.( t:) / I .214 
I' "< D ! 
,~ 't I .212 
1/,,\ I 
b I:< .210 
'" 




q (, , 




. 200 ~ . - ... . - --- -- - . ----- -- --- - -
1i",1, """"1""1",,1,,,, "",1",,1, ",I", """1,, "I, ",I"""" ,1""1""1,,,,1,,.,1, ",', ",I,.",." .1"., I, ",1",·1. ",I .. "1.,, ,I .. "I··· ,I.,., I., .. I, ... !, ."1,,, 
-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.216 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFEl12 
PAGE 1703 
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SREF 5500.0000 <".FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 " 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 !N. YC 
ZHRF 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
- - l-I:;) 1M l'1 
tI Y 1"'<.. M 
\ IJ ~ 
. 




-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
BRBITER LBNG. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PB5ITIBN. PBSITIVE AFT. 
15 16 
OX 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI13) 
SYMBO~ M~CH 




























IY' / r 
6 \ I 











SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1338.8000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 









(:) (::: \. I~ 
>'" \1/ ~ "i. 




~2 -'I 0 i 2 j 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 































IL-~ ________ ~~~ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFElI3) 
SYMBOL HACH 









































SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 















-'2 ...: I 0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0 t'1 t'2 13 1'4 15 16 
OX ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl13) 
SYMBC'. MhCH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFCRHhTICN 
0 .600 hLPHhC 2.000 8EThC .000 
STh8 5.000 RUOOER .000 
ELEVON .000 OY .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SG.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
8EThO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP a 0000 IN. "o'e 
ZMRP. 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SChLE .0125 










.0442 J 1\ f). .. IY 
'! 111 '1 
.04'40 .' ../. \. IT 
.0438 
i"' J \ 
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. 
. 0436 ~ \ 
.0434 .\r;' \. .T ~ 
-
. 
. 0432 I . - - -- .-
-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
~RBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT fR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. OX 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI13) 
SVMBClL M"CH 









































-- - - -
RE"ERENCE IN"ORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
aREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 t 3 14 
~R8ITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE AFT. 
15 16 
OX 
FIG.217 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAD=O, RFEl13 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI13) 
SYMBOL H~CH PAR~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 
STAB 5.000 RUODER .000 
ELEVON .000 OY • 000 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 

















-.00080 ~ ,J ~ 
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-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
BRBITER LBNG. OISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PB5ITIBN. PBSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.217 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFEl13 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI13) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMAflON 
0 .GOO ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUOO.R .000 
ELEVON .000 OY • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 iN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
SETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 















.000'16 .. ' 
.00012 ~ 
.00008 







-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT ~ROM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.217 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6.BETAC=u, BETA~=O. RFEl13 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI13) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
. 600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 DY .000 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
SETAD .000 OPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-2 -'I 0 1 2 
GRBITER LGNG. 
3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 





LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI13) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES Rr"ERENr:E IN"ORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BET~C .00('1 SREF 5500,,0000 SC. ~7 , 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER ,DOD 
ELEVON .000 OY .000 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN" 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN, XC 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT rR~M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX 





























LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY OS 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI14) 
M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFoRHATION 
.604 ~LPH~C 2.000 8ET~C .000 SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OY • 000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Ol 60.000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
2MRP 190.7500 IN. 2C 
SC~LE .0125 
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ORBITER LeNG. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. 
FIG.218 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFE114 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI14) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEVON .000 DY .000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 

















- .2328 H I~ 
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"':2 ...: 1 0 1 2 3 -4 5 ('; '7 8 9 (0 11 12 13 14 15 16 
AFT. OX GRBITER L~NG. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE 
FIG,218 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PReXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IeRB=6,BETAC=Q. BETAe=Q, RFE114 
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LTV44-559(CA?C1 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI14) 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .604 ~LPH~C 2.000 BET~C • 00(' 
.ono 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • 










BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP I 339 .9000 IN. x;; 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~lE .0125 
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-2 -1 0 1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
ORBITER LONG. DI=PLACEMENT rROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. ox 
FIG.218 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAG=O, RFE114 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY GS Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl14) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
SHB S.OOO RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OY • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327,'1800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 I~!. XC 
OZ 60.000 IURB 6.000 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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GRBITER LGNG. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG,218 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O. BETA~=O, RFEl14 
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(J) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI14) 
SYM80L MACH 




















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN, 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
Tr III 
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ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE 
14 15 16 
AFT. OX 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI14) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .00(1 
.000 
.000 













































LREF 3;ii ,7g00 IN. 
BREF 214e..L;..(.nO IN. 
XMRP 1339.90UO i~. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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- 2 -1 6 ;, 3 1 '5 6- '7 8 9 1'0 t'1 t'2 t'3 1'4 1:5 16 
BRBITER LBNB. DISPLACEMENT rRBM MATED fBSIT.IBN. POSITIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.218 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,J~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE114 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE114J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHhTICN 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .0ClO 
STAB 5.000 RUODER .000 
ELEVON .000 DY .000 
5REF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
02 60.000 IORS 6.000 
SETACI .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-'2 -' 1 6 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1'0 t'; 1'2 t'3 t'4 t'5 16 
~R8 ITER L~NG. 0 I 5PLACEMENT FR~M r-iATF'J P~S IT WN. P~SI TIVE AFT. OX 
FIG.218 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAD=O, RFEl14 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY cr6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl14) 
SYMBCL M~CH 





































































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LRe~ 327.7800 1 ~. 
8REF 2348.0400 I ~. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 IN. VC 
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":2 ..: 1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1'0 1'1 (2 1'3 1'4 i'5 16 
crRBITER LcrNG. DISPLACEMENT FRcrM MATED PcrSITIcrN. PcrSITIVE AFT. OX 
FiG.218 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFEl14 
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LTV44-55S(CA26l 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI15) 
SYMOGL ~ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 










































BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 





















-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG .219 CARR IER DATA, ~RB. PR~XI M ITY, ALm~C=2, WRB=6, BETAC=O, BET M=O, RFE115 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI15) 
SYMBaL H~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFCRM~TICN 
0 • 605 ~LPH~C 2.000 BET~C .000 
ST~B 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVaN .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO. Fr • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 
BEHO .000 DPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.219 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2.I~RB=6.BETAC=O, BETA~=O. RFEl15 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFEI15) 
MhCH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE [NFDRMhT[D~ 
.605 hLPHhC 2.000 8ETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 [N. STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 DX .000 BREF 2348.0400 IN. XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAe .000 DPHI .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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I +- 1\, .. _ _ ~__ .0440 
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DRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE115) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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-16 -12 -8 - 4 0 4 
I"" 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITION. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 . IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMR? 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCAI.E .0125 









8 12 16 
POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 











































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl15) 
SYMBOL M,\Ci-I PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .605 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .0ClO 
STA8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 Ox • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC Oz .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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LTV44-559(CA26j 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE115) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .605 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.'T. 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .IJOO 
ELEVON • 000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN 
BREF 2346.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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.0016 
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-16 -12 - 8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED ?OSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 


















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI15) 
SYMBOL MhCH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFDRMhTIDN 
o .605 hLPHhC 2.000 8EThC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 




















































8REF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SChLE .0125 
T 'I' i 
. i 
'if --1- fIJ H 














-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 1 S 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITION. POSITIV~ KIGHT. DY 
FIG.219 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAD=O, RFE115 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY DS 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI15) 
SYHBO~ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATlC; 
0 .605 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON ,DOD OX .000 
SREF 5500. 0000 SO • FT • 
LREF 327.7800 r~. 
8REF 2348.0400 j N. 
XHRP 1339.3000 IN. XC 
oz .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PCSITICN. PCSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI16) 
SYM801. MACH PAR~METRIC V~I.UES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .606 ~LPH~C 2.000 8ETAC .000 
SThB 5.000 RUDDER .ilOO 
ELEVON .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
eCT."C .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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BRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED P~SITIBN. PBSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY BS SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI1S) 
SYMBOL M~CH 
o . 606 ~LPH~C 





















SREF 5500.0000 sa . FT . 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-' - 2025 u . i
. 
"" 
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-.2040 .J 1 f: ) - Q Q 
jJ 
-.2045 i I b 
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-.2075 -f-f-t- . I 
-16 -! 2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~R8ITER LAT. OISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. OY 
FIG.220 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl16 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI16) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .606 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 Ox .000 
5REF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAD .000 oPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. OY 
























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI16l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o .606 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
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. - \.:J' 
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LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190./500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-16 - 12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 










































LTV44-55S[CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~S 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEllS) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .606 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 IOR8 6.000 
SETACI .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-.0003 
-.0004 kr, r r'l 
-.0005 ~ .~ I( 







- .0011 . 
''-( 
'r 
- "DO 1'2 
-.0013 \. ,l., ~ y 
-.0014 I "" 
-.0015 ), 
-.0016 " .-.. - - I- - .- -- - .. -- .- -- - - - , . .. -. _. - -I- .~ 
, , 
-IS -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 IS 
GRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED P~SITIGN. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.220 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2. I~RB=6.BETAC=O. BETA~=O. RFEl16 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI16) 
SYM80L M~CH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHhTIDN 
0 .606 ~LPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN, 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ 15.00D IOR8 6.000 
8ET~O .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0028 m 1111 
: 




. 0016 .... J If 
.0012 .~ • J 
.0008 r 0' !.( 
















-16 -12 -8 - 4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED P~SITl~N. peSITIVE RIGHT. DY 



















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI16) 
SYMBO~ MhCH PARAMETRIC VA~UES REFERENCE INFCRHhTICN 
0 .606 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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IQ \.: I~ k:l 
.2448 j \ 
.2440 :.l (; 
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. 2408 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~R8ITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.220 CARRIER DATA, 0RB. PR0XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I0RB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O. RFE116 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7900 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 







-16 -12 -8 -4 D 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.220 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC~O. BETAD=O, RFEl16 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI17) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .S04 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
~TAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 Ox .000 
0" SO.ODO IORB S.OOO 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 



















- -- b 1- ' 






-16 -12 -8 -4. 0 4 8 12 16 
eRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRd~ MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.221 CARRIER DATA. GRB. PRGXIMITY.ALPHAC=2.IGRB=6.BETAC=O, BETAG=O. RFE117 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~S 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI17) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .604 ~LPH~C 2.000 BETAC .000 
ST~B 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEVON .000 Ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.F'T. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 
SETAD .000 DPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 









-.2255 I ., 
(\ 
-.2260 












-IS -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~R8ITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 
























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI17J 
SYMBOL M~CH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPH~C 2.000 BETAC • 000 5REF 5500.0000 SD.FT • 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 LREF 327.7BOO IN~ BREF 2348.0400 IN. ELEVON .000 OX ,000 XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 





.0428 l).., II. I 
.0427 J. i .1 Q-
-- -- - - -- -
.. :--
.0426 








-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~5ITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 




























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl17) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
5TA8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVeN .000 OX • 000 
5REF 5500 .0000 5a.n ~ 
LRE~ 327.7800 TN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DZ 60.000 IOR8 6.000 
8ETAD .000 DPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
















-.0032 .I y, 






-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~R8ITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 






































LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl17) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 
STA8 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEveN .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DZ 60.000 IOR8 13.000 
SETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 









0 .J ~'i'" 
-.0004 
---Ctd 








I I I I I I I I I I~-I-++--l-I-I 1 1 I-I-t-+-I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I~ 
-.0024 E I I I I I I I ~-l-I--I--I 1 I 1 1 1-1--1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I d .----




-16 - 12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE RIGHT. DY 






































LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI17) 
SYMBOL MACH P/,RM1ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















STAB 5.000 RUDDER 
ELEVON .000 ox 
OZ 60.000 IORB 






BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7Sno IN. ZC 
SCALE .D125 
.~ 
,J ""' r f'-' 
H·-Ic-+-t-I-I--j---l-f-t-j--+--I-I-+-II-·-· _. -11--l-l;-\+-l--Ii-t-i"-









- 16 - I 2 - 8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
GRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.221 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl17 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI17) 
SYMBOL MACH PARA"ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .G04 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
OZ 60.000 IORS G.OOO 
SETAO .000 DPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 

























-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
GRBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.221 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,[ORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFE117 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE117) 
SYMSOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VAl.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .604 Al.PHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
































8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 







-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
~RBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG.221 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=Q, BETAD=Q, RFEl17 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI18l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.000 SETAC SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 



















-I .000 RUOOER 




















BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
yHRP .0000 IN YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
" h ~ j 
l 
h p' 








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED P~SITIDN. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.222 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFEl18 
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.~ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEllS) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R'METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 605 ~LPHAC 2.000 BET~C .000 
ST~B - 1.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 ~O.FT • 
LREF 327. ?BOO IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP .339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
BET~O .000 OPHI .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 




.148 '" r.: 
.144 b ( 
::;: 
-I 












.128 D ~ '-< 
u 
I-
.124 z '""\ .n 
w 
::;: 
.120 D ::;: Ie K 
t!l 







.1 12 I-~ 
OL 




. ?J,:. ,u 
.~--
.104 , _cD he 1£.'1 --
'" Ih tY I 
.100 I i>'-
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.222 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl18 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI18) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 









































I }... p \, 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BCO IN. 
8REF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
vHRP .0000 IN. VC 




'"" y, ;l 
\ 
t (. 1. 






o 8 16 24 32 4.0 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. oz 



























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 CCARRIER DATA) CRFE11S) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .605 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 


































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .OOJO IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
V '(; t;) 
~ -C 01 ,.., IC::t 0, 
I'H \ ~ . l""'p>"" rt 
~C r.' :t ~ 
I'-+-t--HI- -t--l-+-++-+-j'-+-t-- -I-- - ,-----
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.222 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O,RFEl18 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEl18) 
SYMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .605 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
-1.000 RUOOER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 





-.0008 '\ I.l Ii 
,! \. Y' \ ,j h '"\ ~ 
-.0010 
't"' c<>- ''''''' K. J. ~ j" J~ r-\ VI ~.,. 
























-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGt~ MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.222 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IQRB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFEl18 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl18) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .G05 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
























_. 1--' (~ 
-
.n 
--- 1\ -_. --
i'1l . 
















8REF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 







-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PDSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






















L __ _ 
.~ . 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI18) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENC. INFORMATION 
0 • 605 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAL .000 
STAB -1.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 0> .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.240 ".' IT< 
.232 r:. 
.224 




J 0 1 
. 208 
}'J j ( . 
.~ t:f 
.200 
pe . r r: 
.192 I}:J }' 
.[84 fA:. I"" IP 
.176 r:< he 






IQ i1-'J f. 
; E ,-~, i._ I- -l r. 
: . Q 
.136 ~ ( : . > ,
.128 ... f 
= 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 






















l~ ____ . 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI18) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .605 ALPHAC 2.000 BEThC .000 
SHB -1.000 PUDOER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 









'f:) J. '-0 y- ( 
" 
n 
(I)- - ~. b JG - - - -- - -- , c: 
,~ -1'-0 
.0488 J.,J ~ 










--- -_.- . '---- -
.0464 
.0450 
-8 0 B 16 /4 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITI~N. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.222 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFEl18 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI19) 


























.603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 LREF 327.7800 IN. 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 BREF 234B.0400 IN. XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 '''JRB 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
8ETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMr,p 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.304 
.296 J, ' , ",,', 
.288 W ,-
-+ /U' ,-
.280 .£. c1c ~ I~ 
.272 r. \,-" 
,( 
\:.I 




:¢ c.... Pc 
r. 




.224 r1 ttl 




.20C L ,~ , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.223 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMiIY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=Q, BETAO=Q, RFEl19 
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- .190 E 
. 
- .195 . , 
-.200 ; 






PARAMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFGRHhTICN 
ALPHhC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 
ELEVON .000 OX onn . -_ ... 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 I~. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 1~IlB 6.000 YMRP .0000 .~. VC 
BETAe .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SChLE .0125 
G~ . 











l: k J:. r..,.. 
- -
'}; ,;r 1,\ IP 
':) r\ ll:: . 
x: " 
o 8 16 24 32 40 48 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED peSITIeN. P~SITIVE 
56 
UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI19) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 




















'IT I" I 1111 Tn! nn 
. 
5.000 RUDDER 
• 000 OX 
.000 10RB 
.000 OPHI 





G - -. \( 




- - ~ 
.. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
I UTI 1111 IT II UH lin lUI Inl HII I III 1111 • 














- 8 0 8 1 6 ;>'1 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.223 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2.IORB=6.BETAC=O, BETAO=O, RFEl19 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl19) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC •• 000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 
ELEVON • 000 Ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SG.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.U400 IN • 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
DY .000 IDR8 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .01.5 





':l 1- j~ J. 
>-
.0376 u r:1 to. 
I~ }:; "1...II:! L 



















.0336 r., "'if' 
w 
-Cl 
.0328 ~ (J) ;:). 
.0320 




.0312 , , 
;0304 I 
.0296 o.I.i.H 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI19J 
SYMBCL MhCH PhRhl1ETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFCRMhTICN 
0 .603 hLPHhC 2.000 8EThC .000 
STh8 5.000 RDOOER 10.000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
SETAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 







-.0188 Q, M 
-.0192 
'I ~ I , I , 
-.0196 lO IY ~ 
-.0200 
.- .-
- I- - - I- t:x 
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-.0220 
-.0224 i L. .... 1 .... ,,,. 
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,," .. .. 1.. .. ,," .... II .. .... 
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,," '" . ", '" I " .. " " "" 
,,,. 
" " 
= , .... .... .... .. .. , .. , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PDSITIDN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.223 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl19 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl19) 
SYMBOL MACH PAR.\METRtC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe .oca 
SH8 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 
5REF 5500.0000 sa. FT • 
LRE.F "327.7800 ! N. 
8REF 23~8 .0400 IN • 
ELEVON .000 OX • 000 
ov .000 IORG 6.000 
8ETAO .000 OPHI .000 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 














.0041 r ..0 
.0040 I~ ~ 
.0039 
-







-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N, P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.223 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl19 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEl19J 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .S03 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAO s.oeo RUDDER 10.000 
ELEVON .000 OX . 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORB S.OOO 
SEiAO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZI1RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.304 





.272 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I lcWfl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
264 P I I I I J I. I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I.L .11 ..3 
• 1 I I I I I Ir<B I I I I I 3 
.256 j::[-:-l..l! 
.248 ·-d 
.240 II I I I I I I II tJJ1 I I I I I I L± I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.232 E I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.224P I I I I I I I_I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I fl I I I I I I i 
.216E I I I I H-Ji, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
208 P I I I +- ~I 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
. .!l. I I I I I I I I I I 
.200H-t-t-t-. I·e j 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I 3 
.192r:t:tIJ: . .J .. 1 I I I .. 1 I .. 1 I I.~ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.223 CARRIER DATA, ~R8. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFEl19 
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LTV44-559(CA2Sl 747/1 ATY BS 51 (CARRIER DATAl CP'E119J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC ,'ALUES REFERE~CE jN~CRH~TION 
0 .603 hLPHhC 2.000 BETAC .000 5REF 550C am:,) 50.FT. 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 LREF 327.78:: .... IN. BREF 234~.040D IN. ELEVON .000 OX .000 );'M'RP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 lOllS 6.000 YHRP .0000 1 'I vC 






~ 1\ -.s 
1M I, 
...J. ~ . 1 r. D 1"- -I-1\ 
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'u = w 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.223 CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=Q, BETAG=Q, RFEl19 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY Cl6 SIC CARR I ER OAT A J C RFE 120 J 
SYM8~L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .GOO ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC -5.000 
STA8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 Ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ. FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IOR8 G.OOO YHRP .0000 IN. VC 
8ETAO -5.000 DPHI .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.328 111 1111 rlll m, r:o TT If TITI = no n = ['Tn Tn n 111/ 1111 nil 1111 1111 1111 1111 111/ '" 
.320 
.312 - (.) ,C:: 
.f'J( r' 
.304 ~~ 
r. :J '" 
,:; 





.272 If Cf Id p 




r- _.- .- - - - h ._- - - - -- -
.248 I-t' 
.240 5 F 
'':' ~ 




-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITICIN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.224 CARRIER DATA, ~R3. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFE120 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI20) 
SYMBOL MilCH PARAMF.TRIC VALUES REFEqE~CE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5"00.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 RUDOER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
LREF 327. 'lBOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0'000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
BETAO -5.000 DPHI .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
rill 




- .188 - -- q. 
Q 



























u 1'0\: .:Jr. 
p ir:v :::l -.232 
-.236 . !:t1 .. t 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 




'+Ito _. ___ .~_. _._. ______ .~, __ . ___ _ 






















LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI20) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 RuDDER .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.Fl. 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
8REF 234B.0400 IN • 
ELEvON • 000 ox .000 xMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Or .000 IORB S.OOO 
BETAO -5.000 DPHI .000 
rMRP .0000 IN. VC 












~ I~ Q 
.0412 X ~ 
.0408 l' 0 IT ( :l. ~ 
.0404 
'- d'" fA: \: .;J )-: 
D-
K ,,"" f1 
.0400 . 
"I( IQ P ( i 




-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATEO POSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.224 CARRIER DATA, QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, [QRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAQ=-5, RFE120 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI20) 
SYMBOL MACH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFQRHATtCN 





SREF SSOO .0000 SO.FT. 



































. .... ... .... 
8REF 2348.0';00 ! , 
XMRP 1339.900U IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 1'.. YC 






"i ~ r.\ 
~ 
. .... ....... .... . ... .. .... .. .. " ... ....... .. .. "" .... " 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED POSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.224 CARRIER DATA, DR8. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAD=-5, RFE120 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI20) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORH~TICN 
0 .SOO hLPHAC 2.000 BEHC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEveN .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OY .000 leRs 6.000 
BET~e -5.000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. VC 















-.0176 "" I'" ,I.: 
:X:. 
-.0184 Pr 














-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.224 CARRIER DAIA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAG=-5, RFE120 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI20) 
SYM~CL MilCH PARAMETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . SOO ALPHi\C 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STA8 5.000 HUDDER .000 
ELEVaN .000 ox .000 
OY .000 10RS 6.000 
SETAO -5.000 OPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
Xr<RP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 1". VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 It,. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
Tl I1TI 1111 
.0148 





.0136 I ...... .." :f' ~d 0 
'" 




.0124 _ d. 
.0120 Q. If· 





.0108 1(1 P 
.0104 
.0100 
.0096 ( i L. .. " .... .. , . .... .... . ,.. , ... .... . ... .. .. . ... .... ... , .... . ... ... .1... _ .... .. .. . ... .. " .... .... .... .... . " . . " . " t1 '" I " " 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIS.224 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=-5, RFE120 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATAl CRFE120J 
SYMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o .600 AI.PHAC SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
I.REF 327. 7BOO IN. 





5.000 RUDDER .000 
.000 OX .000 
.000 IORB 6.000 
-5.000 OPHI .000 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCAI.E .0125 
pi I iii iii I' i I'll ii' iii i I., Iii i' iii I i (i iii' iii' iii I' ii" [i, 'I' iii lit' iii' i 'I iii 'I i II i I' ii' Iii. Ii i , I i I Ii iii i hij i hli iii j I' iii Iii i i 1111 iii' ill' ii, P IIi I' i "I' Ii i l' Ii i iii i i Iii iii' i i ~ 
.320 P I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j I j I ;j 
.312{- hJ.:J 1'" 
.304 I: -- r:l 'f 
fir.\! -
296 B I I I I 1-' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l..of" I I I I I ~ .1 J-.3 
· I I II I J>.:.I' II II 
<I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~rl I I I I I I I I I I I I I~ 
.288 I I I I I I I I r..e:O! 
~IIIIII 1111111 hf ~IJJ~IIIIIIIIIII~ 
.280 I I I I T I I ' P I I I 
BIIIIIIIIIIII r:.J 1111111111111111113 
.272 -1 1 I I I I J tp~ I I I I I I I I 
.264 E I I I I I )I.:J' 
.256 E I I I I I bo l-f 
248f-i I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I 3 
· I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-,f1 
240 E I I I I I d I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
· ~ I I -I T TT 
--~Q 
• 232ttt1t"l. r\ 
• 22 4-t=l=~=r==I=r r 
.216R I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I g 
E".,." ,10", I"" I ""I,,,, I,,, ,I", .I" "I", ,I"" I "" I"" I"" J. ",I, ",I,,, 01"··1.,, ,I,." I"" I ,,,,I,,, ,I", ,J.., ,I", ,I, II, I.", I, ,,,I,,, ,I", ,I", ,1""1",, I", I,,,;t 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI20) 
SVM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEvaN .000 Ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
ov .000 IDRB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
BET AD -5.000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.0550 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ;I 
.0548 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0545~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I Ifill k I¢N I I I I j 
:::::11111111 i 1111-HEolll ~~ Fiml~ IIIIIII 
.0540 ~ I I I I I--t--+- I I I I 10 I I I II i I {I j I I I I I I i II I I I I I I I ~ 
.0538+ I I I I I I I I-l-H-I-\-I-++I\--II IT IHI I I I I I I 1/ I I I I I I I I ~ .053b~ I I I 1-IWli-~,1-H-1HI I I I I I I !H-I I I I I I I ~ 
h ~ 
'-"-H-++--I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H---J--;I 
I ¥ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0528 ~ I I I I I I I ~II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.05::-Ff I I I H-~-+-l I I I· I I I-+--I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0524 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
Wlij.u.u1Jliililliliwlulil.wlJUJ ""1""1,,,,[ ""I,,, ,1,,,'[ ",,111,,1",,1 ""I""I,....Juuj""I",,i. ",I·",I""I""I""I""I""I",.t" 1l'llll""I,",I",a 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.224 CARRIER DATA. QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IQRB~6,BETAC=-5,BETAQ=-5, RFE120 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI21) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES 
() .603 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC . 
STAB 5.000 RUOOER 
ELEVON .000 OX 
OY .000 IDRB 














.335 I , 
.330 
.325 










SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 


















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 












LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE121) 

































o .603 ALPHAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 














































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 












-- -N iJ 
I 
~ 
-l- -L -H 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 





























LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI21l 
SYMBOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHA'i10N 
o .S03 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC ,000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 





















.000 OX BREF 234B.0400 IN. XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
.000 IORB ',000 
.000 
YHRP ,0000 IN. YC 
.000 OPHI 2MRP 190.7500 IN. 2C 
, . 
'I, 


















................. . ...................... J~ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 
56 






























LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY BS 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI21) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHAT[CN 
o .603 ALPHAC 4.000 BET~C .000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 


































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 







r' f'O" ~ ~ 
I\, 
~ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITION. PDSITIVE UP. 










































LTV44-559(CA26J747/1 ATV 06 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI21) 
SYMBOL H~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFCRM~TION 
0 .603 ~LPH~C 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON • 000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 10RB 4.000 
BE TAO .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 






















~ -.0015 I 
>-
-.0016 I ... 
-.0017 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
I?JRB ITER VERT. 0 I SPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS IT ION. PelS IT I VE UP. 





























































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC ,000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEVON ,ado ox • 000 
DV .000 laRB 4.000 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 















- . -- - -
- -
. 








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 


























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE121) 
5YM80~ MACH PARAMETRIC VA~UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 603 A~PHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
STA8 5.000 RUOOER .000 
E~EVON .000 OX • 000 
~REF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
. XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IOR8 4.000 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190 .7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.385 0' L8 -
.380 f. 




.370 ":'l .1.: r.{ 
. 
I ~b ~. 
.365 IU 
, 
















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.225 CARRIER DATA,~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE121 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY G6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE121) 
MACH 
.603 

















ALPHAC ~.OOO BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUODER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 

























SREF 5500.0000 sa.n. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 






-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT10N. POSITIVE UP. 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE122) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAe .000 OPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
" III 1111 lin lilT 1111 fill TlH TIT TIn ~. lin nil .m un 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 I" I 1111 1111 "" 1111 I" I lUI 1111 
.392 § 
.384 -
- ,...<: -" 
.376 I\- r:< 
'I: ~O 















. 296 ~ . i 
.288 '" I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 


































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI22) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
.602 ALPHhC 4.000 BETAC .000 
SThB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVCN .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BEThO .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
- .184 ,'" 
-j 
-j ,~ , , 




C; - .196 
-.200 i 01 
-.204 ~;-.-r -l 










-.220 1 u;;i I 
- .22'4 \ 
f.:Y 
-I t.l (. 
.!. I~ b:: 
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'k 1\ [l;) 
, 
, 
- • 2'~? 
" ~ 
rk-l 
E. f;1;G: 0 
-.236 
-.24  
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.226 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE122 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl CRFEI22) 























0 .602 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
STAB 5.000 RuDOER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YC 









: ~ - :'1 ~ :::) 
. \ I~ h 




~ \. l0 
K 






"\ Q j II 0 
.0364 
.0360 i-i- -- .-
. 0356 
.. ..I.." o • I " , " .. " .. '" I " .... .... '" . .... ... , ''', .. .. .... .... .... .... .... " " .... I ... , .... .... ... , ." . " .. .. .. .... .. .. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITWN. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI22) 
SYMBOL "tACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORS 6.000 
SETAC .000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 











.0004 ,,., '" cr. !).., 
0 ( 11 .\ C:X P I:l-r in r: n: J 







-.0020 g I . - - --- -
-.0024 
-S 0 S 16 24 32 40 4S 56 
ORBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE122) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB S.OOO RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX • 000 
SREF SSOO .0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 oPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 










-- .-~ ,El .- I,... 
-.0006 h-
II' "\ 




'"\ I~ }. -I I). 
'\ ., 
- .0010 .! 
-.0012 r.:: 
-













-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITWN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 Sl (CARRIER DATA) CRFE122) 
SYMBOL MilCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE'CE INFORM'TION 
0 .6Q2 'LPH'C 4.000 8ET'C .000 SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • LREF 321.7800 : N • ST'8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
oY .000 IOR8 6.000 
8ET~0 .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 











.00008 Q P- r.. j " IX r7:' -
a 
-1-- - . -- -. ,- I-).. .- - -
-r )-{ -








-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 18 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






















LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY e6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE122) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFCRH~TION 
o .S02 ALPHAC 4.000 SETAC .COD SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 













































BREF 234B .0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITleN. pe5lTIVE UP. DZ 





















LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI22J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 












SREF 2348.040J 'N. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. vc 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0628 g I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! ! ! I ! I I ! ! I I I I I I ~ 
.0624 E I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 51 
.062C 
.0616 
E I I 1--+-1 II II I I I I I I I I I I I ~1I:tf\[IJrfd 11- I I ~ 






...d-I Y I I\..l! 1119 
.0604 Jc( 
.0600 




.058e E ! I I I--IQ-H 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I II I I I ; 
.0576 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE123) 
MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
.603 ALPHAC 4.000 BEThC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX • 000 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 
8ETAD .000 OPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
2HRP 190.7500 IN. 2C 
SCALE .0125 ' 
~ I i '1111 'I'" 'I i, I T '111""" I Ii I" i" 111'1" 
.39 
.38Itttljjjj±t--H-HH-H-H-i++++++++I=td~W=Jjj 
.37~ I I I I I I I I 
.36;~jtttjj=t±Jjtrt~-r~~t+~~~~~~~~=tt ~ I I I I I : 
.35h I 1 I 1 1 1 1 
.34 ~ 1 1 I-Ittti=tttti+H~4H-H++-+-HH-P=l=l=!D 
::: 1IIIIIIIIIIIIllfIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII : 





11111111111 ! 111111111111111111111 : 
.26 E I I I l-aif I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
P"'!""""'!"'""",!·""""!,···,·",!",,,,,,·!,,.".".!",."..J.w!""'.,.,J""I",·I,·"I"·,I,,,·'·,··1,·"',···1··,,1,···'··,·'·,,,1,,·,1,··,1,·,·1 ... ·I···,I ... ~ 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~5ITIVE UP. 
60 64 
DZ 
FIG.227 CARRIER DATA. DRB. PRDXIMITY.ALPHAC=4.IDRB=8.BETAC=O. BETAD=O, RFE123 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI23) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
() .G03 ~LPHAC 4.000 BEHC .000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.n. 











BREF 2348.0400 I, .. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
~ : : ; 1"'1"""""'" '/'" """" "~'Iii "/""/"'" ""/' """'" '" """""""""" 'I'" """ "" "'" 'I" "'" "I'ii'I'" "'" '1'" 'I'" 'I' "'1""1' "'I' "'I" "I'" 'I'" 
- . 13f-+++-rtJ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
- . 14 LU __ tli-tt-H I I I I I I I I I I I I I ,I I I I , , ,- I I I I I I I 3 
-.15t I I I -~llllllllllllllllllllllllllla 
- , 16 E I I I I I Illb I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I II I I I ~ 
- • 17 ~ I I II I I I I tt.J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
- • 1.8 E I I I I I I I I I I K I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
191. I I I I I I I TTT I I I I~  ' I I I I 
-.2oE I I I I II I II rl:<~ I I I I II I I T T ' , , ~-. T T' I , , 
_,,1' I IT III II -11113 
.• , ~ ~. ~ [:, I I , I , , , 'T'l I-_I~b I I T I I I I I I I 
_ .22 . ", T I TT ;- + -i-+--< 
'fr.1 I r. 'V ~ I I I I I I T I I T I I I ~ ~rI ~I I I I I I T1 I ITT I T:t 
-.23P I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I -H 
- .24 e I I II I I I I I I I I I I I, I I I,' I I I I I I I I I I I I I 'I I I I 3 
- • 25 ~'" 1,,,·1,,·, I""'",, I"" I"" I",,, "''',,' ,I"" I, '" I"" I"" I .... I,,, ,1, .. .1, .. "" .. 1, ",I"" I .. " I, '" I"" I, .. ,I.", I .... 1 .... 1", ,I, '" I" .. I"" I" .. I .. " I"', I '" 9 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 





































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE123) 
H~CH 






• 0392 ;" ' . 
• 0390 
, 



















'"' r I\. 
] 





.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
• 000 
.000 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN • 
8REF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
B.OOO 
.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 

















-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. 
60 64 
DZ 

























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 S1 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE123) 
SYMBOL MACH 













































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO 1 N. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 






,~ It Pc 
~ )-... 'r' - . ~ . 
)-.. 
~ 
-8-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 
60 64 
DZ 
FIG.227 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PR(jXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,I(jRB=8,BETAC=Q, BETM=Q, RFE123 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY Cl6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE123) 
SVM80L M~CH P~RAMETR1C VALUES REFERENCE lNFORM~TION 
0 .G03 ALPH~C 4.000 BETAe .000 
SH8 5.000 RUODER .000 
ELEVON • 000 OX .000 
Oy .000 IORB 8.000 
8ETAO .000 DPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
yt'RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZI1RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 







-.0002 .r I~. 





., .0006 r-< 








-.0020 ~ ~ 
, ~





~ ~ 6 ~ ~ (2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6~ 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PG5ITIClN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.227 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=4.IDRB=8,BETAC=O, BETAD=O, RFE123 
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY OS SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE123) 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORI1A Tl ON 
0 .603 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 
STA8 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
or .000 IORS 8.000 
BE TAG .000 DPHI .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 














.00048 1<:: IC .~ ! 
1-
0 
.00040 v - I 
.00032 I I I -
I 
.00024 . h. .J. 
-
--
.00016 V II 
I 
.00008 
-P fir. ' , , ' 'OC b8 
I 
0 
- . '--r' " 











-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
ORB ITER VERT. 0 I SPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGS J Tl ClN. PelS n I VI:: Up, 
60 64 
OZ 
FIG.227 CARRIER DATA. JRB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IGRB=8,BETAC=O. 8ETAG=Q. RFE123 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY B6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE123) 
SYMBOL ~I~CH P~RAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORH~TlaN 
o . 603 ~LPH~C 4.000 BEHC • 000 
.000 
.000 











LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400' IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
vNRP .0000 IN. YC 
Z~IRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
5C~LE .0125 
.39 t:!'I'I""I""I"I'I'i"j"""'·'I'iI'I"","··,'·i',""1""1".11,',1"',1",\,,'1,,,,'11,,1111,,111""1""jlii'j'i"IIi,illi"I'"il,,",iiiil""jil"I"i'li'"11111111'9 















t I I 11- I I U I IJ I I I I I I I I I hJffl I I I I I I I I I IJJ 
J.jJ(-














I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 POI I I I I I I I I I I I I 
.25 p," I." +", I", ,I,,,, I " .. 1,'" L" +, .. I .. , '" ",I ",I",.!"" I ... I", -I,,' ,I,,, d,," 1" .. 1 .... 1"" I .... I" .. d" "I" .. 1 .. ,,1 ," ,I ... ,I,,, d, ",I, ,,,! .... L,, ", ... 1. "G 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PClSITlBN. PBSITlVE UP, DZ 























LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI [CARRIER DATAl (RFEI23) 
HhCH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFDRHhTION 
• 603 AlPHhC 4.000 8EThC .000 
SThB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 JeRB 8.000 
BEThD .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 







.0616 ~ C ),.1, ~ f:J" 
( :) }" J- \ 
.0608 ,C Ir.\ c p 0 C 
1M' -;; u 
.0600 ~ 'r' r.-
: H 'r-:-' 
.0592 ~ , h 
.0584 h~' s: ~ 





.0544 ~ 1m ----
.0536 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. paSITIVE UP. 
60 64 
DZ 





























LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY OS S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE124) 
SYMBOL M .... CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .SOO ALPHAC .000 BEHC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUO~ER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
OV .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
SREF 5500'.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1~3S.S000 IN. XC 
YHRP .ooon IN. YC 
ZHRP IS0.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.090 I , 
.085 
£. -~ 
.080 Leu '0 P po. :J 
. 075 >:t. J . 
'b f:lC u 








.050 f:.. t 
'r-
.045 




.025 ,- -- - , ,., --
-8 0 8 16 24 ~12 40 48 5S 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG.228 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=O,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE124 
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LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY B6 51 (CARRIER DATAl CRFE124J 
SVMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .600 ALPHAC .000 SETAe .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 55DO.OOO[] sa .FT. 
LREF 327.7800 I'J. ' 




.000 \..J XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
.000 IORS 4.000 
.000 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
.000 OPHI ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0]25 





I - .183 ~ 
- .184 , 
.. 
i - .185 e! 
5 1,1..( , II - .18
, 
: I r- ? - - Ir I - .187 
I 
















'f I , 
I '1 
17'-.1-'-- . E ' ,f--
. I.e 








- . 191 
- .192 
-.193 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIDN. PDSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.228 CARRIER DATA, QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE124 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI24J 
SYMBOL M~eH P~R~METRle VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 .600 ~LPH~e .000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORS 4.000 
BErnD .000 OPHI .000 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SC~LE .0125 












.., a I CA; , . 
l~tti±±tfR+~-~\"t-l~jti. Ir " f-H-+-I--1 "ll~flr-mn-I4Jj--1r1-+=lIL 
. -- - " --~ Hrs;:=-l. -HhL 
u ~ . f- __ --I-' h 
3, 'i I .... .,,+Jit-------
I t~I=±~4=+1=+=ti=t=EJ=t~±=F1=f'~il=t~i=f3=±=t=-








-8 c: 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEn P~SITION. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.228 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PRGXIMlrY.ALPHAC=O.I~RB=4.BETAC=O. BETA~=O, RFE124 
PAGE 1795 
,,-""r __ ~~._, ____ " _____ _ 
-.~ .. ~-.~~-.~--~---- -.~-.~------
' .. --
/ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE124) 
SYM80L M~CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFaRM~TlaN 
o .BOO ~LPH~C .000 8ETAC • 000 
.000 
.0(10 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 










8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 133S.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
: :::: r 1"" /"" I" "I'" r" I"" I"" I"" I"" I"" I "" I"" I"" I"" I hIi I"" I "" I"" I"" /" "I" 'l" 'I" "I" "I " .. I ""I" "I' "'I "" I" "I" "I'" "''''/''''/'' ' 
• o06o-E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H-~ 
I 01 b til' I Vi rt. 
-HHH-t8t\t~~lflTIJ-flll I I I I 1 1 I-
l-l~j I l~r;:APffil-~J~f I I I I I-I : 
~ 
II} 
E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 






































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER OAT') (RFEI24) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
o . GOO ALPHAC .000 8ETAC ,ODD 
.000 
.000 




































LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 














-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFEI24l 
SYMBOL M'-'CH P~RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o .600 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 



























I-I- 0- . or-
t~ 














8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. YC 
















, 11l _. o .
-4!1-1 -+-
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DiSPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.228 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=O,I~RB=4,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE124 
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LTV44-559CCA26} 747/1 ATY Cl6 Sl (CARRIER DATti) (RFE124) 
SYMBOL MhCH PhRhMETRIC VhLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 600 hLPHhC .000 B.ThC .001l 
S"S 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
OY .000 IORS 4.00ll 
SETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




.085 k ( 




.075 >+. J . 
:.\';' :).;< I~ 
.070 f, ( p 0 U-~ 
.065 ~ 1 
.060 ," i'" ) 
.055 hi 10. ir 





rI,. [h ! r.' 
. 040 
. 035 





.025 - .. -
"" 
~ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITICIN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.228 CARRIER DATA. DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=Q,IDRB=4.BETAC=Q. BETAD=Q. RFE124 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY es 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI24J 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SRE" 5500.0000 sa.FT • 
LRE" 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0524 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0520 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0516 E II I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
-I-I-H-I--¢ + I I I I I I I I I. I I I-l-I-H I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
:::~:Elttl'-fr 1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIa i IIIIIIIIIIII 
.0504 Ell 1 1 I 1 01 1 IT: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I· 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ~ 
.0500 E I I I I I-H I I \ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I· I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
:::::1 IIIIIIIII R~ I ~: :":0: : ~ 
.0488E I I I II I I I I I I I I-lll\l?f moo I ~ ~ b I I I I I I I I ~ 
.0484 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I:=[rrm II M It I ~ I WI \ ~ I I I I I I ~ 
.0480 t 1-1-1 I II I I I I I I I I I lH .. j...'!4 II II I I I I I I I I I I I j 
.0476·E I I I I I I· I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
.0472 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATEO peSITIeN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE125) 
M~CH PAR~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHAT[ON 
.604 ALPH~C .000 BEHC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
ov .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAe .000 OPHj .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 [N. 
XHRP 1339.9000 [N. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
































-8 ':4(jRB~TER\ER~. M5Pc2cE~~N/~R~~8MA?~0 ~g5d~(jN~4p~~~TI~£ u~~ 60 64 DZ 






























LTV44~559(CA26) 747/1 ATY G6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE125) 
SYMBOL. MACH 













































SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
yHRP .oooe IN. VC 







Ih 0 l:.( iN-: <:) I' 




f" c r:- iP 
,"" 
"':8 -'4 0 4 8 1'2 (6 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
DZ GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 Sl (CARRIER DATA) (RFE125) 
M~CH P~R~HETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORM~TlaN 
• 604 ~LPH~C .000 BET~C .000 SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER • OCID 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
8REF 2348 .040~ IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Oy 
.000 IORB 6.000 
BET~O .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 













±±tt=RtBtiiHfl±±tu++m=1±l+ff .- I I 
l.\ I"",···r-EOO __ • ~ U 





; I ti=t~~~2~=t±=t~~~= ±~i=~=+~t=~=t~~Fi=t±= I: 
t- ! ++ H H-1j II + -l- -1--1-1:---+--r-r-1-+ I - -1- --I- + + -l-
.0466 
.0464, , , 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 
60 64 
DZ 




























LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY CIS 51 (CARRIER D,'\TAJ (RFEI25) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC ,DOD BETAC ,000 
STAB 5,000 RUDDER .000 
ELEVON .000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN, XC 
OY ,000 IORB 6,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 




.0052 - _ .. -- .. 'c;: - .. - - --1-- - --+-- .--. 
.004S 





Q ~ --r-' -- _.I\-+-l-.!r-\\+-f-l--I-+-+-+--H-I-+--j!-+--l-H--I-+-+-+-+-1-l--f-I-t--;f 
.. - .. -l-l--I--l-l--I-+---:I 
.0032 
.002S 
- I !f 
- - ;:J~ 
r-t--t-t--t ~ ~ ,:.. 
[~ JG 1// 'b ~ 
.0'024 1,.1. D IQ ~ 1'( j CJ ·IT 




..:S -'4 6 4 8 1'2 I'S 20 2'4 2S 32 3'6 4'0 4'4 4'S 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.229 CARRIER DATA. BRB. PRBXIMITY.ALPHAC=O.IBRB=6.BETAC=O. BETAB=O, RFE125 
P>\GE 1804 









































LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFE125) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC .000 SETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUOOER .000 
ELEVeN • 000 ox .oeo 
SREF '5500. 0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
OV .000 IDRB s.ooo 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 









- c- '- -- ,.- -
.1 -- -. - 1 IIJ 
r ~ ~ i \ IT r 
-.0012 
I 1 \. 11-
'" 
'j' r ~ r 
-.0013 J . ).. l~ \J ,~ 
-.0014 hi H ~ 
-.0015 
-.0016 
-.0017 1/\ ~ 
-.0018 -
-.0019 
-.0020 <; T , 
-.0021 
-.0022 
. ' .. 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. 
60 64 
DZ 
FIG.229 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=O,I~RB=6.BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE125 
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LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 S1 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE125J 








































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327,7800 IN. 
8REF 2~48,0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
G,OOO 
.000 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 














-8 -'4 6 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24 28 32 36 4'0 44 48 52 56 60 64 
DZ ~RB!TER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED peSITIeN. peSITIVE Up, 
FIG.229 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=O.I~RB=6,BETAC=O. BETA~=O, RFE125 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI' (CARRIER DATA) (RFE1251 
SYMBOL MACH 
























































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.900D 1'1. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190,7500 IN, ZC 
SCALE ,0125 










-'8 ':4 0 4 8 f2 1'6 20 24 28 32 36 4'0 44 48 52 56 60 64 
DZ BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. 
FIG.229 CARRIER DATA, ~RB. PR~XIMITY,ALPHAC=O,I~RB=6,BETAC=O, BETA~=O, RFE125 
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SVMB~l. 
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II .. ..... .... 
t .0464, , , 
.. , . 
PARAMETRIC VAl.UES 
.000 BETAC • 000 
5.000 RUDDER .000 
• 000 OX ,OCtO 
.oon IORB 6.000 
.000 DPHI .000 
.. " " " " . , .. " " .. '" I H" "" "" 
. 
J 






SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF ~34e.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 




'" .. " "" " " " " "" " " "" 
.... 







- -\' ..... , I 
,../, V I'" ,1. 1\ 
y II 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
eRBITER VERT. DI5PLACEMEI~T FReM MATED pe5ITIeN. pe5ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.229 CARRIER DATA. ~RB. PR~XIMITY.ALPHAC=O, I~RB=6.BETAC=O, BETA~=O. RFE125 
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LTV44-55S(CA26J 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI26) 
SYMBOL MACH 


























































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2349.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
'"' '"' '"I 'HI 1111 1111 lilt 1111 1111 III' 1111 '" I "" "" "" II" ,,,, • II I .... 1111 "" ." 
..r. 















-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 





LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY e6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI26) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC .000 BETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
ELEVON .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB B.OOO 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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, r. 1.0-::l -.15 
- I.: to R 
, r 
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- .16 
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'r - .19 P=k.,.,.,I,.,.I, .. ,I,.,.I".,I,."I,."I",.I".,I" .. ,".,1,."1",,1,,,,1,., 1,··,1.··,1··.·1",.1,."1",·1""1",,1·.,·1,, .. 1,,,,I""I"··I,··,I,···I····!.,,,I·,,·I ... " 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 2-i 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATEO peSITWN. POSITIVE UP. 02 
FIG.230 CARRIER DATA, QRB. PRQXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IQRB=8,BETAC=O,BETA~=O, RFE126 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI26) 
M~CH PAR~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRH~TICN 
.SOO ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF ~~OO .0000 sa.FT • LREF 327.7000 IN. STAB ~.OOO RUDDER .000 
ELEVON • 000 OX .000 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 10RB 8.000 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
.0496 
.0492 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J I I {I I I I I I :J 
.048E E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
c: 
.0484 (j 
.0480H-1 1 1 1 1 !- Ip If-~ bl I d 00 I I I j 
.0476 1 1 1 I I rl1 
I 1-1/181 
.0472 1=n1 ! '1' E-
[01- Ib'1 \J.oJllu 
















.0440 ~" ,I", ! .. " L", 1·",1,. "I",·I",.J"" I, ,.,J .. " I,,, ,I", ,I", ,I", ,1,·,·1,·"1,,,, I ,.,' I"" I" "I." ,I" ,.1." I .. " I ,,,,I .. "I" ,oj" ,.1,,, ,I ,,,01 ,w I" ,·1,,·, l"" 1"'9 
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
-4 
FIG.230 CARRIER DATA, DRB. PRDXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IDRB=8.BETAC=O,BETAD=O, RFE126 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI26) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















STAB 5.000 RUDDER .OOC 
ELEVON .000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8P.EF 2348.0400 IN. 
,eRP 1339.9000 I~. XC 
Dr .000 JeRB 8.000 Y~RP .0000 I~. YC 
8ETA" .0UO OPHI .000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 







=tt -\ :~9+-+-+ n- If.:J J: '(;; 
" 0 I ~~ (2, t). 
" D\. 




~- '-\-+-~~--+-+--r-~~-~-~-~r~-+~-+-+-~-+-+~+-~~-+-~ 1 
"'"' w..,. .I., i. =p..wluujLwbuj=lu.u.\uuh=j...uJ..LL.j..uJlw...j,.uJ.u;,jw..L.w.\=luujLcu.L.u4w!ut4= 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.23D CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMI1Y,ALPHAC=D,IGRB=8,BETAC=D,BETAG=O, RFE126 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI26) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER • 000 
. ELEVON .000 ox • 000 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DY .000 IORS B.OOO 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 










M f..I '~ -I 1\ Lf f r}.,. f.( }. 
,-I, 
~ ~ ~ l- 1 '<. '\ If '\ I~ , 





:-f- h ,J, I\. ./ 
-.0018 
-.0020 





-.0028 :-f- I ... 
--
-.0030 
-'4 0 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24 28 :i2 :i6 4'0 4'4 4'8 52 56 60 64 68 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.230 CARRIER DATA, BRB. PRBXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IBRB=8,BtTAC=O,BETAB=O, RFE126 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI26) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .600 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
.000 
5REF 5500.0000 50.FT. 



















BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. lC 
SCALE .0125 
E-l--I-l-l-I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I d 
--iHi~ Wl I I I I I I I if' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I U 
.00041'--'- ~ -++-I-~-!-P\I--I--I-I-I-I-\I 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 








I~I ~ IT 
-.0001 
~III 1111111111 +-11111111111.'1111113 
-.0002+-+-
-.0003 
-4 0 4 8 i 2 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
0R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 






LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI26) 
SYMBOL H~CH P~RAHETRIC V~LUES 






















.000 BET~C .000 
5.000 RUDDER .000 
.000 ox .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN, 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. ~c 
OV 
BET~e 
.000 10RB 8.000 
.000 OPHI .000 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 




• DB+-+- .'-- 1..cI I, 












101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.01 
rT j-- I---I-l-I--pcf-"I--I-Q-l=:j-I=-I-H-I-I-W-l-I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 ('l II' 
-.011=\= 
-.02 








-4 0 4 8 I? 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.230CARRIER DATA, GRB. PRGXIMITY,ALPHAC=O,IGRB=8,BETAC=O,BETAG=O. RFE126 
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SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348. 0400 IN. 
X~qp 1339.9000 IN. XC 
8.000 
.000 
nlRP .0000 IN. vC 
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. 
W. W U 
-·1 0 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24 28 32 36 4'0 44 4'8 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPU'-:EMENT FROM MATED POSlTWN, POSITIVE up, DZ 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI27) 
SYMB~L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
0 .605 ALPHhC 2.000 BEThC • 000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER .000 
ELEV~N .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7600 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VI: 








I r 0. -? . 




.25 #. ):J 













w ..... ~\ , 
-8 0 8 16 74 32 40 49 56 ~, 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATEO P~SITI~N. P~SlliVE UP. DZ 

































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE127) 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 605 AlPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 RUOOER .000 
E~,EVCN .000 OK .000 
SREF SSOO.OOOO Sa.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
C'f .000 I~R8 6.000 
., SETAO 
.000 OPHI 7.500 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
- .155 :'T ITTlrH I'" 1111 IHI I'll '11' , .. , '''' "" ... 
- .160 d 
- .165 
- 1-' r!1. 
'<; 
- .170 
- 1-, E -
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-. 7S h . ~ 
- .180 1'1 
- .185 'P. 
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1- - --I- .-. - .- --, 
- .195 t:, 
'\ 
-.200 :lr. tt I'!-. 
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-.205 



















-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
BRBITERVERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 

























bw..~ ___ •. 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI27) 
SYMBOL MACH PAR~METRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .605 ALPHAC 2.DOO BETAC .000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 







































BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 










- +- + -
" ~' I-e-. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED peSITIeN. peSITIVE UP. DZ 



























SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRf' • 0000 1 N. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
5"hLE .0125 






.koQ I rIP. 1 1 1 1 I I\:. 
- .00 1 E 
- .0024._ 
-.0032 










-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
eRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FReM MATED peSITleN. peSITIVE UP. DZ 










































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI27) 
SYMBOL M~CH 












.000 5REF 5500.0000 5D.FT. 
.000 
.000 
LREF' 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.~000 IN. XC 
6.000 YMRP .UOOD IN. YC 
7.500 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.0036 ~i'iltii'III"liii(li'iil'ii'lt"llillil'lt'I'·iil'lil !"jij'i"jlii'lili'lillijiilillilijiil'liiiljiiiijl'iij,11'IIi,ijiilil'iiiI'Jlljiiiilliiillriljl'lipiiijiiiijiillj'iiil I"~ 
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.0024 E I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
.0020 t I I I I 1-% I I I I I 1 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I I 1 ~ 
.0016 E I I I I I 1+ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
.0012 E I I I I I I U I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
.nj. 
...: 
...: .000se I I I I I J. u_ t---~ I .1.1 !-JJ I). i ~I-+-
.0004 E I I I I l"lT U:Q.I01T 
o -F---------r-I------.---------~I I r.lIhr: 
I I I~ 







-s 0 S 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 









LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY ~6 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE127) 
SYMBOL MACH 



















SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
I lin '11 , ,~ 1111 







































N .~. \ T o 
-.00008 Ix: 
'IJ 










-8 r) 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P0SITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY Cl6 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI27) 
SYMBO~ MACH PARAMETRIC VA~UE5 REFERENCE INFORMAfION 
o .605 A~PHAC 2.000 SEHC • 000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO .FT • 











































8REF 234B. 0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
G 
I,.. ~ DO IJ 
"to 0 











L ... l4 t.ll1l.uu luu .. u 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT IRCIM MATEO·PClSITICIN. PClSITIVE UP. oz 
FIG .231 CAR. DATA. (jRB PRO X 1M •• ALPHAC=2, WRB·;6, BET AC=Q. BET M=Q. DELPHI =7.5. RFE127 
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LTV44~559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 06 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI27) 
SYM8C~ HACH REFERENCE INFDRMATICN 







SREF 5500.0000 59 .FT • 









8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9DOO IN. XC 
vHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 19D.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
: :::: r 1"" I" "I"" I" T" 1"" I"" I"" I"" I"" I "" I"" I"" I"" I" T" 'I"" I" "I"" 1"" 1"" 1"" I ""I" T" l'" I"" \'" r "I"" I"" I"" I" T'" I "'I 






~ I I I I I I I I I I I d I ~ !b 1 WM I I r I t¥ CjSJI ~? I I I I I I I ~ 
.0.556 











F I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I ;. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
F 1 1 I 1 1.81 1 ~~~'i'=t'=t' 11=t'~'~'=f,~,=t'=f' ~1=fljl~I=EI~I=fI=~I~I=fI=I~I=tljl=±1=i3lj 
- ,. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
- 8 0. 8 16 24 32 40. 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.231 CAR. DATA, ORB ?ROXIM.,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O,DELPHI=7.5,RFE127 
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI CCARRIER DATAJ CRFEI2BJ 
M~CH P~R~METRIC VALUES 
.SOS ~LPH~C 2.000 BET~C 
ST~B 5.000 El.EVON 
RUDDER .000 ox 
OY .000 IOR9 





























Lr.M I I I I I I 
Jd' 




5REF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 




-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
GRBITER VERT< DISPLACEMENT rROM MATED PGSITIGN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























~z- __ .. 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFE128J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
0 .606 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUDDER .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREI' 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
or .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 OPHI 7.500 
YMRP .0000 IN. rc 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
- .112 , 
- .120 
- .128 (I h u 
"' 
- .136 
i- - lb-' 
't/ 
- .144 '\. 
'i' 
- .152 ~ 




- .176 h 
1'>:-h 
-l' 
- .184 ~ )r. 
- .192 R 1"'1 
-.200 "'C Q 
" ~ 
-.208 .:J(: "11 . (. 
, 
-.216 .. , .. . __ J(:: 
-.224 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 




























LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY G2 SI (CARRIER DATAJ (RFEI28J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .606 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .oeo 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON S.OOO 
RUDDER .000 OK .000 
5REF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 








.0428 J' T liT IT 
<0426 ,.() IJ. }-" 











.0410 . . 
"" ~8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 



























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE12S) 
SV~IBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHHION 
0 • 606 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUDOER .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 VMRP .oooe IN. YC 
BETAO .000 DPHI 7.500 ZHRP 190.750D IN. ZC SCALE .0125 








-<r:' r'( r.? J. 
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-.0016 -I-J: ~ ~ .. Ll. t':) I.\:..l ~ Ii-J 










• I . I I 
--
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40· 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.232 CAR. DATA, eRB PReXIM.,ALPHAC=2,IeRB=6,BETAC=Q,BETAe=Q,DELPHI=7.5,RFE128 
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LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 CCARIHER DATAl CRFEI28) 
.-
-----., 
SYMBO~ MhCH PhRhMoTRIC Vh~UoS REFERENCo INFORMhTION 
0 .606 h~PHhC 2.000 BOThC .000 SRoF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
SThB 5.000 oLEVON 5.000 
RUDDER .000 OX • 000 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP [339.9000 IN. xC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
SEThO .000 DPH! 7.500 ZHRP [90.7500 IN. ZC 5Ch~E .0125 
.0024 
'" .". 1111 1111 "" 1111 .. " 11111"11 1111 II If 1111 1111 1111 rill 1111 1111 1111 1111 nn nn I'~ ~. UTI ~ un rill 1111 1111 '"' 1111 
.0020 
.0016 E- - - 1--
.0012 a i 
I 
.0008 1 
.0004 .,..., ~ .;A:. '-I 
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L , , l.UU 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
OR8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.232 CAR. DATA, ~RB PR~XIM.,ALPHAC=2, [~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=O,DELPHI=7.5,RFE128 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE12B) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .sos ALPHAC 2.000 SETAe .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUOOER .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. \C 
OY .ODO IDRB S.OOO 
SETAQ .000 DPHI 7.500 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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-.0002 
-.0003 









-.0007 I 1 I I ~ 
-.0008 
-.0009 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.232 CAR. DATA, GRB PRGXIM.,ALPHAC=2,IGRB=6,BETAC=O,BETAG=O,DELPHI=7.5,RFE128 
PAGE 1830 




















LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (RFE128) 
SYM80L M~CM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
0 .606 ALPMAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 327.7800 IN. 
RUOOER .000 ox .000 8REF 2348.0400 IN. XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IOR8 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAe .000 OPHI 7.500 ZHRP 190.7500 IN. lC SCALE .0125 
.30 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.232 CAR. DATA. ~RB PR~XIM.,ALPHAC=2. I~RB=6.BETAC=O,BETA~=O.DELPHI=7.5.RFE128 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI28) 
SyMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 





SREF 5500.0000 SC .FT. 










































.au I.u.u au uu 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFE129) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEveN 5.000 
RUOOER .000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP i339.9000 IN. XC OY .000 IORB 6.000 VNRP .0000 IN. VC 
BETAe 5.000 OPHI 7.500 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.296 
.288 
.280 r:-r -" 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 































LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI29J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 IILPH~C 2.000 SETAC .ooe 
SH8 5.000 ELEVON s.ooe 
RUDDER .000 OX • 000 
SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
Ov .000 IOR8 6.000 
BETAD 5.000 DPHI 7.500 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.233 CAR. DATA, ~RB PR~XIM.,ALPHAC=2,I~RB=6,BETAC=O,BETA~=5,DELPHI=7.5,RFE129 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI29) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~RAMETRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 603 ~LPHAC 2.000 BETAe .000 SREF 5500.0000 50.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.001l 
RUOOER .000 OX • 000 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
eREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
8ET .. ,<O 5.000 OPHI 7.500 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.0434 ] J 
.0432 ~ 
"\ 
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t .1 ,i., ,:. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS.TION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.233 CAR. DATA, ORB PROXIM.,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=5,OELPHI=7.5,RFE129 
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY G2 51 (CARR1ER DATA) (RFEI29) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .00;) 
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUDDER 
.000 OX • 000 
OV 
.000 IORB 6.00;) 
8ETAO 5.000 OPHI 7.500 
5REF 5500.0000 50. FT. LREF 327.7800 I~. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC VMRP .0000 IN. VC ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.005 ;P6 
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. 'uu au. u~uLu.u uu uul.u.J.JL..u.l . L..l.J.lluJ •• u. au IU4 uuluu J..u uu .I.1i Lu,d.LW uul.u.u 
-.ooa 
-a 0 a 16 24 32 40 4a 56 DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ FIG.233 CAR. DATA, QRB PRQXIM.,ALPHAC=2,IQRB=6,BETAC=O.BETAQ=5,DELPHI=7.5.RFE129 " 
, 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI29) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC • 000 SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT • 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUDOER .000 ox .000 
L_EF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.010D IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
oy 
.000 IORB 6.000 VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
SETAO 5.000 OPHI 7.500 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.0040 F LL_I_L 1 _1_ 1 ~ ___ I ,I J __ L L" 
.0032 
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-.0024 
- .0032 E I I I I H 1\ II I I I I~ I I I I I } I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
: ::::: H IIIIII~ IIII i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II 
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- .0056H : ; [-
- .CJ5~ L, 1.: . "li--+-+-tH--+-t-]l-+-+, 11-++--1 ,i,,,-!----l----i-ll ),---L-<---.l ; -'-----1----+i : .1--l-\--.,,,I,,,,I,,,+-H.I. ... I,, .I-++,,,,I....I..+-+-,,I,,,,I,,,,l-+-+I,,,,L.I,,~ .. LH
-8 C 8 ,6 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.233 CAR. DATA, ORB PRDXIM.,ALPHAC=2,IDRB=6,BETAC=Q,BETAD=5,DELPHI=7.5,RFE129 
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAJ (RFEI29J 
SYMBOL MACH 

















SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF n7.7eOO IN. 
OREF J3o\B.Oo\OO :N • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE -J125 
: :~:: r I"" 1"" I"" I" "I"" I"" I"" I"" 1"" 1"" I"" 1"" I"" I"" I"" I"" \"" I"" I"" \"" \"" I"" I"" 1''' l'" I"" I"" 1"" I"" 1"" \"" I"" \"" 1'''' I'" I 
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. : 1 1 1 1 _ -f- __ 1 J Q : 
.0020 I (. I 
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1-- --1- - - -, ,~ 1 I I I I I I I ~ 
.00 12 ~ f.:JC 1 1 1 • 1 I I 1 I I I ,1 I I I ~ 
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1 IIII t 1111111111111~ IllY 
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-8 0 8 15 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT ~R~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
























LTV4~-~59(CA26) 747/1 ATY B2 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI29) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















STAB 5.000 ELEVON S.OOC 
RUDDER .000 OX .000 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRp 1339.9000 IN. XC 
ov .000 IORS G.OOO VMRP .0000 IN. vC 























""-'+.w.J..w.w.u...W+.w.J..wili='=*.w.J..w.t.u.uJ",,*u.ili.uU,uw-'-l'-1 0"""0 !~: cwl=-,-;', ' I .I. 
-8 Q a 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RB!TER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIDN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.233 CAR. DATA. GRB PRGXIM .• ALPHAC=2, IGR8=6.BETAC=O.BETAG=5.DELPHI=7.5.RFE129 
PAGE 1839 
.~ 
;-~- ... , 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY ~2 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI29) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEveN 5.000 
RUOOER .000 ox .000 
DY .000 !CRB 6.000 
BETAO 5.000 OPHI 7.500 
REFERENCE lNFOqMATION 
SREF 5500.DOCO SO.F f • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 IN. 
X~RP 1339.9003 IN. XC 
YMR~ .00:;0 IN. VC 
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J 't .j I. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 55 
QRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ -~-






























LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) CRFE130) 
SYMBOL MhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAe -s.OOO 
STAB S.OOO ELEVON S.OOO 
RUDDER .000 OX .000 
SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xC 
OY .000 IORB 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN. vC 
BETAO .000 DPHI 7.500 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
.312~ I I I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I : 
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.216 t I I I I 
-, '( 
.208 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.234 CAR. DATA,~RB PR~XIM.,ALPHAC=2, I~RB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O,DELPHI=7.5,RFE130 
PAGE 1841 
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LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY ~2 SI (CARRIER DATAl CRFE130l 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO • FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.0CO 
RUDDER .000 OX .oeo 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP I339.9CJO IN. Xi: 
ov .000 IORB 6.000 YftRP .cn~o IN. 'IC 
BETAO .000 DPHI 7.500 ZMRP 190.',":0 IN. ZC SCALE .C:15 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 

























LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) CRFEI30) 
SYMBOL M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORM~TION 
0 .602 ~LPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUDDER .000 OX .000 
5REF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7BOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
DV .000 IORB 6.000 VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
BETAO .000 DPHI 7.500 ZMRP IGO.7S00 IN. ZC SCALE .0125 
HI 1111 
'" I 
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.0390 I I I 
.0389 E L I 
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g J .I. .I. I ~ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.234 CAR. DATA,GRB PRGXIM.,ALPHAC=2, IGRB=6,BETAC=-5,BETA~=O,DELPHI~7.5,RFE130 
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SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XHR? 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
2MR? 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCAI! .0125 
-
, f.-j . 
Ii-
7: Jr., , r. 
16 
."'( 
-8 0 8 15 24 37 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


































LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI30) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 sa .FT • 
STAB 5.000 W;:VON 5.000 
RUDDER .000 OX .000 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 





























































PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
RUDDER .000 OX • 000 
OY .000 IORB 6.0(10 
BETAO .000 DPHI 7.500 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .O:'C'{J IN. VC 
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-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITI0N. P05ITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.234 CAR. DATA.BRB PRBXIM .• ALPHAC=2.IBRB=6.BETAC=-5.BETAB=0.DELPHI=7.5,RFE130 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (RFEI30) 
M~CH P~R~METRIC V~LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.602 ~LPH~C 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEveN 5.000 
RUDDER .000 OX • 000 
OV .000 IORB 6.000 
BE TAO .000 OPHI 7.500 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PG5ITIGN. PG5ITIVE UP. DZ 
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SREF 5500.000r 50 .FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOU IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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i, 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG.234 CAR. DATA,OR8 PROXIM.,ALPHAC=2.IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAC=O,DELPHI=7.5.RFE130 
PAGE 1848 
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___ . __ ~_ ... _JL_ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LR£F 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936 .6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
lMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
5CALE .0125 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIoN 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY C2 SI 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/t ATY 02 51 
LTV44-5S9(C~26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA761 747/1 !tTY 0251 
LTV·14-559CCA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 

















































































-Ion 10 20 10 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
.60 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 9]6 .6900 IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .o~no IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .012~ 
= 1111 
1111 IlII 1111 ". I 
• 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETAO BETAC ELEVeN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(KFEI05 ) ~ LTV44-559[CA261 747/1 A;Y 02 51 [ORBITER DATA) -5.000 s.OOO SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • «FEI06) LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 [ORBITER DATAl -s.OOO 5.000 LREF 474.2100 IN. (KFEI07 ) LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ~TY 02 51 [ORBITER DATA) -S.OOO 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN. ["E030 ) LTV4-1-559(CA26) 747/1 HY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 5.000 XHRP 1(09.0000 IN. xO (K~E032 ) LTV14-559[CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. yo (K'"E034 ) D LTV14-559(CA2S) 747/1 ",TV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 s.OOO Z~IRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .01.25 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 235 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
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O~TA SET 5VMBOL CONFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
(KF'"EtoS) ~ LTV44-559tCA26) 747/1 An 0251 (.-:FEtC6) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 I\':Y 02 S1 
(KFE!07) LTV44-559(CA?6) 747/1 I\TY 02 51 
(I'\;'-E030) U .... 44-559(C"26) 747/1 ATY 0251 
(If.FE032) L TV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 
[KFE034) D UV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
(ORBITER DATA) 
(ORBITER DATA) 
(ORBt TER DAT/I) 




5REF 26'90.0000 50.>=';. 
ll~EF 474.810C :. 
BRE!=' g36.GBOe 11' ... 
XM~P 1109.0000 j~~.';O 
yr.:RP .0000 IN. yo 
ZMRP 375,OO~O IN. ZO 
SCALE .01.5 
- .12E 1 1 1 1 1 I-H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR,.ION DESCRIPTION 
(IIFEIOs1 ~ (IlFEIOo) 
c I\FEln;' ) 
( KFE03C' ~ 
(KF"E032 J (IIFE034 J D 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-S59(CA26) 7·17/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTv44-559(CA26) 747/1 "Tv 02 51 
L'r'~H-559(CA26} 747/1 ATY 02 Sl 
L7\o"14-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
(ORBITER DATA) (ORBITER DATAl 
(QR81'rER OllTi-: (ORBITER DATA) 
















SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT. 
LREF 474.B100 IN. 
BREF 936.6BOO IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YI'lRP .0000 IN. YO 
lMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
_ .02 fl' j 'I" I j I'" 'I"" I"" I" iil"l If" i '1 1111 I"" I" "I "'" II 'I"" I' i "I" "I" "i 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 235 LAT-OIRECT AER0 VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
(A)MACH = rn .o~ PAGE 1853 























OAT A SP SVMBOL 
(LFEt05) i fLFE(06) (LFEI07) (LFE030 ) 










LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATV 02 51 
LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATV 02 51 
LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-5S9{CA2S) 747/t An 0251 
LTV44-~59(CA26} 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV~t'1-55~HCA2b) 747/1 "TY 02 51 
m m 
1'-- -.- "-,.- --
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
SRE-;; 2348.0400 IN. 
X"'1RP 1339.9DOeJ IN. xc 
Y!"RP .0000 IN. VC 
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-10 n 10 20 30 40 sa 60 70 ., 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRO~ MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
.60 PAGE 1854 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(L~EI05 ) ~ (L~E 106 ) 













LTV44-559rCA26) 747/\ IITY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 0251 
LTV44-559{CA]6) 747/\ ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA]&J 747/1 IITY 02 51 
LTv44-~59(CA26) 747/1 IITY 02 51 
lrV44-5~9(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 
















(CARRIER DATA J (CARRIER DATA) 
(CARRIER DhTA) (CIIRRIER DATA) 
(CAf~RIFR DATA) (CARRltR IlATA) 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .7BoO IN. 
BREF 234B .0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .oono IN. vc 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LFE105) i LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) (LFEtOS) LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 /l.Tv 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
(LFEID7 l LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIE~ DAHl 
(LFE030) L1V44-SS9(CA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 (CARRIER Oo'\T.\) 
(LFE032 l LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARR(ER DATAl 
















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
EREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 If'll. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
• LJ2 2-en'T"tTJTrTq" i I pii 'I"" i"' 'I' I i I (TTTTlTTT1'flTTtJT1TTJlTTffTT1TJTTT1T' 'Ii, ' i' I, liiil"" ji Iii I'''' I'" '1""1"" i J II llii' i I Iii 'Iii "i' tlii'" , ill i 'I" "Ii I "I' I i 'I' iii I' i~ 
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H-H-H-++ I +- I---I--I--I--+++-I---H-H---H--I-I-I---H--+ I I 1-1--1--1-. 
.0 16 til 1 1 1 I 1 -1-1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 +-1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 
.014-f--+-l 1 1 1 1 i--I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I ~ 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 235 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(OFEI05) § LTV44-559[CA261 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER OAH) (OFEI06) LTV44-559CCA761 747/1 ATY 02 SI (cRBfTER DATAl 










SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 474.B100 IN. 
BREF 936 .6900 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. xo 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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(.~) MACH = 
-10 !J 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
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DATA SET SVMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
COCOFEtOS) § LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 ~CCFEI06) LTV44-5S9CCA2S) 747/1 ATy 0251 






























































-.007 - T : 
! , -.008 
r ; i 
~ , I 1" .. 1.".1.. .. 
- -
"'-' 
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(ORBITER DATA) (ORBITER DATA) 



















5REF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LRE' 474.8100 IN. 
BRE' 936.6800 IN. 
xMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
vHRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 235 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 




































































(0I'"EI05) § LTV44-559(CA26) 74'111 A,V O~ 51 (ORBITER DATA) (OFEI06) LTV44-559(CA26) 147/1 AT'- 0: 51 (ORBITER DATA) (OFEI07) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 f.T" 02 51 (ORSITER DATAl -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 
ill nn = I'll nn 
" '" f 
,m nn = lifT ~, , 
.004 
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.001 
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~ Y-t o 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936 .6800 IN. 
XMOP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. vn 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(OFEI05) § LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) (OFE106) LTV44-S59(CA26) 74711 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) 
(OFEI07) LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DHA) 
". "" 
,,,, 
" " " " "" '" I 
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'" .. " "" '"' 1111 
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SREF 2690.CuC~ SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREI' 93&.6800 TN. 
XMRP 110~.COOO IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 :N. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 235 LAT-&IRECT AERD VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
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O~T~ SET SYMBOL CON,IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 








































J .. J...d 










SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8RE' 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1:39.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 





40 50 60 70 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 235 
(A H1ACH = 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
.50 PAGE 1861 
OAT A SET SYMBOL CCNF IGURJiTlClN OESCRIPTI ON BETAIJ 
COztPFEtOS) § LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 













SREF 5500.0000 5C.FT, 
LREF 3~7. 7800 IN. 























































XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YflRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
II, "" "" "" '"' "" '"' '"' '"' .... '"' '"' '"' '"' "" '"' "" "" '"' "" 01" '"' "" "" "" '" ... 11 "" '"' "" 
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FIG. 235 
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LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
.EO 
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PAGE 1862 
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O'T' SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(PFEI05) § LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) (PFEIOG) UV44-559(C'2G) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DAn) (PFE!07) LTV44-559(C'26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
u .005 I I 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT i 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
YMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 







40 50 60 70 I-
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LAT-OIRECT AERQ VS OlLZ, ALPHA747=O.O 
.50 



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ItFEOBO) ~ LTV44-S5S(CI\26J 74:7/1 IITY 02 51 (ORBITER OAT") 
(KFE081) LTV44-S59(CA261 747/1 ATV C2 51 (ORBITER OA1.o\) 
(KF"EOB2) LlV41-559(CA:;61 747/] ATY 02 51 (ORB!TER DATO 
(KFE045) LTV44-559(CAZS) 7471( ATV 0251 {ORBITER DATAl 
(K"E046 J LTV44-55S(CA26J 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) 
















5RE" 2690.0000 5Q."T. 
LREF 474.8100 {!'II. 
BRE" 936.6BOO I'" 
xMRP IIOS.OOOO IN. XO 
yMRP .0000: N. YO 
2MRP 375 • 0000 ! N. 20 
SCALE .0125 
: : : 1"'/" "/" "/ ""/" "/" "/" "/" "I" "/ ""/" "/" "/" "/" "H" "/'" '/" "/" "/" "/,,"/,,"/" "/" "/" "I'" '1""1" "I" "I" "1""1 ""I " "/"" IlJ 
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FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ. ALPHA747=2.0 
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OAT' SET SYMBOL CCN'IGU~ATION DESCRIPTION 
(KCEOBO ) 




~ LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 51 t LTV44-559tCII:6) 747/1 ATy 02 51 LTv44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 SI LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 Cl LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0, 51 
(ORBITER DATA) (ORBITER DATA) (OR81TER DATA) 
















SREF 2690.0001) SO. FT • 
LREF 474.BIOt! IN. 
BREI' 936. 6BO[1 IN. 
XMRP 1109.000G' IN. XI) 
YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
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(A JMACf-I = 
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- 1 0 ~J 10 20 ]0 
0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATEO 
LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 
.5:J 
~.~~-.--,~--~.--.- --.-
40 50 60 70 
P0SITI0N, P0SITIVE UP. DZ 
PAGE 1865 












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONF!GURATION DESCRIP~CN 
8 LTV44-S~9CCA2G) 747/1 AT 02 51 LTV44-S59(C~26) 747/1 AT 02 51 ~ LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 AT 0251 LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 AT 02 51 LTI/44-559(CA26) 747/1 Af· OJ'SI Cl LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 AT 0251 
(ORBITER DATA) (ORBITER DA1A) 
(ORBlTER DA 1 II) 
(C1R8tTER DATfI) 
(ORBtTER 0,,11\) 
















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 1 N. 
XNRP 1109.0000 I~. XO 
YMRP .0000 1!\1. vo 
ZHR~ 375. 0000 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 236 
(A)MACH = 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 


























































D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[KFEDBO) ~ LTV44-,,9[CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 [ORBITER DHA) [KFEOBI) LTV44-,,9[CA26) 74711 ATV 0251 IORBlTER DHA) 
[KFEOB2) LTV44-,,9[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 [ORBITER DAH) 
[KFE045) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ~rr 0251 IOR8ITER DATA) 
















5REF 269G.OuoO 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936.6BOO IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
vMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
5C~LE .012' 
.05 ell 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
or \ \ \ \ \ \ \ I \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ I I I I I \ jJ 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 























































OhTA SE·T SYMBOL CCNF'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(Ki=EOBO) ~ LTV44-S'59CCA2SJ 747/1 ATV 02 SI (KF.OBI ) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (KFE082) . LTV44-559(CA26J 74711 HV 02 51 
(I"FO,I'; I LTV44-S,9(CA261 74711 An 02 51 (K'E04.) LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 
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FIG. 236 
lA)MACH = 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED 



















5R.F 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP Ilue.oooo IN. xo 
VMRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZMRP 375.0000 1'1. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
, 
. I "1,.,1""1,·,,1,,,, 
40 50 60 70 



























DATA SET SYMBOL CON, I GURAT ION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xe 
YMRP .0000 IN. ye 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 236 
CAlMACH = 
LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 



































. '--~ -_ .... __ .- --- -- _ .... _._. __ . --'"'- -.-
DI\T-'\ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















lTV44-S59(CA2S) 747/1 I\TY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER OHA) 
LTI'44-559(CA261 74711 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER OATA) 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 [CARRIER DATA) 
'" , "" " " 
'II , 
"II 
'" I "l! 
1111 on ,'1'1 nil In! Tn' 1111 
-" " "" 
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-.022 E I 11.\.,., 
-.024 L I 
SETAO SETAC ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-5.000 5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
-5.000 5.000 LREF 327.7800 iN. 
-5.000 5.000 8REF 2348.0400 . 'j. 
.000 5.000 XMQp 1339.9000 ."J. XC 
.000 5.000 YMRP .0000 iN. YC 
.000 5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
,n'I"1I lin " II 1111 lin 'Ill " ... '" I "" III' 
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FIG. 236 
CAlMACH = 
GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ. ALPHA747=2.0 











































DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[LI'EoBo) i LTV44-559[Ch26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER oHA) [LFEoBI ) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 [CARRIER DHA) 
[LFEOB2) LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER DATA) [LFE045) LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 [CARRIER DATA) 
















5REF 5500.0000 5a .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 23 6 LAT-DIRECT AER VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 
(A)MACH = .60 PAGE 1871 



























































O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 

































-.08 .. .. . . . , uu 

















SREF 26S0 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.S100 IN. 
SREF 936.6800 IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. xo 
YHRP .0000 IN. VA 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 
(AJ~~CI-f = • Cjlj PAGE 1872 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
OCZCQFEOBOl § LTV44-559(CA26l 74711 ATV 0251 (0'E081 1 LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 


















































































SREF 2690.0000 5a .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6BOO IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. xa 
VMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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fjRBITER VERT. GISPLACEMENT FRfjM MATED PfjSITWN. PfjSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 























































































-.007 ~ § 













-10 0 10 20 30 
~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 
.60 
SREF' 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
eREF 936.6800 ! N. 
XHRP 110S.0000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
2HRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
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O~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 










SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8100· IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AERQ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 




















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C PFEoaO 1 § LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/t ATY 02 51 (CARRIER OI\TAl (PFEOSI 1 LTV44-559(CA2Sl 747/1 ATY 02 5t (CARRIER DATAl 
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SREF 55~~.ODO) SO.F' 












GRBITER VERT. OISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 
(A)MACH = .60 PAGE 1876 
--.,.' 
DATA SET SYM8~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
~!PFEDBO) § LTV44-5S9(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER DATA) 
~\PFE081 ) LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER DATAl 
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SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 ' 
cr 
W 
D -20 -10 0 i 0 7.0 30 40 50 60 70 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED PBSITIBN. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 236 LAT-DIRECT AERQ VS DELZ. ALPHA747=2.0 
(AJMACH = .50 PAGE 1877 




























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 












SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 iN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XM~P 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
H-f I I I I 1--1.-/ I I I I I f--H-H I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I ~ 
.003 
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FIG. 236 
(A)MACH = 
LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0 
























DATA SET SYMBOL 
(KfEIOI] ~ (KfE1021 (KFEI03) (KrEOB9 ) 










SREF 2690.0000 sQ.FT • 















LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA] 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATy 02 51 (ORBITER OATh) 
'11 "" '" , "" 1111 1111 
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FIG. 237 
CA)MACH = 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
.60 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6BOO IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. xO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
2MRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[KFEIOI) ~ L TV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CCRBITER aHA) [KFEI02) LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 CCRBITER aATA) (KFEI03) LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATY 02 51 CCRBITER al,TA] 
(KFEOB9] LTV44-559[CA26] 747/1 ATV 02 51 [ORBITER DATA] 
[KFE090] LTV44-559(CA26] 74711 ATV 0251 [ORBITER DATAl 
















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF .... :4 .B100 JlI!. 
BREF ;;l..!5.6800 :t~. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. xo 
YflR? .0000 IN. yo 
ZMR? 3'/5.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.ll14 : 1m m, 1m "fTIT'''JTM''JTMTflTTmrr 
.012 If 
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FIG. 237 
(A)MACH = 
LAT-DIRECT AER0 VS DELZ. ALPHA747=4.0 









































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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5REF 2890.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938.6800 IN. 
xMRP 1109,0000 IN, XO 
YHRP ,0000 IN. YO 
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FIG. 237 LAT-DIRECT AfR~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 























































(KFEIOI) ~ LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATY 0251 (ORBITER Of,TA) 
lKFEI02) LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) (KFEI03) LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
(KFEOB91 LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATV 0251 (ORBITER DATAl 
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-10 0 10 20 30 
ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED 
LAT-CIRECT AERQ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
.50 
.-,-
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IK. 
8REF 936.6BOO IN. 
XMRP I ;09.0aoo IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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(KFEIOI) ~ LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER OATA) (KFEI02) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) (KFOJ03) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 CORBITER DATA) 
[KFEOSS: LTV44-55S(CA26J 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) (KFEOSO) LTV44-55S[CA26J 747/1 ATY 0251 [ORBITER DATA) ("FEOSI J D Ll'V44-559(CA2SJ 747/1 ATY 02 51 CORBITER DATA) 
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DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED 
FIG. 237 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
CAJt1ACH = .00 
SREF 2590.0000 5Q .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6900 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .Oi25 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGUR~TleN DESCRIPTION 
(LFE10l) ~ LTV44-55S(CA2S) 747/1 ATV 02 51 CC~RRIER DATA) (LFEI02) LTV44-55S(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
I LFE(03) LTV44-559ICA26) 747/1 ATy C2 51 ICARRIER DATA) 
I LFEOBS ) LTV44-55SICA26) 74711 ATY 02 51 [CARRIER DATA) 
ILFE09D) LTV44-55S[CA26) 747/1 AIY 0251 [CARRIER DATA) 
[LFEOSI) D LTV44-55S[CA26) 747/( ATY 02 5( [CARRIER DATA) 
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5R~F 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2349.0400 ! N. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 237 
(A )MACH = 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
.60 
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... ...., .. ~ 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETAO REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 
~ 










SREF 5500.0000 SQ .FT • 
[LFEI021 LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 AT"! 02 51 [CARRIER DHAl 
[LFEI03 1 LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATV 02 51 [CARRIER DAHl [LFE089 1 LrV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 [CARRIER DATAl (LFE090 I • LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATV 0251 [CARRIER DATAl 






LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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IIIIIII nrtitj~llllllll 
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0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0SITI0N, P0SITIVE up, DZ 
FIG, 237 LAT-DIRECT AERB VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 






































DATA SET SYMSOt. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(t.FEIOI) i t.TV44-559[CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 [t.FEI02 J t.TV11-559CCA26) 74711 ATV 02 51 (LFEI03) LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATV 02 51 [LFE089) LTV44-559[CA2SJ 747/1 ATY 02 51 [LFE090) LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 
[LFE091) D LTV44-559CC'26) 747/1 ATY 0251 
[CARRIER DATAl [CARRIER DATA) 


















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
EREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. ye 
ZMRP 190.750G IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
: ~:~ r I"" I"" I" 'EEl"" I" "I"" I"" /"" 1"" I"" 1"" /"" 1"" 1"" I"" I""; "":'''':'''';'' ";"";"";"";'''';'''';'''';'''':'''':"'':'''':'''':'''':''': 
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FIG. 237 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
CAJMACH = .SO PAGE 188S 
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OATh SET SYM8~l C~NFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFaRt'~T10N 
SREF 2690.0000 Sc.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936.6800 IN. 
XMR? IIOS.OOOO IN. Xa 
YMR? .0000 IN. YO 
2M"? 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 












-\0 0 10 20 30 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED 
LAT-DIRECT AEP~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
.60 
40 50 60 70 













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETAO SETAe REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ZOl(OI='EIOl) § LTV44-5S9{CA2S) 747/1 IITY 0251 CClRBITER OllTA) (OFEI02) LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 "TY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) 








SREF 26SO.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN~ 
BREI=' S'36 ~6eoo IN. 







































YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.004 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I g 
.003P I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I : 
.002 ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
Io-++-+-H-I-I--I-I-~-+-+- 1 I I I-H-I-~-l 1 1 1 1-1-1 1 1 1 1 I-I-l-H 
.001 C I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : 
o g I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I II I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
-.00 1 P I I I I I I I 1-1-1 I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I 1 I 3 
-.002kt-llt·11-1·~ N 
- .003 Ell 1 1 1 -1-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I d 
- .004 Ell 1 1 1 1 I I I I I j I I I I I I 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I I ~ 
-. 00;i E f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I d 
- .006 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ~ 
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FIG. 237 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
. . (A Ji~ACH" .>;0 PAGE 1888 
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(OFEIOl) § LTV44-S59CCA2S) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER D.'TA) 
C 0F"£102) LTV44-SSSCCh2S) 74711 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) (OFEI03) LTV44-55S(CA2S) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CRBUER DATA) 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 m. 
8REF 936.6800 IN. 




vMRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 237 LAT-DIRECT AER[j VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 





O~TA SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
yMRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .OI2~ 
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FIG. 237 
(A)MACH = 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 


























































OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(PFEIOll § LTV44-559(CA26l 74711 ATY 0251 (CARRIER OATAl [PFEI02l LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 [CARRIER ~ATh) 
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REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
5R_F 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 237 
(A1MACH = 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGU~ATICN DESCRIPTION 
OOZe PFEIOI) § LTV44-559CCA261 747/1 ATV 02 51 
>- (PFEI02 ) LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 UC PFEI03) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 
. 
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o -20 -! 0 0 10 20 30 40 
FIG. 237 
(AJMACH = 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. 
LAT-DIRECT AErtG VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
~~ 
.0'...1 
... -. -"~,"--""".'"~----~-~ 
RE~ERENCE INFORMATIDN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.P. 
LREF "27. 7BOO IN. 
BREF 234.8.0400 1 N. 
XHRP 1339.9000 1 N. xC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 
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DATA SET SVHBO" CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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RE,ERENCE HIFORHA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
"REF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9COO IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 237 
[AJMACH = 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0 
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DATA SET SYMBuc CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MFE03S) ~ LTV44-SS9(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 0251 (aRBITER DATAl (MFE03S) LTV44-SSSICA2S) 747/1 ATV 0251 laRBITER DATAl 
I MFE037) LTV44-55SICA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 51 [ORBITER DATA) 
(MrE030) L TV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 loRBITER DATAl 
(HFE032) L TV44-,59(CA26) 747/) ATY 02 S) (ORBI TER DATAl 























SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.SBOO IN. 
XHRP liDS .0000 IN, XO 
YHRP ,QOOO IN. yo 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
:: :,R""I""I""I""I""I""I"'l"'I""I""!""r"'I""!""!""!""!""!""!,"'!,"'!""!""I""!""I""I""I""I""!""!""I""!""!""I""1"'1 
.14E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETAO BETAC ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MFE035 J ~ LTV44-55S(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 5.{lDO .000 5.000 SREF C MFE036 J LTV44-55S(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 5.000 .000 5.000 LREF C MFE037 J LTV44-55SCCA26J 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 5.000 .000 5.000 BREF (MFE030) LTV44-5S9(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl .000 .000 5.000 XMRP (MFE032 ) LTV44-S59(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl .000 .000 5.000 YHRP C MFE034 ) D LTV44-55S(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 ZMRP SCAL'"; 
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1I0S.0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
375.0000 IN. 20 
.0125 











ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=S.O 
(A )I'oACI-I = .60 PAGE 1895 







































DATA SET SYMBOL 
(MFE035 ) ~ (MFE036 ) (MFE037 ) (MFE030 ) (MFE032 J (MFE034 J D 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATV 
LTV41-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 
LTV14-SS9(CA26J 747/1 ATV 
LTV11-S59(CA26J 747/1 ATV 
LTV14-559(CA26J 747/1 ATV 
LTV41-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 
02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
02 51 :ORBITER DATA) 
02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
SETAO BETAC ELEVON 
5.000 .000 5.COO 
5.000 .000 5.000 
5.000 .000 5.000 
.000 .000 5.000 
.000 .000 5.000 
.000 .000 5.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.000U SO.FT • 
LREF. 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6BOO IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. xa 
YHRP .0000 IN. va 
ZMRP 375.0aDO IN. za 
5CALE .C.125 
.022 E' i'l ii", j' 11'1'" i 1 'i",'" '1"1",,, 'I" II , •• 1'1,1", i., 'I" I 'I" j iii, I ilL II iii", I II' i I' Iii ",I, I'" i ". Ii I ""j'" 'I,I •• I' Iii ,,31'1""""'1 Ii i '1""1' iii I II "1' ,j'I' , "I' Lifl 
.020 r ~ 
.01Bt 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 j 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 
.016t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I- 1 1 1 1 1 1·+ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 
.0141: 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 
F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 \- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 
.012E 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 
I I 
I 
f-l-I- Un-- ~ .. --_ ...... -' 
~- . 
-~ .. ~- .. -.+ 
u-4J I ..+. I + t-Il~i 
• , , I, I,' I I! l-U.t- fFT'i'TTTTT-r 1 I ! ~ , I, , 
I I ' , I I . . .' i.' ,- ~I ILL L ~ I J 
.. I I . I l- TWit _ .. ±=ffftrITi 11+ ".,' 
1 III I I i Il?V·..-.. _ .. '-I~t 4" --.- lTT1 ! 111' I III H3 
- .006 LI." i,,,.' ""I", 1,.Ju..L~ ,.~L 1. ,,-=lu..L~ .. ':t= ' .. ,,1., ,I, ,1....L.l.J..J-",,1 " , 1,·,,1',,<1,",1.. 1......L.uiI 
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- 1 0 :; I 0 20 30 ~ 'J 50 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE 
FIG, 238 LAT-DIRECT AERG VS DELZ, ,~LPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=S.O 



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA~ BETAC ELEVnN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MFE035 ) (HFE036 ) (MFE037 ) 
t MF[030 ) (MFE032 ) ( MFE034 ) ~ LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) 5.000 .000 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT • LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 SI (ORBITER O'TA) 5.000 .000 5.000 LREF 474.BIOO IN. LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 5.000 .000 5.000 BREF 936,6800 IN. LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 AiY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO LTV44-5S9(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VO D 
.02 
o 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 ITTIITI7UTn,"~~~~~~~:; I'" 
=- - - :::-~~::::;t-Hr-~·i-IH--HH---f-H--I-I-l--l-W--l-I-l-L[ 
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0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P0SITI0N. P0SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT ALR~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=S.O 
. CAlMACH = .00 PAGE 1897 













DATA SET SVMBOL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(N'ED3S1 ~ LTV44-S59(CA261 747/1 ATV 02 SI (ORBITER DATAl (MFE0361 LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl (MFED371 LTV44-559(CA261 74711 ATv 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
(M'EDJD 1 LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 lORBITER DATAl (M'ED32) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 lORBITER DATAl 
(M'E034 1 D LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATv 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 

















w ~ -.30 
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SRE' 2690.0000 sO.n. 
LREF 474.8100 iN. 
8REF 936.6800 IN. 
XMR? 1109.?000 IN. xo 
VHR? .0000 IN. Vo 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT r.R~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=5.0 



























DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(N,E035l ~ LTV44-559(CA2In 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl [NFE036l LTV44-559[CA26l 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER DATAl 
[NFE037l LTV44-559[CA26l 74711 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl 
[NFE03o J LTV44-559[CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (NFE032) LTV44.-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) 
[NFE0341 D LTV44-559[CA26J 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER DATAl 
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SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR0M MATED P~SITI0N, P0SITIVE 
FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=5.0 












































DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(NFE035l ~ LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER DATAl (NFE036l LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER OHAl 
(N,E037l LTV44-559(CA26l 74711 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (NFE030 l LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl 
(NFE032l LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATA) 
(NFE034) D LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl 
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SRE, 5500.0000 sa ,FT. 
LRE, 327.7800 IN. 
BRE, 234B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGSrrION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT A~R(j VS DELZ. ALPHA747=O.O. DELBETA=5.0 












































O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(NFE035l ~ (NFE036 l (M'E037 ) 
CNFE030) 

















LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI 
LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATy 02 51 
"I IH~lInIT!11 ITTl
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION. POSITIVE 
FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=5.0 





















































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 





















~ I I -.07 
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5REF 2690.0000 50. FT • 
LREF 474.B100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. VO 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ. ALPHA74I=O.Q. DELBETA=5.0 
-
FIG. 238 
CAJMACH = .50 PAGE 1902 




O~T~ SET SYMBOL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CD I Q,E035 ) § 
Z( Q'E036) 


















LTY44-SS9ICA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 
LTY44-SS9(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 


















































ceRBITER OAT A) 























5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.B100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(a'E035l § LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CRBlTER DATAl (a'EQ3S) LTV4!-559CCA26l 747/1 AT,/ 02 51 (CRBlTER DATAl (a.E037l LTv44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 









SRE' '2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.9100 IN. 
BRE' 936.6BOO IN. 
XMRP 1109.00CO IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ze 
SCALE .0125 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 





































































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BIOo [N • 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 [N. xa 
VMRP .0000 IN. va 
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FIG. 238 LAT-DIRECT A;:RO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=5.0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(TFE035] § LTV44-559(CA26] 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATA] 









































REf"ERE"~CE INFClRMA nON 
SREF '5500.0000 SQ.F'T. 
LREF 327.7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHR" 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZHRP 190.'500 IN. ZC 
SCALa .0125 













DRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRDM MATED PDSITIDN. PDSITIVE 
LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=5.0 
.50 PAGE 1906 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO~~IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETAe BETAC 
en ( TrE035 ) ~ 
z ( TFE036 ) 
>- ( TFE037 ) 
U 
LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
LTV44-SS9(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 








SRE~ 5500.0000 SD.~T. 
LRE~ 327.7800 IN. 
















































XNRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 238 
(AlMACH = 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
LAI-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=O.O, DELBETA=5.0 






























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(TFE035 1 § LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl (TFE036 1 LTV44-559(CA26l 74711 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl 
















SRE~ 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.003]; 

















-+-H I I I-H-l-·-l-I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :I 
-10 0 1 0 . 20 30 40 50 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE 










DHA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlr'· :':<;CRIPTION 
(MFEC48l ~ LTV44-559(CA26l .'~7/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl [MFE049l LTV44-55S[CA26l 747/1 HV 02 51 [ORBITER DHAl [MFEC5C 1 LTV44-559[CA;26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 [cRBTTER DATAl 
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SREF 2690.0CUC· SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.B1CD IN. 
SREF 936.680.0. IN • 
XMR? !lOS.COCO IN. XO 
VHR? .0.0.0.0 IN. va 
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0RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT ~R0M MATED P0SITI0N. P0SlTIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-D1RECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I.MFE04Bl ~ LTV44-5591CA26J 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl (MFE0491 LTV44-5S91CA261 747/1 ATv 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
I>1FE0501 LTV44-SS9ICA26J 747/1 ATV 0251 (ORBITER DATAl (MFE0451 LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATv 02 51 (ORBITER DAHl 
1 MFE046 I LTV44-5591CA2bl 747/1 ATV 02 51 10RBITER DATAl 
1 ~IFE047 J D LTV44-559(CA261 7471\ ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
.014 "" "n 
.012 










































SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XHRP 1>09.0000 IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYM80 
(HFE048 J i (HFE049 I - CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 8ETAO SETAC E~EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION (HFE050 I ("FE045 I (MFE046 I (MF,-"47 I D 
.022 
.020 







LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 Aiy 02 SI (ORBITER DATAl 
LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATv 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
LTV44-S53(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
LTV44-SS9(CA261 747/1 ATY 02 51 [ORBITER DATAl 
LTV44-~59(CA;6) 147/1 ATY 02 51 [ORBIT"R DATAl 
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11-' . ~ I I:r--I--l, -~ ~' . T" 
.000 5.000 SREF 
.000 5.000 LREF 
.000 5.000 BREF 
.000 5.000 XMRP 
.000 5.000 YMRP 
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-.006 
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FIG. 2 














































































OhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 
LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 
LTV44-S59(CA26l 747/1 Ary 
LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 
LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 









- .... --~-L 
-.50, 
02 5t (OR8tTER DATAl 
02 51 (ORBITER OATAl 
02 51 (ORBtTER DATAl 
02 5t (OR9ITERDATAl 
02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 










SETAO BETAe ELEVeN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.000 .000 5.000 
5.000 .000 5.000 
5.000 .000 5.000 
.000 .000 5.000 
.000 .000 5.000 
.000 .000 j.OOO 
5REF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 47~ .8100 IN. 
8REF 93fi.6800 IN. 
XMR? 1109.:::QO IN. XO 
YMR? .CDOJ IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[MFE048) ~ LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATY 02 51 [ORBITER DATA) [MFE049) LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATY 0251 [ORBITER DATA) 
[MFE050) LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATy 02 51 WRBITER DATA) 
[MF"E045) LTV44-559[CA26) 74711 ATY 02 51 [ORBITER DATA) 






































































































SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.680~ IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
YHR~ .ooa~ IN. YO 
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FIG. 239 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ. ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCN~IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(NFE04Bl ~ LTV44-SS9(CA26l 74711 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER OAThl (NFE049) LTV44-SS9(CA26l 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER OATAl 
(NFE050 I t' L TI'44-,S9(CA:'6l 747/1 ATY 02 51 (CARRIER PhThl (NFE04' I L1V4'1-~59(CA;61 74711 A1Y 02 51 (CARRIER P\TAI 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5REF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 327 .7BOO IN. 
DREF n4B .0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 239 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 
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DATA SET ,YMBOL COHF IG~RATlON DESCRIPTION 






kj y (: 
'\ , ~ ~ rJ 
-' [0 / y'" 
-.006 1\ ~ L 14~ 
-.008 
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-.010 
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SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
-
-20 -10 Q 10 20 30 40 50 60 
UP. DZ 
70 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE 
FIG. 239 LAT-DIRECT AER0 VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 
(AlMACH = .60 PAGE 1915 










































OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[NFE04B I i LTV44-559[Ch2S1 74711 ATV 0251 [ChRRIER OhTh) [NFE049I LTV14-559(CA2S1 747/1 ATY 0251 [CARRIER OATh) [NFE050) LTV44-559[CA2S1 74711 hTV 02 51 [ChRRIER DAThl 
(NFE045 I LTV44-559(CA2S) 74711 hTV 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
(NFE04S) LTV44-559(CA2S) 74711 ATV 0251 (CARRIER DATA) 
(NFE047) D LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 (CARRIER DATA) 
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-.006 , uu 1..1 IJJ 






































5REF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 234B.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
"" 




50 60 70 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 23 
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DATA SET SVM80" CON'IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 














SRE, 2690.0000 SQ.'T. 
LRE, 474.8100 IN. 
8RE' 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP IIOS.OOOO IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN .VO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
5CA"E .0125 
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FIG. 239 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AER(j VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ZOOCOFE048. 1 § LTV44-559CCA261 74711 ATY 0251 CORBITER DATA] COFE049] LTV44-559CCA261 74711 ATY 0251 [ORBITER DATAl 









































































5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. xa 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMSDL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(OFE04B I 8 LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATV 0251 (OFE049) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 hTY 02 51 





















u •• . 
20 -10 n 
(ORBITER DATA) 
(ORB ITER DATAl 




















SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN • 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YD 
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ClRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRClM MATED PClSITIClN. PClSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 2 :9 LAT-DIRECT AE (j VS DELZ. ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 
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DATA SET SYM80L .CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 









































SREF 2690.0000 SIl.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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GRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 239 LAT-DIRECT AER~VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=S.O 


















































O~TA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(TFE04Bl § LTV44-559(CA2S1 74711 ATV 02 51 [CARRIER DATA) [TFE0491 LTV44-559[CA2S1 747/1 ATY 02 51 [CARRIER DATA) 














































SREF 5500.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2349.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 239 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.Q. DELBETA=5.Q 
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OAT A ~ET SYMBOL CCN~JGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
CDt TFE048l § LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 
Z)- t TFE049 l LTV44-559(CA26l 74711 ATV 02 51 
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(CARRIER DATAl (CARRIER DATAl 


























SREF 5500. ,,00 SO.FT • 
lREF ~27 :,800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339 .9000 It'. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vc 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
1111 ,n, rill I'"~ 
, 
W 
o -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 239 LAT-DIRECT AERB VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 










DATA SET SYM8C 
(TFE048 ) § ( TFE049 ) [ TFEOSO ) 
(, 
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT ON 
LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 AT 
LTV44-5SS(CA26) 747/1 AT 
LTV44-55S(CA2G) 747/1 AT 
. 
SETAO SETAC 
02 SI (CARRIER DATA) 5.000 .000 
02 SI (CARRIER DATA) 5.000 .000 







SREF 5500.0000 50.F 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF ~34a.0400 IN. 
xHRP 133S.9aoo IN. 
YHRP .0000 IN. 
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FIG. 239 
CAlMACH = 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FR~M MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
LAT-DIRECT AERQ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=2.0, DELBETA=5.0 























OATh SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION SETAD SETAe ELEVON REFERENCE IN,ORMATION 

















- • 1 0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER OATh) 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 
LTV44-559(CA26l 747/1 ATY 01 51 (ORBITER DATAl 





.. ~ 'I..W. UJ.J ~ 
5,000 ,DOD S,OOO 5REF 
5.000 .000 5.000 LREF 
5.000 .000 S,OOO BREF 
,DOD ,ODD 5.000 XMRP 
.000 ,ODD 5,000 YMRP 






.1. . .1. 
-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=S.O 






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
(HFE092) i LTV44-S59(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) (MFE093) LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATV 0251 (ORBITER OATA) (MFE094) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) (MFEa89) LTV44-559lCA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER OATA) (MFE090) LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATV 02 51 CORa ITER DATA) (MFE091) D LTV44-559lCA261 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl 
.014 III HI! TlfTITl r= emT 'Tn lilT n 
.012 
.010 -. 
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-.008 
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5REF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.9100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
xHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
1111 1111 1111 rill 1111 IO .. 
1-
-20 - 1 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER(j VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=5.0 
CA)MACH = .60 PAGE 1925 
.~ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MFEOS2l ~ LlV44-55S(CA26l 74711 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DAHl (MFEOS3 1 LTV44-55S(CA26l 74711 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATAl (MFEOS4l LTV44-55S(CA26) 74711 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATAl (MFEOBSl LTV44-55S(CA26) 74711 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATAl 













































SREF 2690 .0000 So.FT • 
LREF 474.B100 IN. 
8REF 936.6BOO IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
nlRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ. ALPHA747=4.0. DELBETA=5.0 
CA)MACH = .50 PAGE 1926 





















































O~TA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETM BETAC ELEVON RE,ERENCE INFORMATION 
















LTV44-559(C~26) 747/1 ATV 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) 5.000 .000 5.000 SRE, LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) 5.000 .000 5.000 LREF LTV44-55S(CA26) 74711 HY 02 51 (~R8ITER DATA) 5.000 .000 5.000 8REF LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATV 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 XMRP 
LTV44-S59CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 YMRP LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
III In' nn 11TJ ~ TIn (TIn TlTI f 
~ tc J... 
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.&./..1 U.l Lu.u U.lJ ..u.u 1":.< .... ~ 01.1.1 ..uu lU UU I~ u.u ILUI.uu UU uu I.Ul .u.u 
""' 
.. /.:0 
-- I 0 fJ 10 20 30 4 () ~O 
~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED P~SITION. POSITIVE 






1109.0000 IN. xo 
.0000 IN. YO 


















































































(MFE092) ~ LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 (ORBITER OATA) 5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. (MFE093) LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 51 (ORBITER OATA) LREF 474.BIOO IN. (MFE094) LTV44-559(CA26) 74711 ATv 02 5J (ORBITER OATA) BREF 936.6BOO IN. (MFEOB9) LTV'14-559(CA26J 74711 ATV 0251 (ORBITER DATA) .000 
.000 
.000 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
(MFE090 I LTV44-559(CA261 747/1 ATY 0251 (ORBITER DATA) YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(NFE092l ~ LTV44-559(Ch26l ~47/1 ATv 0251 (CARRIER DATAl 
eN'EOS3l LTV44-55SeCh26l 747/1 ATY 0251 (CARRIER OATAl 
eN'EOS4) LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 hrY 0251 (CARRIER DATAl 
e N'E089) LTV44-55S(CA2SJ 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATAl 
eN'EOSO J LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (CARRIER DATAl (N'EOSI J D LTV44-55S(CA26J 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
",IRP 1339 .9000 1 N. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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UP. DZ 
70 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=5.0 
CA1MACH = .60 PAGE 1929 










































OATA SET SVMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C N,E092 1 ~ (N,EOS3 ) 
I N,E094 ) (NFE089 ) 






















LTV44-559CCA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 
LTV44-559CCA2Sl 74711 ATV02 51 
LTV44-55S(CA2Gl 747/1 ATV 02 51 
LTV44-55S(CA26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 
LTV44-559(C~26l 747/1 ATV 02 51 
L,TV44-55S(CA2Sl 747/1 ATv 02 51 
"I "" 









(CARRIER DATAl (CARRIER DATAl (CARRIER DATAl (CARRIER DATA) (CARRIER DATA) 
(CARRIER DATA) 
























































SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LRE, 327 .7800 IN. 
SREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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UP. DZ 
70 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=S.O 







































OAT~ S~T SYMBOL CON'IGUR~TION DESCRIPTION BE TAO SETAC ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
[NFE092 I ~ LTV44-559[C~26) 747/1 ~TY 02 51 [CARRIER OAT~1 5.000 • 000 5.000 C N,E093 I LTV44-55S[CA261 747/1 ~rY 02 51 (C~RRIER OAT~J 5.000 • 000 5.000 (NFEOS'; I LTV44-55S(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 51 [C~RRIER O~T~J 5.000 • 000 5.000 (NFE08S J LTV44·55S[CA2SJ 747/1 ATY 02 51 [C"RRIER O~TAJ .000 .000 5.000 (NFE090 J LTV44-559CCA2S1 747/1 ATY 02 51 (C~RRIER O~T~) .000 .000 5.000 (NFEOSI) D LTV44-55SlC~261 747/1 ~TY 02 51 (CARRIER DATA) .000 .000 5.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .7800 IN • 
BREF 2348.0400 IN • 
XMRP 133S.S000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP ISO.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0125 
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FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=5.0 
(A)MACH = .50 PAGE 1931 



























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(OFE092) § L TV44-559(C'\2S) 747/1 "TY 02 SI (ORBITER OATA) (OFE093) LTV44-SS9(CA26) "747/1 ATY 02 5i (ORBITER DATA) 
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5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LRt:F 4"'4.8100 IN • 
BREF 936.6800 IN • 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XIl 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yll 
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~RBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P~SITI~N. P~SITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.D, DELBETA=5.0 







DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
CDztOFE092I § LTV44-559[Ch261 74711 hTV 0251 (ORBITER Dhlhl 
t OFE093I LTV44-'59tCh26J 747/1 hTV 02 51 (ORBITER Ohlhl 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BIOO IN. 
BREF 936.6BOO IN. 
XMRP 1I09.0000 IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN. va 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Zll 
SCALE .0125 
1111 
"" "" ''''; 
--
~ -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=5.0 
CA}MACH = .f-O PAGE 1933 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




































5REF 2690.Dooe 50 .FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
-
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BRBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRBM MATED PBSITIBN. PBSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER0 VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=5.0 
(A)MACH = .60 PAGE 1934' 
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DATA SET 5YMBO" CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION SETAe RE~ERENCE IN~aRHATICN 








SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
(0~En941 LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATV 0251 (ORBITER DATA) • 000 "REF 474.BIOO IN. BREF 936.6800 IN • 
XMRP J 109.0000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=S.O 





















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(TFE092) ~ LTV44-559(CA2Sl 747/1 ATV 02 51 (CARRIER O"."A) (TFE093) LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 AlY 0251 (CARRIER O,HA} 














































SREF 5500.0000 SC.fT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .012~ 
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~R8ITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED PGSITIGN. PGSITIVE 
FIG, 240 LAT-DIRECT AER~ VS DELZ, ALPHA747=4.0, DELBETA=5.0 




D~T~ 5ET 5VMB~L C~NFIGUR~TI~N OE5CRIPTI~N 
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5REF 5500.0000 SD .FT • 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
8REF 2348.0400 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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FIG. 240 LAT-DIRECT AERo VS DELZ. ALPHA747=4.0. DELBETA=5.0 







DATA SET SYMBOL 
( TFE092 ) § 
t "jC'E093 ) ( TFE094 ) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY D2 51 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0251 
LTV4~-559(CA26) 747/1 ATy 02 51 














SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327.7800 IN. 
aREF 2348.0400 IN. 
XHRP ;339.9000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
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